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Preface

Overview
A video signal, which is composed of a sequence of still frames of pixels, contains
signiﬁcant amount of redundant information in spatial and temporal domain.
Elimination of this redundant information is achieved by efﬁcient video compression methods. To provide interoperability between video encoder and decoder,
MPEG-X (1, 2 and 4) and H.26X (261, 262, 263, 264 and 265) video coding
standards have been deﬁned by the ITU-G and VCEG. To reduce the temporal
redundancy between adjacent frames, the majority of the existing coding standards
have adopted Block Matching Algorithms (BMA) for Motion Estimation (ME).
BMA calculates motion vector for an entire block of pixels instead of individual
pixels. The same motion vector is applicable to all the pixels in the block. This
reduces the computational requirement and also results in a more accurate motion
vector since the objects are typically a cluster of pixels.
In general, out of all the components of a video encoder, the ME module
consumes the major share of overall power. A very simple arithmetic computation
is required for ME. However, frequent memory access associated with ME affects
the overall speed of operation and the power consumption. The present work has
therefore focused on design and development of VLSI architectures for several fast
ME architectures characterized by high processing speed, low power, and low area
making them suitable for portable video application devices that are typically
operated by battery power and involve real time operation.

Organization and Features
This book primarily focuses on low-power VLSI implementation of ME architectures and efﬁcient data reuse technique along with other techniques that have been
used to make a high performance ME architecture. In addition, the concept of
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scalable video coding based on in-band motion compensated temporal ﬁltering has
also been presented.
Chapter 1 gives a brief introduction to the concept of video compression and
motion estimation. Chapter 2 provides the background of ME and different fast
search techniques for motion estimation and a brief survey of the literature related
to the scalable video coding. Chapter 3 explains the design of VLSI architecture for
realizing Fast Three Step Search algorithm (FTSS). Chapter 4 explains the implementation of VLSI architecture for Successive Elimination algorithm (SEA).
Chapter 5 provides details of fast ME based on a combination of Diamond Search
and 1-bit transformation and its architecture. Chapter 6 introduces a new two stage
fast algorithm for Variable Block Size Motion Estimation (VBSME) based on pixel
truncation and its low power architecture. Chapter 7 gives the fundamentals of
Scalable Video Coding based on In-band Motion Compensated Temporal Filtering
(IB-MCTF). Finally, Chap. 8 presents a few suggestions for extensions of the
present work.
Programs have been developed in Matlab and Verilog to implement the research
ideas discussed in depth from Chap. 3 through Chap. 7. Some of these programs
have been provided in the two appendices of this book for the beneﬁt of the reader.

Audience
This book presents material that is appropriate for courses at the senior undergraduate level and graduate level in the areas of Video processing and VLSI
architectures. It is also suitable for research students who are working on design of
VLSI architectures for Video processing applications. Practicing engineers in the
area of hardware implementation of video CODEC will also ﬁnd the book to be
immensely useful. Basic familiarity with logic design and hardware description
languages is considered adequate to follow the material presented in this book.
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Abstract

Video data consist of a time sequence of image frames, and there exists a signiﬁcant
redundancy in temporal domain. One of the important aims of video compression is
removal of the temporal redundancy in an efﬁcient way. Motion Estimation (ME),
which tries to remove the temporal redundancy by ﬁnding the best matching block
in a reference frame for each block in the present frame, is the principal component
of a video encoding system. Of all the components of a video encoder, the ME
module consumes the lion’s share of overall power. A very simple arithmetic
computation is required for ME. However, frequent memory access associated with
ME affects the overall speed of operation and the power consumption. The present
work has therefore focused on design and development of several fast ME architectures characterized by high processing speed, low power, and low area making
them suitable for portable video application devices that are typically operated by
battery power and involve real time operation. VLSI architecture has been developed for Fast Three Step Search (FTSS) algorithm that is used in video conferencing applications. An intelligent data arrangement has been used in this design to
reduce the power consumption and to achieve a high speed of operation. Parallel
VLSI architectures for Successive Elimination algorithm (SEA) have also been
developed. The architecture proposed for SEA requires nearly 60 % less time with
same power requirement and accuracy, but somewhat more area while being
compared to an architecture meant for realizing full search algorithm. Moreover, the
present work has conceived fast ME by combining One Bit Transformation (1BT)
for ﬁxed block size and single reference frame. Fast 1BT based ME architectures
for variable block size and single reference frame and multiple reference frames
have also been developed. The scope of the present work also includes fast ME
algorithms based on the pixel truncation. An appropriate architecture has also been
developed for implementing the proposed ME algorithm. In the present work, all
the proposed architectures have been synthesized and analyzed for power and
maximum operating frequencies in FPGA as well as ASIC platforms.
Nowadays, the consumer looks out for the best possible video quality regardless
of his/her location and degree of network support. To realize this however, the
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Abstract

transmitted video must match the receiver’s characteristics such as the required bit
rate, resolution and frame rate, thus aiming to provide the best quality subject to the
limitations of the receiver and the network. Scalable video coding provides an
appropriate solution to this type of problem. In recent years, wavelet-based image
and video coding systems that utilize a wide range of spatial, temporal and SNR
scalability with state-of-the-art coding performance have been developed. An
introduction to scalable video coding based in-band motion compensated temporal
ﬁltering (IB-MCTF) has been provided towards the end of this book.







Keywords Video compression Fast three step search Successive elimination
One-bit transformation Pixel truncation Parallel VLSI architecture Scalable
video coding







Chapter 1

Introduction

Several image frames combine in a sequence to constitute a video signal. Frame rate
of a video processing system is stated to be the number of frames sent out or received
per second (fps). As far as a day-to-day consumer application like mobile video communication is concerned, frame rate of 30 fps is considered adequate. However, the
rate can vary from as low as 10–15 fps for videoconferencing application to 60 fps
for a typical high-end High Definition Television (HDTV) transmission. Storage
and transmission of the enormous volume of data that is required for high quality
video processing proves to be a challenge for the system designers. At the same
time, one cannot overlook the considerable similarity existing between the contents
of successive frames, considering the fact that there exists very short time difference
(varying between 1/10 and 1/60 s, based on the frame rate) between any two consecutive frames of a video sequence. Removal of this inherent temporal redundancy
by employing video compression is the key to development of efficient storage and
transmission systems for video information.
Over the last few decades, video compression has been the underlying technology
of numerous consumer electronic products including the modern-day smart-phones
and tablet computers. Continuing evolution of efficient video processing architecture
has enabled development and manufacture of hand held low-area low-power devices
including digital camcorders and camera phones.
This introductory chapter first identifies the principal tasks involved in an overall
video compression job. Following a brief background on the basic blocks of a typical
video codec, the motivation of the present research is stated. Subsequently, challenges
faced in undertaking this work are spelt out. Salient contributions of the research work
recorded in this book are next enumerated. The chapter ends by drawing an outline
of the present book.

1.1 Fundamentals of Video Compression
In this section, we explore the operation of the basic video codec. The major video
coding standards released since the early 1990s have been based on the same generic
design (or model) of a video CODEC that incorporates a motion estimation and
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
I. Chakrabarti et al., Motion Estimation for Video Coding,
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compensation front end (sometimes described as Differential Pulse Code Modulation
(DPCM)), a transform stage and an entropy encoder. The model is often described
as a hybrid DPCM/DCT CODEC [1, 2]. Any CODEC that is compatible with
H.261/263/264/265 or MPEGs (1/2/4) has to implement a similar set of basic coding and decoding functions (although there are many differences of detail between
the standards and their actual implementations). Figure 1.1 shows the structure of an
encoder for video compression (generic DPCM/DCT hybrid encoder). In an encoder,
video frame n(Fn ) is processed to produce a coded (compressed) bitstream while in
a decoder, the compressed bitstream is decoded to produce a reconstructed video
frame F̂n , not usually identical to the source frame. Functionality of each block is
explained in the following subsections.

1.1.1 Transform Block
The first step in Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) based image/video coding is to
divide the image into small blocks, usually of size 8 × 8 pixels. Then, DCT operation is performed on each block to convert each pixel value into frequency domain. It
takes 64 input values and yields 64 frequency domain coefficients. This transform is
fully reversible; the original block can be reconstructed by applying an Inverse DCT
(IDCT). DCT not only converts the pixels into the corresponding frequency values
such that the lower frequencies appear at the top-left side of the block, while the higher
frequencies appear at the bottom right. As the human eye is sensitive to only low
frequencies, subsequently steps tend to discard the high frequency values to achieve
compression. Hence, DCT helps separate more perceptible information from less perceptible information. DCT converts a block of image pixels into a block of transform
coefficients of the same dimension [3]. These DCT coefficients represent the original
pixels values in the frequency domain. Any gray-scale 8 × 8 pixel block can be fully
represented by a weighted sum of 64 DCT basis functions where the weights are just
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the corresponding DCT coefficients [1, 2]. The two-dimensional DCT transform of
an N × N pixel block is described in Eq. (1.1), where f ( j, k) is the pixel value at the
position ( j, k) and F(u, v) is the transform coefficient at the position (u, v).




N
−1 N
−1


(2k + 1)vπ
(2 j + 1)uπ
2
cos
f ( j, k) cos
F(u, v) = C(u)C(v)
N
2N
2N
j=0 k=0

(1.1)
Corresponding Inverse DCT is given by




N −1 N −1
(2k + 1)vπ
(2 j + 1)uπ
2  
cos
C(u)C(v)F(u, v) cos
f ( j, k) =
N
2N
2N
u=0 v=0

(1.2)


where
C(w) =

√1
2

for w = 0;

1

for w = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n − 1;

Using formulae (1.1) and (1.2), the forward and inverse transforms require a large
number of floating point computations. Simple calculation shows that a total of
64 × 64 = 4,096 computations are needed to transform a block of 8 × 8 pixels.
It may be noted that the forward and inverse DCT transforms are separable,
implying that the two dimensional transform coefficients can be obtained by applying
a one-dimensional transform first along the horizontal direction and then along the
vertical direction separately. This can reduce the number of computations required
for each 8 × 8 block from 4,096 to 1,024.

1.1.2 Quantization
For a typical block in a photographic image, most of the high-frequency DCT coefficients will be nearly zero. On an average, the DC coefficient and the other lowfrequency coefficients often have relatively large amplitudes. This is because in an
image with smooth natural scene, most blocks tend to contain little high-frequency
contents; in general, only a few of the DCT coefficients have significant values [1, 2].
The DCT coefficients are quantized so that the near-zero coefficients are set to zero
and the remaining coefficients are represented with reduced precision. To quantize
each coefficient, it is divided by the quantizer step size and the result is rounded
to the nearest integer. Therefore, larger quantizer step sizes mean coarser quantization. Although this results in information loss, compression is achieved since
most of the coefficient values in each block now are zero. Coarser quantization
(i.e., larger quantizer step size) gives higher compression and poorer decoded image
quality.
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1.1.3 Entropy Coding
After quantization, nonzero coefficients are further encoded using an entropy coder
such as Huffman coder. In Huffman coding [4] (and in other entropy coding schemes)
[1, 2], the more frequent values are represented with shorter codes and the less frequent values with longer codes. Zero coefficients can be efficiently encoded using
run-length encoding. Instead of transmitting all the zero values one by one, run length
coding simply transmits the total number of the current run of zeros. The result is a
compressed representation of the original image. To decode the image, the reverse
procedure is carried out. First, the variable-length codes (entropy codes) are decoded
to get back the quantized coefficients. These are then multiplied by the appropriate
quantizer step size to obtain an approximation to the original DCT coefficients. These
coefficients are put through the inverse DCT to get back the pixel values in the spatial domain. These decoded pixel values will not be identical to the original image
pixels since a certain amount of information is lost during quantization. A lossy
DCT CODEC produces characteristic distortions due to the quantization process.
These include “blocking” artifacts [5], where the block structure used by the encoder
becomes apparent in the decoded image, and “mosquito noise” [5], where lines and
edges in the image are surrounded by fine lines. DCT-based image coding systems can
provide compression ratios ranging between 10 and 20 while maintaining a reasonably good image quality. The actual efficiency depends to some extent on the image
content. As images with considerable detail contain many nonzero high-frequency
DCT coefficients, they need to be coded at higher rates than images with less detail.
Compression can be improved by increasing the quantization step size. In general,
higher compression is obtained at the expense of poorer decoded image quality.

1.1.4 Motion Estimation and Compensation
Motion Estimation (ME) and Motion Compensation (MC) play an important role
in video coding system. Motion estimation has been adopted in many video coding
standards like MPEG-X series and H.26X series [6]. In motion estimation and motion
compensation, the previous or the future frame is used as the reference frame to
predict the current frame [7]. Both the frames are divided into blocks of fixed sizes,
usually 16 × 16 pixels known as the Macroblocks (MBs). For each MB in the current
frame, one estimates its motion by searching for the best matched MB (within a search
range) in a previously available reference frame.
The displacement between the MB in the current frame and the best matched one
in the reference frame is known as the Motion Vector (MV). It is only the difference
between the two MBs and the displacement used to describe the position of the
reference MB, which needs to be coded. The amount of coded data is therefore
much less than the original, and a high compression ratio can be achieved. However,
modern coding standards like H.264 allow ME for blocks of variable sizes to achieve
a better prediction for objects with complex motion [1, 2].
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As mentioned previously, the purpose of motion estimation is to search for the
most similar reference block for a given block in the current frame and to find a MV
for the same. This process is repeated for all the blocks in the current frame and a
separate motion vector is found for all the blocks. On the other hand, the process of
motion compensation is concerned with reconstructing the current frame from the
MVs which have been obtained from the motion estimator.
Motion estimation happens to be the most computationally expensive and resource
hungry operation in the entire video compression process. Hence, this field has seen
the highest activity and research interest in the past two decades.
Many fundamental block matching algorithms [7–21] are available in the literature from the mid-1980s to the recent years. Efficient motion estimation algorithms and architectures are therefore indeed necessary for the design of an efficient
video encoder. The following chapters of this book present an in-depth of discussion on some important block motion estimation algorithms and their hardware
implementation.

1.2 Motivation
Modern video coding standards have made a substantial amount of improvement
possible in the coding efficiency while compared to the previous standards. The
required coding gain however entails hardware systems of higher complexity. Motion
Estimation (ME) has been identified as the main source of power consumption in
the video encoding systems. Although ME based on Block Matching Algorithms
(BMAs) involves simple and straightforward arithmetic computations, it requires a
huge amount of memory access which in turn calls for considerable power consumption and it may also affect the overall speed of operation [8]. However, there are not
many implementations, which ensure low power consumption and high speed of
operation at the same time, that are found in the literature. Design of an architecture
for ME, which can take care of the high memory bandwidth requirement, is thus
crucial for an efficient video encoding system. Therefore, a major objective of the
present work has been to design hardware structures for ME with low power requirements. Several techniques have been adopted in this work to design ME architectures
endowed with the desirable features of low area and low power consumption, and
high speed of operation to meet the real time requirements for the modern video
coding/processing applications.
With rapid evolution of digital video technology and the continuous improvement taking place in communication infrastructure, the consumer demands the best
possible video quality wherever they are and whatever their network support is. For
this purpose, the transmitted video must match the receiver’s characteristics such
as the required bit rate, resolution and frame rate, thus aiming to provide the best
quality subject the limitations of the receiver and the network. Besides, the same link
is often used to transmit to either low-end devices such as small cell phones, or to
high-performance devices like HDTV workstations. Based on this observation, it is
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evident that such heterogeneous networks pose a great problem for traditional video
encoders which do not allow for on-the-fly video streaming adaptation.
To circumvent this drawback, the concept of scalability for video coding has been
proposed as an emergent solution for supporting, in a given network, endpoints with
distinct video processing capabilities. Scalable Video Coding (SVC) must support
more than one spatial, temporal and quality layers. This demands a more advanced
codec structure of SVC in comparison to that of the conventional hybrid video coding
structure. This book provides an introduction to SVC in Chap. 7. It has many potential
applications ranging from High Definition Digital Video Disc (HD-DVD) to Digital
Video Broadcasting for Hand held terminals (DVB-H) with small screens. However,
with the SVC coding performance comes the overhead of high computation complexity. Employing a general purpose processor to deal with such high complexity
will necessitate considerable increase in power budget and overall cost. Dedicated
hardware (based on design of VLSI Architecture) can only ensure acceptable performance of high resolution video processing. So for real-time applications, need is
felt for a dedicated hardware accelerator system. This is the motivation behind the
work on designing architectures for SVC based on In-Band Motion Compensated
Temporal Filtering (IB-MCTF) to address video communication over heterogeneous
networks that involves video data communication over variable rate and bandwidth
conditions.

1.3 Challenges Encountered
Due to computational regularity, motion estimation based on full search is generally
preferred for Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) implementation. However, the
computational complexity for the full search algorithm is very huge and therefore
many fast search algorithms have been proposed.
• Although the computational time of these fast search algorithms is much smaller
than full search algorithm, the search data flow for these fast search algorithms is
irregular when one becomes involved with their hardware realization. This makes
the memory access mechanism for VLSI implementation of fast search algorithms
more complex than that for full search algorithm.
• Unlike full search algorithm, the processing order of these fast search algorithms
is not predefined but dynamic, which makes the controlling unit much more complicated than that of the full search algorithm.
In recent years, wavelet-based image and video coding systems that utilize a
wide range of spatial, temporal and SNR scalability with state-of-the-art coding
performance have been proposed in the literature [22–26].
• To serve a broad range of data rates (that vary from a few Kbit/s to several Mbit/s)
on heterogeneous networks or on a wide variety of terminals with different characteristics, fine-granular spatio-temporal and SNR scalability becomes necessary.
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• Selecting trade-offs among these three dimensions (spatial/temporal/quality)
becomes inevitable in order to support a high degree of content variation with
high quality. Motion-compensated wavelet video coding schemes can provide full
scalability with fine granularity over a large range of bitrates.
These factors pose considerable challenges for designing VLSI architectures for
fast search ME algorithms and SVC.
Many techniques have been applied to reduce the overall power consumption of
the ME modules by reducing the required memory bandwidth. This is achieved by
reducing the redundant data access for different search locations. Additionally, highly
parallel architectures have been developed to increase the overall speed of operation
for the ME process. Therefore, a major part of this book beginning from Chap. 3 and
ending in Chap. 6 has focused on the design and development of fast ME architectures
characterized by high processing speed, low power, and low area, which make them
suitable for portable video application devices that are typically operated by battery
power and involve real time operation. Chapter 7 gives an introduction to Scalable
Video Coding based on spatial domain motion compensated temporal filtering (SDMCTF) and in-band motion compensated temporal filtering (IB-MCTF).

1.4 Contributions of the Present Research
Keeping the challenges stated above in view, the main contributions of the work
embodied in this book have been the following:
• To optimize the design of the proposed architectures to meet the requirement for
low-power consumption.
• To design and implement efficient VLSI architecture for Fast Three Step search
(FTSS) motion estimation algorithm [27]. FTSS determines the direction of the
current motion vector from the previous motion vector and reduces the computation
for checking the candidate motion vector.
• To develop a parallel VLSI architecture for successive elimination algorithm (SEA)
[28]. By using SEA, motion vector for each reference block in the current frame
can be found with much less computational load than what would be required if
one executes the exhaustive search algorithm.
• To design and develop a high performance ME architectures based upon combination of diamond search algorithm and one-bit transformation supporting blocks
of variable sizes and multiple reference frames [29].
• To design and develop an efficient architecture to reduce the computational complexity and memory access for variable block size ME based on pixel truncation [30].
• To optimize the performance of each ME architecture to meet the requirements
for modern video coding standards.
• To perform comparison with existing work in order to establish the acceptability
of the proposed architectures.
• To give an introduction to scalable video coding based on in-band motion compensated temporal filtering (IB-MCTF) through lifting based DWT.
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1.5 Organization of the Book
This book primarily focuses on low-power VLSI implementation of ME architectures and efficient data reuse technique along with other techniques that have been
used to make a high performance ME architecture. Finally the concept of scalable
video coding based on in-band motion compensated temporal filtering has also been
presented.
In this chapter gives a brief introduction to the concept of video compression and
ME, different ME architectures and explains the motivation of the present work. It
also identifies the major challenges faced and lists the principle contributions made
in course of this research.
Chapter 2 provides the background of ME and different fast search techniques for
motion estimation and brief survey on literature related to the scalable video coding.
Chapter 3 explains the design and development of VLSI architecture for realizing
Fast Three Step Search algorithm (FTSS).
Chapter 4 describes design and implementation of VLSI architecture implementation of Successive Elimination Algorithm (SEA).
Chapter 5 provides the details on architectural implementation of fast ME based
on a combination of Diamond Search and 1-bit transformation.
A two stage fast algorithm for Variable Block Size Motion Estimation (VBSME)
based on pixel truncation has been proposed in this work. A suitable low-power
architecture for implementing the proposed ME algorithm has been described in
Chap. 6.
Chapter 7 briefly explains the work done so far in IB-MCTF which is an important
branch of the broad field of scalable video coding.
Finally Chap. 8 presents a few suggestions for extensions of the present work.
To give the reader a better feel for the approach adopted in the present work, some
important Matlab and Verilog programs are given in Appendix A and Appendix B
respectively.
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Chapter 2

Background and Literature Survey

This chapter begins with an overview of block matching algorithm (BMA) approach
to motion estimation which is preferred for its simplicity and straightforward circuit
implementation. Many block matching algorithms are briefly introduced and also a
brief survey of different motion estimation architectures are presented.

2.1 Block Matching Algorithm
Mainly, there are two different techniques of ME, namely Pel-Recursive Algorithm
(PRA) and Block Matching Algorithm (BMA). In PRAs, there is an iterative refining of ME for individual pixels by gradient methods [1]. On the other hand, BMAs
assume that all the pixels within a block have the same motion activity [2]. In BMAs,
motion is estimated on the basis of rectangular blocks and one Motion Vector (MV)
is produced for each block. Compared to BMAs, PRAs involve more computational
complexity and less regularity, and so are difficult to realize in hardware. In general, BMAs are more suitable for a simple hardware realization because of their
regularity and simplicity [3]. Also, BMA is adopted in all video coding standards
because of its performance [4]. In the process of BMA, one is required to find a
MB in the reference frame within a given search area, that is most similar to the
MB in the current frame (current MB). Due to a given search range a window like
structure is formed in the reference frame, which is known as the Search Window
(SW). For a search range of [−p, +p] and for a MB of size N × N, the spatial relationship between the current MB and the SW is shown in Fig. 2.1. The matching
criterion of the BMA has a direct impact on coding efficiency and computational
complexity. Many matching criteria have been proposed in literature e.g., mean
squared error, Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD), pel difference classification etc.
[5]. Among the various proposed matching criteria, SAD calculation requires only
a few simple computational steps, and thus is the most preferred one for VLSI
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Fig. 2.1 The process of
motion estimation by block
matching algorithm

implementation. The evaluation of SAD for a given location (m, n) within the SW
is done as:
SAD(m, n) =

N
−1 N
−1



|cur (i, j) − r e f (i + m, j + n)|

(2.1)

i=0 j=0

where −p ≤ m, n ≤ +p. Also, cur (i, j) is the current MB of size N × N at the
coordinate location (i, j), while r e f (i + m, j + n) is the reference block within
the SW at the coordinate location (i + m, j + n) and p is the search range in both
the directions. The term |cur (i, j) − r e f (i + m, j + n)| is known as the distortion
which is the absolute difference in intensity between the current pixel cur(i, j) and
the reference pixel r e f (i + m, j + n) [4]. The expression SAD(m, n) yields the
summation of all the distortions for the current MB at the search location (m, n).
The search candidate, which has the smallest SAD, is selected as the best matching
reference MB, and the associated location (m, n) is the MV of this current MB. In
the following subsections, ME algorithms are broadly classified into two categories,
namely full search algorithm and fast search algorithms based on the provided quality
and the search process.

2.1.1 Full Search Block Matching Algorithm
In full search BMA, all search candidates within the search window are evaluated,
and the search candidate with the smallest SAD is selected as the best matched
search candidate. The final MV is obtained from the location of the best matched
search candidate. The algorithm for full search based ME is shown in Algorithm 2.1.
Since all the search candidates are examined in full search, ME based on the full
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search provides the optimum solution. Although full search yields optimum results,
it requires a huge amount of computation.

Algorithm 2.1 Full Search Block Matching Algorithm
1: S ADmin = M AX V ALU E;
2: M V = (0, 0);
3: for m = -p to +p do
4:
for n = -p to +p do
5:
SAD(m,n) = 0;
6:
for i = 0 to N-1 do
7:
for j = 0 to N-1 do
8:
S AD(m, n) = S AD(m, n) + |cur (i, j) − r e f (i + m, j + n)|
9:
end for
10:
end for
11:
if SAD(m,n) < SADmin then
12:
S ADmin = S AD(m, n);
13:
M V = (m, n);
14:
end if
15:
end for
16: end for

For example, the computational complexity required to perform ME in real time
for a video sequence in Common Intermediate Format (CIF) (352 × 288 @ 30 fps)
and for a search range of size [−16, 15] is 9.3 Giga Operations per Second (GOPS). If
the frame size becomes DVD format (720 × 480 @ 30 fps) and the searching range is
increased to [−32, 31], the required computational complexity also increases to 127
GOPS. This extremely large computational complexity for full search based ME has
motivated the development of many fast search algorithms. In the next subsections,
several fast search algorithms will be discussed.

2.1.2 Fast Search Algorithms for Block Matching Algorithm
In order to reduce the huge computational requirement for motion estimation based
on full search algorithm, a large number of fast but sub-optimal BMAs can be found
in the literature [6–11]. These algorithms reduce the computational time as well as the
hardware overhead to a considerable extent. However, the major drawback associated
with these fast search algorithms is that very often they may be trapped in some
local minima and thereby produce suboptimal results. Fast search algorithms can be
broadly classified into three categories, namely (i) reduction in the number of search
candidates [11–15] (ii) exploiting different matching criteria instead of the classical
SAD [16–18] , and (iii) predictive search [19–22] based on their characteristics.
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In the following subsection, a brief introduction to these categories and some typical
examples are presented.
2.1.2.1 Reduction in the Number of Search Candidates
These algorithms are based on the assumption that the distortion monotonically
decreases as the search candidate approaches the optimal one. That is, even if all the
search candidates are not matched, the optimal search candidate can be obtained by
following the search candidate with the smallest distortion. This category accounts
for the majority of fast search algorithms, and there are many algorithms available in
literature, such as three step search [12], Successive Elimination, cross search [13],
new-three-step search [6], four step search [12], unrestricted center-biased diamond
search [23], diamond search [9], and so on.
Figure 2.2 depicts the search process for the Three Step Search (TSS) [12]. This
algorithm was introduced by Koga et al. [12]. It became very popular because of its
simplicity. It searches for the best motion vectors in a coarse-to-fine search pattern.
In the first step, an initial step size is fixed. Eight blocks at a distance of the step
size from the center (around the center block) are picked for comparison. In the next
step, the center is moved to the point giving the minimum distortion with the step
size halved. This is repeated till the step size becomes smaller than 1. One problem
that occurs with TSS is that, it uses a uniformly allocated checking point pattern in
the first step, which becomes inefficient for small motion estimation.
In Successive Elimination algorithm, motion vector for each reference block in the
current frame can be find with much less computational load than exhaustive search
algorithm by using some mathematical properties, which is discussed in Chap. 3.
Fig. 2.2 The search process
for three step search
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Fig. 2.3 The search
procedure for diamond
search algorithm

Diamond Search (DS) [9] is another typical fast search algorithm and is shown
in Fig. 2.3 DS has two search steps namely, large diamond and small diamond. In
the searching procedure, the large diamond step is applied first. DS continues in the
large diamond step until the search candidate at the center has the smallest distortion
among the nine candidates of the large diamond. Next, the small diamond is used
to refine the searching result of the large diamond. Figure 2.3 portrays an example
of DS algorithm. The arrow is the direction toward which the large diamond moves,
and after the searching result of the large diamond converges, the small diamond is
adopted to refine the searching result in the last step.
2.1.2.2 Simplification of Matching Criteria
The matching criterion of the block matching ME method has a direct impact on the
coding efficiency and the computational complexity. Many matching criteria have
been proposed in literature e.g., mean square error, SAD, pel difference classification
etc. [5]. Whatever may be the matching criterion, evaluation of the matching criterion
on pixels with 8 bits/pixel representation requires a huge amount of computation.
The computational load can be reduced to a great extent by representing the pixels
with a reduced number of bits. This method is known as pixel truncation. As proposed in [24], the number of bits in each pixel is truncated to achieve the reduction
in computation. For example, if the number of bits in each pixel is truncated from
eight bits to five bits, then the required computational load is only 5/8 of the original.
Moreover, not only does pixel truncation serve to reduce the computational complexity, it also saves the hardware cost and the power consumed by ME hardware.
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This is because a subtractor with less bit width can be used instead of that with eight
bits. In the majority of video sequences, any pixel can be truncated to only six or five
bits without much degradation in the quality.
It has been shown in [25] that for motion estimation based on pixel truncation,
optimum results may be obtained by using Difference Pixel Count (DPC) as the
matching criteria instead of the conventional SAD. For a block of size N × N and
for a search range [−p, p − 1], the DPC at any location (m, n) can be found as [25]:
DPC(m, n) =

N
−1 N
−1



δ̄[Ĉ(i, j), R̂(i + m, j + n)]

(2.2)

i=0 j=0

Here, Ĉ(i, j) and R̂(i + m, j + n) represent bit truncated values for the pixels from
the CB and the SW respectively. In Eq. 2.2, δ̄(x, y) represents the standard delta
function, for which δ̄(x, y) = 0 if (x = y); else its value is 1.
In another method, as proposed in [16], an image frame with 8 bits/pixel representation is first converted into a binary frame with 1 bit/pixel representation. Motion
estimation is then carried out on these binary image frames. Boolean exclusive OR
(XOR) operation is used to find the Number of Non-Matching Points (NNMP), which
is used as the matching criterion in place of the conventional SAD. The NNMP at
any point (m, n) for a MB of size N × N is found as:
NNMP(m, n) =

N
−1 N
−1


i=0 j=0

B t (i, j) ⊕ B t−1 (i + m, j + n)]

(2.3)

where, −s ≤ m, n ≤ s
Here, s is the maximum search range and ⊕ denotes the XOR operation. Also, B t
and B t−1 represent the current and the reference 1BT frames respectively.
2.1.2.3 Predictive Search
The main problem associated with the fast search algorithms is that they are usually
trapped into a local minimum. In order to avoid this condition, predictive search is
developed and combined with other fast search algorithms. The concept of predictive
search is based on the assumption that the Motion Vectors (MVs) of neighboring MBs
are correlated and similar, so that they can be used to predict the MV of the current
MB. Besides the spatial information, the temporal information also can be used in
the process of prediction because of the motion continuity in the temporal direction.
Therefore, the motion information of neighboring blocks in the spatial or temporal
space is used to serve as the initial search candidate of fast search algorithms instead
of the original point.
As proposed in [15], the initial search candidate can be the MVs of the blocks on
the top, left, and top-right, their median, zero MV, the MV of the collocated block
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in the previous frame, and the accelerated motion vector of the collocated block
in the previous two frames. By this way, the searching range can be reduced and
constrained, so that not only the computational complexity but also the bit-rate of
MV can be reduced. The Fast three step search algorithm (FTSS) [26] makes use
of the directional information from adjacent previous motion vector and unimodal
error surface assumption (UESA). It determines the direction of the current motion
vector from the previous motion vector and reduces the computation for checking the
candidate motion vector using the UESA. The UESA means that the error increases
monotonically in getting away from the global minimum [27].

2.1.3 Motion Estimation Architectures
In order to achieve real time computation of Motion Estimation (ME), it is required
that the ME hardware should be fast and at the same time should consume low power.
Many ME architectures have been proposed in the last few years. In general, ME
hardware can be broadly divided into two parts, the Processing Element (PE) array
and the on-chip memory, as shown in Fig. 2.4.
PE array is the major operational core and responsible for the computation of SAD
as given by Eq. 2.1. Although motion estimation involves simpler arithmetic computations, it involves a huge amount of memory access which involves considerable
power consumption and also affects the overall speed of operation [24]. The required
data are loaded through a global data bus. Moreover, in order to reduce the required
memory bandwidth, some of the data are stored in the on-chip memory for data
re-use. For each Macroblock (MB), the PE array gets the required data from both the
global/system bus and the on-chip memory, and computes the corresponding SADs.
At the same time, the data in the on-chip memory are updated for data re-use of the
next MB or the search candidate. Depending on different ME algorithms and characteristics of PE array, the ME architectures can be broadly classified into three types:
inter-level, intra-level, and tree-based architectures. While all inter-level and intralevel architectures have been used mostly for implementing full search algorithm,

Fig. 2.4 The block diagram
of a typical ME architecture
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tree-based architectures have been used for realizing fast search algorithms. In the
following subsections, a brief survey of ME architectures are presented.

2.1.3.1 Motion Estimation Architectures for Full Search Algorithm
The full search algorithm can provide the best quality among various ME algorithms,
but involves a huge amount of computation. Although the computational requirement
for full search is large, it is preferred for VLSI implementation because of its simple
operations and regular data flow compared to the fast search algorithms. Many different types of architectures have been proposed for the full search algorithm. The
inter-level and intralevel architectures are the most commonly used. The first VLSI
implementation of motion estimator was due to Yang et al. [28], who implemented the
ME architecture for full search algorithm. This architecture was based on inter-level
ME architecture. The PE in inter-level architectures is responsible for the computation of one search location. One PE computes the differences of all the pixels in the
current block and accumulates the SAD pixel by pixel. The partial SAD is stored in
each PE, until the SAD calculation of one search location is finished. A comparator
is responsible for selecting the minimum SAD among all the generated SADs.
A detailed systolic mapping procedure to derive full search BMA architectures
was proposed by Komarek and Pirsch [29]. This architecture was based on intra-level
architecture. In an intra-level architecture, current pixels are stored in the corresponding PEs, and the reference pixels are propagated from one PE to another. The PE is
responsible for calculating the distortion between one specific current pixel and the
corresponding reference pixel for all the search candidates. In each PE, the distortion
of a current pixel in current MB is computed and added to the partial SAD, which
is propagated from the other PEs. After the initial cycles (depending upon the block
size), the SADs are generated one by one and the comparator selects the minimum
of them.
A large number of architectures have been proposed based on these two basic
architectures. For example, the extension of architecture [28] has been proposed
in [30], and besides one-dimensional inter-level architectures, two two-dimensional
inter-level semisystolic architectures have been proposed in [31, 32]. The architecture [33] is an extension of [29]. The architectures described in [34] and [35] are two
other intra-level architectures with large registers for fewer data inputs and memory
bandwidth.

2.1.3.2 Motion Estimation Architectures for Fast Search Algorithms
Unlike the full search algorithm, the data flow for fast search algorithms is irregular
and the processing order of the search candidates is not predefined. Rather, it depends
on the last searching result. Thus, although the computational complexity of fast
search algorithms is much smaller than that of the full search algorithm, the irregular
data flow required for the fast search algorithms poses considerable challenge for
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VLSI implementation. This makes the implementation of fast search algorithms
much more difficult than that of the full search algorithm. Jong et al. [36] developed
a fully pipelined parallel architecture for three step search BMA. Basically, 9 PEs
compute the SAD of nine candidates in each step, and 256 cycles are required in each
of the three steps. An intelligent data and memory arrangement are used to utilize the
advantage of three step search procedure. Tree-based architectures developed by Jong
et al. have the advantages of short latency, support for random access of the search
candidates, and absence of pipelining bubbles cycles. A tree-based architecture that
can support DS and fast full search algorithms has been proposed in [37]. As shown
in Fig. 2.3, there are many duplicated search candidates between two successive
steps in DS. After each search step for large diamond pattern, only five or three
search candidates need to be calculated, and the others are calculated at the last
large diamond pattern. In order to avoid the duplicated search candidates, a ROMbased solution, which uses a ROM to check if the search candidate is required to
be computed or not, has been proposed in [37]. As stated in [37], the ROM-based
solution can save 24.4 % search candidates in the DS algorithm, and the area overhead
is also not significant. This architecture also supports fast full search algorithms.
Several architectures have been proposed for fast search algorithms besides treebased architectures. For example, Dutta and Wolf [38] have modified the data flow
of the 1-D linear array in [28] to support full search, TSS, and the conjugate direction search in the same architecture. A joint algorithm architecture design of a programmable motion estimator chip has been proposed by Lin et al. [39]. Cheng and
Hang have proposed architecture based on universal systolic arrays to realize many
BMAs [40].

2.2 Scalable Video Coding
Scalable Video Coding (SVC) must support more than one spatial, temporal and
quality layer; hence the Codec structure of SVC differs from the conventional hybrid
video coding structure of the H.264 video standard. There have been many contributors to the codec structure for an SVC. The first such contribution to the SVC codec
structures was by Ohm [41]. Some of his video codec designs were modifications
of the conventional hybrid coding [42–46]. Hybrid coding has been prevalent in all
the video coding standards since the introduction of motion compensation for video
coding. In case of encoding of the hybrid video structure, one frame predicts another,
the predicted frame predicts another and this goes on for a GOP. It is quite evident
and stated in [47] that prediction error tends to accumulate and the quality of the
frames worsens as we move towards the last frame of the GOP. To avoid such a
problem Motion Compensated Temporal Filtering has been introduced [41, 48–50].
Application of Motion Compensation (MC) is a key for high compression performance in video coding, but still is often understood to be implicitly coupled with
frame prediction schemes. There is indeed no justification for this restriction, as
MC can rather be interpreted as a method to align a filtering operation along the
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temporal axis with a motion trajectory. In the case of MC prediction, the filters are in
principle linear predictive coding (LPC) analysis and synthesis filters, while in cases
of transform or wavelet coding, transform basis functions extended over the temporal
axis are subject to MC alignment. This is known as motion-compensated temporal
filtering. If MCTF is used in combination with a 2-D spatial wavelet transform, this
shall be denoted as a 3-D or (depending on the sequence of the spatial and temporal processing) either as a 2-D+t or t+2-D wavelet transform. In case of MCTF as
shown in Fig. 2.5, the error frame is used to update the reference frame; hence the
error remains within the candidate and reference frames and is not accumulated or
propagated to the successive frames.
Andreopoulos et al. [48, 49], introduced Wavelet-Based Scalable Video Coding.
Instead of the conventional DCT, DWT was introduced as a suitable Image and Video
Transform. Discrete Wavelet Transform is a multi-resolution transform. By using this
property, DWT provides for an improved representation of the digital video data in a
hierarchical manner. The latter being a useful property which can be extensively used
in case of SVC. First codec structure which introduces the property of MCTF was
SD-MCTF [48]. SD-MCTF perform the motion compensation in temporal axis on the
pixel domain. The residual frames were then spatially decomposed using a suitable
Discrete Wavelet Filter. For better coding efficiency [41], IB-MCTF [49] was introduced. Because the motion compensation was performed in the wavelet domain, the
problem of shift-variance will be seen. In order to solve this problem, Over-complete
DWT [48, 49, 51, 52] has to be performed. The algorithm and complexity models of
IB-MCTF were shown in [49, 51]. Conventionally wavelet decomposition was performed by the convolution method. The problem with convolution based DWT was
higher memory requirement and greater computational time. To avoid this problem a
mathematical approach called Lifting scheme was introduced. Factorization of Discrete Wavelet Filters was done by Daubechies and Sweldens [53] and the results have
been used in the implementation of our architecture. Details of over complete DWT
(ODWT), lifting based ODWT, SD-MCTF, and IB-MCTF are given in the Chap. 7.
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+
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Transform
Block
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Quantization
Block
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Fig. 2.5 Compensated temporal filtering block with predict and update stage
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2.3 Conclusions
This chapter has presented the basic elements of ME algorithms and architectures
which will be used in the following chapters. The concepts of motion estimation,
block matching algorithm, different ME algorithms, ME architectures, challenges in
hardware implementation and advantages of fast search algorithms have been discussed in this chapter. The ME algorithms have been classified into two categories,
namely full search and fast search algorithms. Fast search algorithms are further
classified based on simplification of matching criteria, reduction of search candidates, and predictive search. The ME architectures on the other hand, are separated
into two parts, namely the processing element array and the on-chip memory. In
the processing element array, inter-level, intra-level, and tree-based architectures are
three basic types of ME architectures and are adopted in many ME architectures and
video coding systems.
Scalable video coding based on IB-MCTF has a better PSNR performance than
SD-MCTF because there is more degree of freedom of choosing in the ME schemes
for the different sub-bands. But the memory requirement and the computational
complexity increase as we go down higher levels of spatial and temporal scalability.
IB-MCTF is preferred in research oriented fields where the quality of the received
video data is more significant. In domains of medical imaging and distant medical
applications where the quality of the video is significantly more important than the
end-to-end delay, IB-MCTF is better than SD-MCTF.
In the next chapter, an implementation of one of the most popular motion estimation algorithm, namely the Fast Three step search algorithms will be discussed.
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Chapter 3

VLSI Architecture for Fast Three Step
Search Algorithm

The goal of this chapter is to introduce a Fast Three Step Search (FTSS) algorithm,
and its VLSI architecture. The chapter starts with a brief discussion on FTSS and
three step search (TSS) algorithm. Section 3.2 presents the method by which one
can predict the direction of current motion vector. The FTSS algorithm has been
presented in Sect. 3.3. Section 3.4 gives the detailed VLSI architecture required for
implementation of the FTSS algorithm. The simulation and the synthesis results
of the proposed algorithm and the corresponding architecture are presented in the
subsequent section. The conclusions are finally presented in the last section.

3.1 Introduction
In general, there is a correlation between the motion vector of current block and the
motion vector of previous block [1]. This is particularly true in low bit-rate video
applications, including videophone and video conferencing, where fast and complex
movements are rarely involved. To reduce the heavy computational cost resulting
from the massive number of candidate locations, three step search algorithm (TSS)
searches for the best motion vector in a coarse-to-fine manner. In the first step, nine
sparsely located candidates are evaluated and the one with the minimum SAD is
picked out. In the second step, the search is focused on the area centered at the winner of the previous step, but distances between candidate locations are shortened by
half. In the same manner, the third step compares SAD’s of nine locations around the
winner of the second step and then gives the final motion vector. For the commonly
used search range of d1 = d2 = 7, the hierarchical search procedure decreases the
number of search locations to 1/9 of the exhaustive approach. The Fast Three Step
Search algorithm (FTSS) [2] makes use of the directional information from adjacent
previous motion vector and unimodal error surface assumption (UESA). It determines the direction of the current motion vector from the previous motion vector and
reduces the computation for checking the candidate motion vector using the UESA.
The UESA means that the error increases monotonically in getting away from the
global minimum [3].
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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3.2 Prediction of Direction of Current Motion Vector
Directional information of the previous motion vector was used for the estimation
of the current motion vector. Direction of the current motion vector is predicted with
the adjacent motion vector for the current frame. Figure 3.1 shows the determination
of direction for the current motion vector from the sign of previous motion vector
that is the motion vector of the left neighbor. Note that the positive direction of
the vertical axis points downwards, while that of the horizontal axis points towards
right. The set of search points (checking points) in the subsequent phase, when the
previous motion vector is directed towards top left (as shown in Fig. 3.1a) is found
out based on four exhaustive conditions as depicted in Fig. 3.2. The second phase of
checking points for the remaining three possible previous motion vectors (as shown
in Fig. 3.1b, c, d) will be determined in a similar manner. By selecting the direction
from the adjacent previous motion vector instead of arbitrary search direction, the
probability of occurrence of 4 checking points in the first step will be increased. That
is, by exact estimation of direction of the current motion vector, we can check only
four checking points in the first step, not five or six checking points as [3]. By using
the directional information, we are able to decrease one or two checking points in the
first step as compared with the Lu and Lious algorithm [3]. The number of checking
points for the first step is nine in the original TSS algorithm. The FTSS algorithm
reduces the number of checking points by 4 or 5 points for each step, while ensuring
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a performance close to TSS algorithm. The number of checking points for the first
step is nine in the original TSS algorithm. The FTSS algorithm reduces the number
of checking points by 4 or 5 points for each step, while ensuring a performance close
to TSS algorithm.

3.3 Fast Three Step Search Algorithm (FTSS)
The FTSS algorithm [2] differs from the TSS algorithm [4] in the following ways:• Previous motion vector is considered in FTSS.
• For each step, in the first phase of FTSS algorithm, one needs to consider the three
search points as specified in Fig. 3.1.
• In second phase, it considers one or two search point(s) as specified in Fig. 3.2.
So for each step it checks four or five search points. So the minimum number of
search points for three steps is 12 and the maximum number of search points is 15.
But in TSS Algorithm, the number of search points is fixed at 25. The arrangement
of search points is shown in Fig. 3.3. Assume that the sign of the adjacent previous
motion vector is (+, −). According to Fig. 3.1, first three search points are S4, S5
and S8. In the first step, we will compare SAD values of the S4, S5 and S8 (i.e.
SAD (4), SAD (5), and SAD (8)). In this algorithm, SAD(x) is Sum of Absolute
Difference at the location Sx. Search points (candidate locations) S1–S9 are shown
in Fig. 3.3.

Fig. 3.3 The FTSS
Algorithm (the 9 candidate
locations in a step labeled by
S1–S9)
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Algorithm 3.1 Fast Three Step Search Algorithm
1: if SAD(6)< SAD(5) & SAD(8) < SAD(5) then
2: check 9 & select min [SAD(x)]
3: end if
4: if SAD(6) < SAD(5) < SAD(8) then
5: check 3 & select min [SAD(x)]
6: end if
7: if SAD(8) < SAD(5) < SAD(6) then
8: check 7 & select min [SAD(x)]
9: end if
10: if SAD(5) < SAD(6)& SAD(5) < SAD(8) then
11:
if SAD(5) < SAD(6) < SAD(8) then
12:
if SAD(2) < SAD(5) then
13: check 1 & select min [SAD(x)]
14:
else
min [SAD(x)] = SAD(5)
15:
end if
16:
end if
17:
if SAD(5) < SAD(8) < SAD(6) then
18:
if SAD(4) < SAD(5) then
19: check 1 & select min [SAD(x)]
20:
else
min [SAD(x)]= SAD(5)
21:
end if
22:
end if
23: end if

(4 Pts)

(4 Pts)

(4 Pts)

(5 Pts)
(4 Pts)

(5 Pts)
(4 pts)

3.4 Proposed 3-PE Architecture for FTSS
The proposed architecture for FTSS consists of memory sub system, control unit, and
process control unit, as depicted in Fig. 3.4. Memory sub-system (MSS): It consists of
three half search area buffers, which are used to store the search block from external
memory [4]. Two half search area buffers are used for each task. And these buffers
are again divided into nine memory modules to enhance memory bandwidth. This
also enables memory interleaving for simultaneous accesses [5].
Control Unit (CU): It is a finite state machine. This is having a counter to count
the number of clock cycles, and an algorithm unit to decide the second phase search
points in every step. Depending on the number of clock cycles, it generates the timing
and control signals for all the blocks. The major functions of the control unit are
• To activate the required half search area buffer to access the external memory.
• To send search point’s base addresses to process control unit for each step.

3.4 Proposed 3-PE Architecture for FTSS
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Fig. 3.4 Block diagram of proposed architecture for FTSS algorithm

• To take the SAD values from the process control block, according to the minimum
SAD value select the next checking point(s) using algorithm block.
• To find the motion vector after completion of three steps.
Process control unit (PCU): It contains the processing element array unit (PE Array)
and address generator array unit. The major tasks of the process control unit are listed
as follows:
• To take step activation signal and base addresses of search points from the control unit. From base address and offset address, the address generator calculates
memory module number and module address.
• To send module numbers and module addresses to memory sub system, then take
search pixels from memory sub system, and current pixel from external (system)
memory.
• To calculate SAD values for each search point and send to control unit.
Address generator array unit (AGU): It consists of three address generators. Each
address generator generates module number and module address by using base
address which is coming from control unit, and offset address which is generated
internally. According to FTSS algorithm, each step is having two phases. Control
unit will selects, 3 search points in 1st phase out of nine, according to sign of adjacent
previous motion vector. Base addresses of the selected search points will send to the
process control unit. After 256 clocks, process control unit will send the SAD values
for those search points. According to SAD values of the 3 search points, algorithm
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unit decides the next one or two search points for 2nd phase. This will continue for
remaining two steps. After three steps, the control unit generate the motion vector.
The distance between search points for the first step is equal to 4, for second step, it
is equal to 2 and for third step, it is 1.
PE array: It consists of three processing elements (PEs). Each PE takes a search
pixel and a current pixel as input from memory sub system and finds mean absolute
difference (MAD). The difference will be accumulated and produce the MAD value
for each search point (16 × 16 blocks) for every 256 clocks. The structure of PE is
shown in Fig. 3.5.
The proposed parallel architecture with 3 PE’s is a good choice for the FTSS [2]
algorithm. For, there are two phases in each step, according to FTSS algorithm specified in Algorithm 3.1. In the first phase in each step, the number of checking points
are 3. In the second phase in each step the number of checking points are 1 or 2.
So the number of parallel checking points never exceeds three, which entails only
three PE’s. However, the difficulties on data addressing and interconnection complexity make it hard to implement. The present chapter suggests a hardware structure
that can effectively solve all these problems. This architecture is based on two data
management techniques, namely (1) an on chip buffer configuration for reducing
the number of external memory accesses, (2) the residual memory interleaving for
parallel data accesses.
The basic 3-PE structure and its input data flow are shown in Fig. 3.6. For 16 × 16
blocks and a vector range of −7 to +7 pixels in both horizontal and vertical directions,
this method in principle completes a block-matching every 256 × 2 × 3 = 1,536
clock cycles. Furthermore, because the required pixels are sent to PE’s in parallel
without data skewing, the latency delay is also very short. In essence, this architecture provides a flexible high-speed motion estimator at a low cost. To reduce the
loads of system memory, chip I/O, and interconnection, we used the on chip buffer
configuration for data reuse and residual memory interleaving, as described in [4].
Random-access on-chip buffers have been used in the proposed architecture and
utilized characteristics of FTSS to reduce the addressing and control overheads. The
proposed architecture sequentially inputs current block pixels and broadcasts them
to all PE’s (as shown in Fig. 3.6). However, search area pixels are stored in on-chip
buffers so that they are internally available whenever necessary. In general, a double
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sized buffer is required for simultaneous I/O and computation [6]. For further I/O
bandwidth reduction, we utilize the overlap between search areas of adjacent current
blocks as shown in Fig. 3.7, and utilized the scheme of three half-search-areas (HSA)
as described in [4]. An HSA buffer stores an HSA block (30 × 16 pixels), which is
larger than the real half search area (30 × 16 pixels). The extra column is for filling
the gap between search areas of different tasks. The operations of the three HSA
buffers are shown in Fig. 3.8. When executing task 0 (matching current block 0),
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PE’s access search area pixels from HSA buffer 0 and 1. During these 256 × 2 × 3
or 1,536 clock cycles, the HSA buffer 2 is being filled by the right-half of search
area for task 1. In the next 256 × 2 × 3 clock cycles, search area pixels are accessed
from buffer 1 and 2 for executing task 1, and new data are input to buffer 0. Cyclic
manner, the 30 × 16 new pixels can be easily accessed from system memory during
256 × 2 × 3 or 1,536 clock cycles by using only one input port.
Memory interleaving has been used for simultaneous accessing of pixels which
are required for the 3-PE architecture. Residual memory interleaving has been done
by dividing the search area buffer into 32 = 9 memory modules. The search area 1st
row pixel 0 (top left) is loaded in to memory module M0, pixel 1 in to M1, pixel 2 is
loaded into M2, pixel 3 is loaded into M0, and pixel 4 into M1 this repeats for entire
1st row. Second row pixels are stored in memory modules M3, M4 and M5. Third
row pixels are stored in memory modules M6, M7 and M8. Again 4th row pixels are
stored in memory modules M0, M1 and M2. This is repeated for entire search area.
Memory module numbers corresponding to pixels are shown in Fig. 3.9.

3.5 Results
3.5.1 Simulation Results
The proposed architecture has been simulated in Xilinx-ISE 8.1i platform using
vertex 4 device family. Synthesis tool was XST(VHDL/Verilog), and simulator was
Modelsim-XE(verilog). Functionality of proposed architecture has been tested on
two images, namely ‘Lena’ and ‘News reader’ of size 128×128. Block size has been
taken to be 16 × 16,while the search range has been fixed at [−7, +7]. Figure 3.10
shows the number of checking points per block for TSS and FTSS. And Table 3.1
shows the performance comparison between 9 PE’s TSS and 3 PE’s FTSS.
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Fig. 3.10 Simulation result
Table 3.1 Performance
comparison between FTSS
and TSS in terms of PSNR

Image type

(3PEs) FTSS (dB)

(9PEs) TSS (dB)

trevor.qcif
News reader.qcif

37.1061
34.592

37.4403
34.812

3.5.2 Synthesis Results
Verilog language is employed to model the proposed architecture at behavioral domain. The behavioral verilog model is then used for logic circuit synthesis executed by
invoking the Synopsys design vision synthesis tool. The logic circuit that implements
a proposed architecture has been obtained. Table 3.2 shows the area requirements for
proposed (3PEs) FTSS Architecture and (9 PEs) TSS architecture in terms of standard unit cells. Table 3.3 shows the power consumption for proposed (3PEs) FTSS
Architecture and (9 PEs) TSS architecture. Negative percentage of saving in 2nd row
(control unit) of Tables 3.2 and 3.3 indicates that the complexity of the control unit
has been increased due to algorithmic unit in 3 PEs FTSS architecture. That is area
and power requirements are more in control unit of 3 PEs FTSS architecture.
Table 3.2 Area in (µm2 )
comparison between
proposed (3PEs) FTSS and
(9PEs) TSS architecture

Table 3.3 Power
comparision between
proposed (3PEs) FTSS and
(9PEs) TSS architecture

Unit name

FTSS (3-PEs) TSS (9-PEs) % of saving

Control unit
16708.00
Process control 61446.00
Total
78154.00

Unit name

1568
166133.00
167701.00

−90.61
63.034
53.39

FTSS (3-PEs) TSS (9-PEs) % of saving
(mW)

Control unit
2.43
Process control 50.6
Total
53.0

475.2 uW
83.01 mW
83.49 mW

−80.5
39.01
36.44
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3.6 Conclusions
The present chapter has focussed on an efficient VLSI architecture for the FTSS
algorithm. Configuration of random access on-chip buffer solves the problem of
chip I/O and memory bandwidth requirements. The buffer and the input data have
been arranged according to the principle of residual memory interleaving for parallel
accessing of data. The proposed architecture has been designed with 3 PEs, and as
compared with 9 PEs TSS architecture, the chip area has been reduced by almost
50 %. Moreover, the number of checking points has been reduced as compared with
TSS and NTSS algorithms. This paves the way for reduced power consumption by
almost 25 %. This architecture is considered to be useful for low bit rate, low power
video applications like video telephony, video conferencing and HDTV.
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Chapter 4

Parallel Architecture for Successive
Elimination Block Matching Algorithm

The Successive Elimination Algorithm (SEA) effectively eliminates the search points
within the search window and thus decreases the number of matching evaluation
instances that require very intensive computations compared to the standard Full
Search Algorithm (FSA). This chapter begins with an introduction to SEA followed
by a detailed description of the SEA algorithm. Section 4.3 gives the details of parallel
architecture for SEA algorithm. Relevant design statistics on area and power for
comparing between SEA and FSA implementations are presented in the subsequent
section. The conclusions are finally presented in the last section.

4.1 Introduction
Recently the market for portable multimedia applications, such as MPEG video
camera, wireless video phone, and portable wireless multimedia terminal, has been
on the rise [1]. Consequently, fast VLSI video compression processors are in
high demand for the emerging wireless video applications. Typical video compression processors today include VLSI motion estimators which implement the FSA.
In the block-matching motion estimation, the motion vector is the displacement of a
macroblock with the minimum distortion from the reference macroblock. The FSA
determines the motion vector by identifying a macroblock with the minimum distortion from a pool of all possible candidate blocks in the search area. The FSA
thus offers the optimal solution; however, existing implementations of this algorithm
are computationally expensive and time consuming because they typically compute
the distortion values of all possible candidate macroblocks. Many motion estimation
algorithms are found in the literature [2–4]. Some of them are fast but cannot guarantee an optimal solution; they can be stuck in local optima. Such algorithms are
fast, and consume less power when implemented in VLSI; however, they can result
in high levels of distortion that cannot be accepted in many applications [1, 5]. The
disadvantage of these algorithms is that they result in sub-optimal solutions because
the search space is reduced. These approaches reduce the computational load, and
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
I. Chakrabarti et al., Motion Estimation for Video Coding,
Studies in Computational Intelligence 590, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-14376-7_4
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consequently the power consumption, by sacrificing the optimality of the solution.
Without sacrificing the optimality, the successive elimination algorithm (SEA) proposed by Li and Salari [6] reduces the computational load of the FSA. The motion
vector found by SEA is identical to the motion vector found by FSA.

4.2 Successive Elimination Algorithm (SEA)
The aim of motion estimation is to find the best matching block of the reference
block in the current Frame. The top left comer point of the best matching block
exists within the search window in the previous frame. Sum of Absolute Difference
(SAD), which is the error norm, is used to measure the matching between the two
blocks. The best matching block has minimum SAD. SAD is defined as Eq. (4.1)
SAD(i, j) = ||X − Y (i, j)||

(4.1)

In Eq. (4.1) X represents the reference block in the current frame for which a motion
vector is required, and Y (i, j) represents the possible candidate motion vector block
within the search window. Note that (i, j) is the upper left comer point of the block,
and (i, j) is the point within search window. In FSA, SAD is computed for every
point (i, j) in the search window, one displacement at a time. As each SAD is
calculated, SAD is compared against the current minimum SAD (cur− min− SAD).
If it is smaller than the cur− min− SAD then it becomes the current minimum SAD.
When this procedure is repeated for all of the points (i, j) in the search window,
the block that has the current minimum SAD is the best matching block, and the
displacement vector of the best matching block is the motion vector for the reference
block in the current frame.
By using SEA, motion vector for each reference block in the current frame can
be found with much less computational load than the exhaustive search algorithm by
using mathematical property. Applying mathematical inequality ||A||1 − ||B||1 ≤
||A − B||1 for A = X and B = Y(i, j) gives
|||X ||1 − ||Y (i, j)|||1 ≤ ||X − Y (i, j)||1

(4.2)


where ||X || = k |X k | Note that X represents the reference block in the current
frame for which motion vector is required, and Y(i,j) represents the possible candidate
blocks within the search window. ||X ||1 ,||Y (i, j)||1 are sum norms and those are
precomputed. Assume that, cur− min− SAD = SAD(m,n) = ||X − Y (m, n)||1 is
calculated for an initial matching candidate block. To find the best matching block,
the only interested is the blocks its SADs are less than cur− min− SAD. From the
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Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), the blocks its sum norm ||Y (i, j)||1 satisfy Eq. (4.3) can not
become the best matching candidate block, therefore, ||X − Y (i, j)||1 calculation
does not need. By using Eq. (4.3), many points in the search window can be eliminated
by only calculating absolute difference between sum norms, (|||X ||1 − ||Y (i, j)|||1
symbolized as SAD− SN) without involving calculation of ||X − Y (i, j)||1 .
cur_min_SAD ≤ |||X||1 − ||Y (i, j)|||1 = SAD_SN

(4.3)

If Y(i, j) cannot satisfy Eq. (4.3), SAD (i, j) must be calculated. If SAD (i, j) is less
than cur− min− SAD, SAD (i, j) becomes cur− min− SAD. When this procedure is
repeated for all of the points (i, j) in the search window, the block that has the current
minimum SAD(cur− min− SAD) is the best matching block, and the displacement
vector of the best matching block is the motion vector for the reference block. If
the upper left corner point of the best matching block is (u, v) and upper left corner
point of the reference block in the current frame is (a, b), the motion vector is (u-a,
v-b). The SEA speeds up the process of finding the motion vector by eliminating
impossible candidate blocks in the search window before their SAD calculation that
requires very intensive computations. SEA algorithm is expressed as follows.
Algorithm 4.1 Successive elimination algorithm
1. Select initial candidate motion vector block its upper left corner point is one of
the search points within the search window in the previous frame.
2. Calculate SAD at the selected point.
3. cur− min− SAD = SAD
4. select another point among the rest of the search points within the search window
5. • calculate SAD− SN at the selected search point.
• if (cur− min− SAD ≤ SAD− SN) go to 7
• calculate SAD at the selected search point (the matching evaluation point)
6. if(SAD < cur− min− SAD ) then cur− min− SAD = SAD
7. if(all the points in the search window is not completed) then go to step 4
8. Minimum SAD = cur− min− SAD, find motion vector.

4.3 Proposed Parallel Architecture for SEA
Figure 4.1 shows the block diagram of the proposed architecture [7]. It consists of
three major units, namely internal memory unit, control unit, and process control unit.
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Fig. 4.1 Complete block diagram to a proposed parallel architecture

4.3.1 Internal Memory Unit (IMU)
The internal memory unit is consists of four search area buffers (SA buffers), and one
register array called col− array. SA buffers are used to store the search block from
external memory. Three SA buffers are used for each task. And these buffers are
again divided into sixteen memory modules to enhance memory bandwidth. Each
memory module in a buffer can store 48 pixels (i.e. one entire column in a search
area). This also enables memory interleaving for simultaneous accesses. Col− array
is array of 48 registers. Each register can store 16 bit data, which is used to store the
sum of 16 pixels in a column.

4.3.2 Control Unit (CU)
The control unit is a finite state machine. It consists of a counter to count the number
of clocks. Depending on the number of clocks, it generates the timing and control
signals for all the blocks. When inputs ‘Start’ and ‘Pr− dis’ goes to logic 1 then
counter is initialized to zero, otherwise it continuously counts the number of clocks.
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4.3.3 Process Control Unit (PCU)
The process control unit consists of processing element array (PE array), and Address
generator unit. It calculates the SAD value of the search point if it is necessary. And it
calculates the motion vector from the search point having minimum SAD value. The
PE array consists of 16 processing elements (PEs). Each PE takes a search pixel and
a current pixel as inputs and found the partial Sum of absolute difference (PSAD).
After 16 clocks sum of all 16 PSADs will give the SAD. The structure of PE is shown
in Fig. 4.2.

4.3.4 Working of the Proposed Architecture
Given a block of size N × N , the block motion estimation searches for a search
point that yields the minimum SAD value within a neighborhood. Suppose that the
maximum motion in vertical and horizontal direction is 2N. We consider the search
block of size 48 × 48 and reference block (current block) of size 16 × 16.
The present chapter suggests a hardware structure based on two data management
techniques, namely (1) an on chip buffer configuration for reducing the number of
external memory accesses, (2) the residual memory interleaving for parallel data
accesses [8]. Furthermore, because the required pixels are sent to PEs in parallel
without data skewing, the latency delay is also very short. In essence, this architecture provides a flexible high-speed motion estimator at a low cost. To reduce the
loads of system memory, chip I/O, and inter-connection, we used the on chip buffer
configuration for data reuse and residual memory interleaving, as described in [2].
The proposed architecture sequentially inputs current block pixels and search
pixels. For a task 0 (i.e. finding the Motion vector for current block 0) Search pixels
are stored in SA buffer 0, 1, and 2. Figure 4.3 shows the SA buffers corresponding to
each task. Figure 4.4 shows the memory modules of each SA buffers, corresponding
to each pixel. Pixel (0, 0) is stored in module 0 (M0) of buffer 0, pixel (0, 1) is stored
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Fig. 4.4 Search area buffers and its memory modules

in module 1(M1) of buffer 0, and pixel (0, 47) is stored in module 15 (M15) of buffer
2. Figure 4.4 shows that same column pixels are stored in same memory module.
None of the same row pixels are available in one module. So while calculating the
SAD value of a particular search point all the same row pixels we can access in
parallel for 16 PEs. Because required 16 columns pixels of same row are available
in 16 different modules. Like wise current block (16 × 16) pixels are also stored in
current− buffer of capacity 16 memory modules each module can store 16 pixels.
Assume for task 0, search area pixels are available in SA buffers 0, 1, and 2,
and current block pixels are available in current− buffer which is available in process
control unit. For first clock pulse, registers in a col− array loaded with 0th row pixels of
search area. Each column pixel is loaded in to corresponding register, i.e. ith column
pixel is loaded in to register (i). For the next clock pulse all the columns of next
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row pixels are added with the previous pixels which are available in corresponding
registers. Like that after 16 clocks each register is having sum of 16 pixels belongs
to same column (i.e. register (i) is having sum of first 16 pixels of ith column). For
the next 16 clocks sum of first 16 registers in col− array is available in block− sum
register.
For FSA we need to calculate SAD value for all the search points (2N × 2N =
32×32 points). But according to SEA we need not to calculate SAD for all the search
points. We can skip the calculation of SAD value by using Eq. (4.3). For left most
top pixel (pixel (0,0)) we need to calculate the SAD value. Proposed architecture
takes 16 clocks to calculate the exact SAD value. For calculating the SAD value,
process control unit (PCU) send address of the pixel (i, j) (i.e. co-ordinate of the
pixel) to internal memory unit (IMU). Then IMU sends search pixels from (i, j) to (i,
j + 15), after that PCU sends these 16 search pixels as one input for each processing
element (PE) in the PE array. And 16 current block pixels are coming from the
current− buffer which is available internally as a second input for each PE. After 16
clocks sum of 16 PEs will give the SAD value for the search point (i, j), this will
consider as a Cur− min− SAD value. reference− sum is sum of all pixel values in the
current− buffer. The procedure followed by the proposed architecture for processing
the remaining search points is given below.
1. temp = Block− sum - register(i) + register(i+16)
2. SAD− SN = abs( temp - reference− sum);
3. If (cur− min− SAD < SAD− SN)
Then Go to next search point
Else Go to calculation of SAD value
4. If (SAD < cur− min− SAD)
Then cur− min− SAD = SAD;
Else go to next search point
5. If (Row value of search point changed from (i-1) row to i th row)
Then {
register(m) = register(m)-pixel(i-1, m) + pixel(i+15, m);
Block− sum = register(m) + register(m+1) + ......register(m+15);
}
ElseIf (all the points in the search window is not completed)
Then go to next search point
Else Minimum SAD = cur− min− SAD, find motion vector.
For calculating the SAD− SN it requires only one clock. But to calculate exact SAD
it requires 16 clocks. This process is continued till all the search points are completed. After completion of all the search points PCU finds the motion vector from
cur− min− SAD. However, search area pixels are stored in on-chip buffers so that
they are internally available whenever necessary. For further I/O bandwidth reduction, we utilize the overlap between search areas of adjacent current blocks (as shown
in Fig. 4.5) and utilized the scheme of three search area buffers (SA buffer). It was
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Fig. 4.5 Search area buffers for each current block

described in [9]. For executing task 1, search area pixels are accessed from buffer
1, 2 and 3, new data are input to buffer 0. In this cyclic manner, new pixels can be
easily accessed from system memory during the task 0, by using only one input port.

4.4 Results
4.4.1 Simulation Results
The proposed architecture has been simulated in Xilinx-ISE 8.1i platform. Functionality of the proposed architecture has been tested on two benchmark video clippings
namely, ‘foreman.qcif’ and ‘Newsreader.qcif’.We have tested the five frames in each
clipping; each frame is of size 176 × 144. Each frame contains 11 × 9 = 99 reference blocks of size 16 × 16. For the FSA no. of search points for each reference
block is 32 × 32 = 1,024. No. of clocks required for the proposed architecture
to find a motion vector to FSA is equals to no. of search points multiplied by 16
(i.e. 1,024 ∗ 16 = 16,384 because 16 clocks are required to calculate the SAD
value). No. of clocks required to SEA is equals to no. of search points for which
complete SAD value is calculated ∗ 16 + no. of points checked only the block− sum
+ no. of rows ∗ 16. Table 4.1 shows the no. of clocks and performance comparison
between FSA and SEA for the inputs newsreader.qcif and foreman.qcif. Simulation

Table 4.1 Number of clocks and performance comparison between FSA and SEA for the input
News reader sequence (5 frames, QCIF:176 X144 pixels, 8 bits per pixel)
FSA
SEA
Percentage of speed increased
No. of SADs calculated per Frame
PSNR
Average no. of clocks
required for one block

101,376
39.08 dB
16,384
(1,024 × 16)

36,908
39.08 dB
7,100

56.66 %
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results shows that the average speed to calculate the motion vector by the proposed
architecture for SEA is increased by nearly 59 % when compared to FSA.

4.4.2 Synthesis Results
Verilog language [10, 11] is employed to model the proposed architecture at behavioral domain. The behavioral Verilog model is then used for logic circuit synthesis
executed by invoking the Synopsys design vision synthesis tool. The logic circuit
that implements a proposed architecture has been obtained. Table 4.2 shows the area
requirements for proposed Architecture for SEA and FSA, in terms of standard
area units (area required by the 2-input NAND gate equals to 4 area units). The area
requirement shows that Architecture for SEA will take nearly 30 % more than the
FSA architecture. Table 4.3 shows the power consumption for proposed Architecture
for SEA and FSA. That shows power requirements are nearly same for both architectures. The proposed architecture for SEA increased the speed by nearly 59 % with
same power requirement and slight raise in area required by the FSA architecture.
The proposed architecture can work up to 100 MHz frequency (Table 4.4).
Table 4.2 Area (in µm2 ) comparison between architectures of SEA and FSA
Unit name
SEA
FSA
Memory
Control unit
Process control unit
Total

3213950.00
848.00
87476.00
3302274.00

2216900.00
793.00
85073.00
2302766.00

Table 4.3 Number of clocks and performance comparison between FSA and SEA for the input
Foreman sequence (QCIF:176 ×144 pixels, 8 bits per pixel, 5 frames)
FSA
SEA
Percentage of speed increased
No. of SADs calculated per Frame
PSNR
Average no. of clocks
required for one block

Table 4.4 Power comparison
between architectures of SEA
and FSA

101,376
38.46 dB
16,384
(1,024×16)

30,959
38.46 dB
6,200

62.15 %

Unit name

SEA

FSA

Memory
Control unit
Process control unit
Total

320.6612 mW
101.5602 µW
17.4026 mW
338.165 mW

318.9846 mW
96.0931 µW
17.2832 mW
337.2287 mW
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4.5 Conclusions
The present chapter has focused on developing a parallel architecture for SEA. The
proposed architecture for SEA increased the speed by nearly 59 % with same power
requirement and accuracy, but slight increase in area required by the FSA architecture.
Simulation study shows that the average search points are reduced by SEA to 70 %
of the search points required by the FSA. Configuration of random access on-chip
buffer solves the problem of chip I/O and memory bandwidth requirements. The
buffer and the input data have been arranged according to the principle of residual
memory interleaving for parallel accessing of data. This architecture is considered to
be useful for real-time video applications like video telephony, video conferencing
and HDTV.
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Chapter 5

Fast One-Bit Transformation Architectures

This chapter begins with an introduction to one-bit transformation process followed
by its combination with the Diamond Search (DS) algorithm leading to a fast binary
ME procedure. The novel data flow analysis for the DS algorithm has been provided in the subsequent section. Next, the proposed ME architectures based on the
combination of the DS algorithm with one bit transformation have been presented.
Relevant results dealing with synthesis of the proposed architectures are given next.
Conclusions are finally drawn in the last section.

5.1 Introduction
Due to the stringent requirements of the real time video playback systems, video coding is the most essential part of any visual application. Furthermore, due to the limited
channel and storage capacity, these applications require a very high compression ratio
as well. Motion estimation (ME), which is the most essential part of any video coding
technique, exploits and tries to minimize the temporal redundancy present between
successive frames. ME, which is computationally intensive, involves about 80 % of
the total computational power of the encoder [1]. Block matching motion estimation
(BMME) is one of the most efficient and popular techniques to remove the temporal redundancy present between successive frames [2]. In this method, given two
blocks of pixels, a source block of size b × b known as macro-blocks (MBs) and a
search window larger than the source block, find the b × b sub-block in the search
window that is closest to the source block in a previously available frame known as
the reference frame. Motion vector (MV) is defined as the displacement between the
current block position and the best matched one in the reference frame. This process
is repeated until MV is found for all the blocks in the current frame. In order to
improve the coding efficiency, variable blocks size (VBS) ME has been adopted in
modern coding standards like H.264.
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Let p denote the source block of b × b pixels, with pi, j being the pixel at row i
and column j. Similarly, let w denote the search window with wi, j being the pixel at
row i and column j. The sub-block of w at position x, y is denoted by w x,y and is the
block of b × b pixels wx+i,y+ j , for i = 1, 2, . . . , b, j = 1, 2, . . . , b. The matching
criterion of the BMME method has a direct impact on the coding efficiency and
computational complexity. The distance between two blocks u and v can be measured
in many metrics, e.g., mean squared error, sum of absolute differences (SAD), pel
difference classification etc. [3]. But typically the mean absolute deviation is used.
The mean absolute deviation or l1 metric is given by
u, v||1 =

1 
|u i, j − vi, j |
b2

(5.1)

i, j

Whatever may be the matching criterion, evaluation of the matching criterion on
pixels with 8 bits/pixel representation requires a huge amount of computation. The
computational load can be reduced to a great extent by representing the pixels with
a reduced number of bits. As proposed in [4], an image frame with 8 bits/pixel
representation is first converted into a binary frame with 1 bit/pixel representation.
ME is then carried out on these binary image frames. Boolean exclusive OR (XOR)
operation is used to find the number of non-matching points (NNMP). In this method,
NNMP is regarded as the matching criterion in place of the conventional SAD.
In literature, many one-bit transformation (1-BT) kernels are available that convert an image with 8 bits/pixel representation into a binary image with 1 bit/pixel
representation. The first 1-BT kernel was proposed by Natarajan et al. [4]. A multiplication free one-bit transformation (MF-1BT) kernel has been proposed in [5].
Binary ME with an early termination scheme have been proposed in [6]. Two bit
transformation (2-BT) has been proposed in [7] for an enhanced accuracy in ME.
The constrained one bit transformation (C-1BT) has been proposed in [8] for a better performance than 1-BT, but at the same time with a reduced complexity than
2-BT. The implementation of 1-BT based ME on hardware has been proposed for
the first time by Natarajan et al. [4]. A high performance VBS ME architecture for
MF-1BT has been proposed in [9]. In [10], MF-1BT and C-1BT ME architectures
for fixed block size (FBS) are presented. Both the architectures [4, 10] are based on
16 processing elements (PEs).
The application of fast search algorithms like diamond search (DS) on 1-BT
frames can further reduce the computational load to a great extent as compared
to applying full search (FS) on 1-BT frames. The combination of 1-BT with DS
[11] results in a very small degradation in the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) as
compared to FS.

5.1 Introduction
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In this chapter, we have presented an in depth analysis of performing ME on 1-BT
binary frames by applying DS algorithm and proposed architectures for 1-BT based
FBS and VBS motion estimation. In the architectures presented in this chapter, the
pixels from the current block (CB) are read only once from the external memory and
are stored into the local memories of the ME hardware. Thereafter, the pixels from
the CB are supplied to the appropriate PEs periodically. The overlap between the
neighboring search locations for DS is also exploited in a novel way to reduce the
number of external memory accesses. The architectures explained in this chapter are
faster than a recently reported 1-BT based ME architecture [9].

5.2 One Bit Transformation and Diamond
Search Algorithm
One bit transformation based ME algorithms reduce the computational complexity
of the ME process to a great extent. The diamond search algorithm requires much less
computational power when compared with FS based ME. At the same time, diamond
search algorithm provides acceptable image quality, and therefore, is one of the most
preferred search algorithms. In the present section, explains the functionality of 1-BT
based ME and diamond search algorithm.

5.2.1 One Bit Transformation Based ME
Before applying 1-BT based ME, the original image frames having 8 bits/pixel representation is converted into binary image frames with 1 bit/pixel representation.
This is done by filtering the original image frame by a multi band-pass filter. The
filtered image is then compared with the original image to obtain the binary image.
In the original work by Natarajan et al. [4], the kernel used for filtering was having 25
non-zero elements and required expensive floating point multiplications. MF-1BT
has been proposed in [5] in which the complex floating point multiplications were
replaced by simple shifting operations. This new kernel ‘K’ in matrix form has been
shown in (5.2).
As in this kernel the normalization factor is a power of 2, the filtering can now
be performed by mere shifting without any expensive multiplication operation. The
original frame F is filtered by convolving it with K and the filtered frame F̂ is obtained
and then one-bit image frames are constructed.
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B(i, j) =

1, if F(i, j) > F̂(i, j)
0, otherwise

(5.2)

(5.3)

Here, i and j are the spatial coordinates of the pixel. The foregoing process by
which an original frame with 8 bits/pixel representation is converted into a binary
frame with 1 bit/pixel representation is known as one-bit transformation. After this
operation, the number of non-matching points (NNMP) at any point (m, n) for a MB
of size N × N is found as:
NNMP(m, n)=

N
−1 N
−1



B t (i, j) ⊕ B t−1 (i + m, j + n)

i=0 j=0

(5.4)

where, −s ≤ m, n ≤ s.

Here, ‘s’ is the maximum search range and ⊕ denotes XOR operation. Also, B t and
B t−1 represent the current and the reference 1-BT frames respectively.

5.2.2 Diamond Search Based 1-BT ME
In DS algorithm [12], the search pattern forms a diamond like shape as shown in
Fig. 5.1. Also, there is no limit on the number of steps that may be involved in the
algorithm. DS uses two fixed search patterns, where one is the large diamond search
pattern (LDSP) and the other is the small diamond search pattern (SDSP). The search
starts with the LDSP with its center of search located at the origin. The matching

5.2 One Bit Transformation and Diamond Search Algorithm
Fig. 5.1 An example
illustrating the search
strategy of DS algorithm
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criterion is evaluated for all the nine points of LDSP and if the best match is found
at the center, then the search pattern is switched to SDSP; else, another LDSP is
selected with the new search center pointing to the location where the best match is
found. This process is repeated until the best match is found at the center of the LDSP,
after which the search pattern is switched to SDSP where the matching criterion is
evaluated for four points around the center. The final MV is then found from the
point giving the best match at this step.
Figure 5.1 demonstrates pictorially the steps required to find the motion vector
(−2, +3). The solid spheres indicate the location of the search points for LDSP. The
solid squares indicate the location of the search points for SDSP. The locations of
the minimum SAD points are indicated by transparent sphere (square) for LDSP
(SDSP).
As DS algorithm is highly center biased, it is very fast as compared to FS
algorithm. On the other hand, unlike other fast search techniques such as the new
three step search, where the number of search steps are fixed, in DS the number of
search steps are not fixed and thus its performance is very much close to that of FS
in terms of the PSNR [13].
Motion estimation is usually performed on 1-BT frames by full search only
[9, 10]. In the present work, several fast search techniques (e.g. three step search
TSS), new three step search (NTSS), four step search (4-SS), and diamond search
(DS)) have been applied on 1-BT frames. The performance of fast ME on 1-BT
frames is evaluated based on PSNR and the average number of search points.
In Table 5.1, the PSNR values obtained by applying different fast search algorithms
on 1-BT frames have been shown for different benchmark video sequences. All the
sequences are in CIF (352 × 288) format, and each of the sequences contains 300
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Table 5.1 Performance comparison in terms of PSNR (dB)
Video sequence
Full search
TSS
Foreman

Hall Monitor

Football

Tennis

Coastguard

Max.
Min.
Avg.
Max.
Min.
Avg.
Max.
Min.
Avg.
Max.
Min.
Avg.
Max.
Min.
Avg.

32.208
28.106
30.766
34.388
30.423
33.755
23.262
17.004
21.639
30.465
22.307
28.387
31.672
23.191
29.512

29.678
25.900
28.982
31.631
28.161
31.129
22.435
16.189
19.816
28.899
21.115
26.158
29.178
21.806
27.638

NTSS

4-SS

DS

31.816
27.652
29.651
33.599
29.89
32.535
22.16
16.891
20.953
29.997
21.169
27.586
30.661
22.898
28.76

31.078
27.965
30.031
34.163
30.318
33.16
22.616
16.868
21.101
30.108
21.076
27.618
31.306
22.165
28.898

31.960
27.899
30.458
34.478
30.33
33.675
22.966
16.969
21.448
30.169
21.987
28.178
31.217
22.766
28.922

Table 5.2 Average number of search points per MV generation
Video sequence
NTSS
4-SS
Foreman
Hall Monitor
Football
Tennis
Coastguard

30.15
22.68
22.56
20.59
17.50

26.80
20.43
21.58
21.18
16.53

DS
24.00
13.30
17.70
19.96
13.85

The number of search points for TSS and FS are fixed, namely 25 and 1,089 respectively for a
search range of [−16, 16]

frames. The search range is taken as [−16, 16] along both the axes. The average
number of search points required to generate a MV can be regarded as a metric to
measure the computational complexity for block matching. The average number of
search points for different search algorithms on different video sequences have been
shown in Table 5.2.
It can be observed from Table 5.1 that the combination of DS and 1-BT displays
PSNR performance similar to the application of FS on 1-BT in most sequences with
less than 0.21 dB degradation except for the sequences with complex motion like
Foreman and the Coastguard for which the performance degrades by 0.31 and 0.59
dB respectively. On the other hand, it can be seen from Table 5.2, that DS based
1-BT ME always provides faster results than other fast search techniques. Taking all
these observations into account, it can be inferred that applying DS on 1-BT frames
provides almost the same performance as that of the FS based 1-BT ME, but at much
lower computational complexity.

5.3 Data Flow Analysis for DS Algorithm
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5.3 Data Flow Analysis for DS Algorithm
Due to the regularity in data-flow, Full Search Motion Estimation (FSME) is generally
preferred from the implementation point of view. However, due to its high computational power requirements, many fast but sub-optimal search algorithms have been
proposed. These fast search algorithms can reduce the computational power by up to
60 %, but as a side effect introduce irregular data flow [14–16]. In our experiment, it
has been found that DS based 1-BT ME provides acceptable quality at much lower
complexity than Full Search (FS) based 1-BT ME. Therefore, DS algorithm is one of
the most preferred fast search algorithms. On the other hand, as DS introduces irregular data flow, the implementation of DS in hardware imposes considerable challenge
for a VLSI designer. The search points for DS algorithm are arranged in a diamond
like shape. This makes memory access mechanism for DS to be completely different
from the FSME. The technique by which the data reuse is done for FS cannot be
applied to DS in the same way. It has been shown in [17, 18] that the memory access
is the most costly operation in ME hardware. Therefore, it is possible to reduce the
overall power consumption of the ME hardware by reducing the number of external
memory accesses. In the present section, a novel data-flow has been presented, which
reduces the power consumption by maximizing the data reuse. In Fig. 5.2, the center
of search is represented by location ‘4’, and all the eight search locations around
the center are represented by indexes starting from ‘0’ to ‘8’. In order to understand
the data overlap among different search locations, let us consider the size of the
block as 4 × 4, and the center of search is located at pixel coordinates (2, 2). Now,
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4
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6
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7

8

Fig. 5.2 Search locations for DS algorithm. The center of search is denoted by ‘4’
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Fig. 5.3 Data flow example for DS with pixel coordinate (2, 2) as the center of search

with reference to Figs. 5.2 and 5.3, location ‘0’ corresponds to the pixel coordinates
(0, 2), location ‘1’ corresponds to the pixel coordinates (1, 1), and so on.
In order to reduce the processing time for 1-BT based ME, it is desirable to process
an entire row of data from the current block as well as the search block simultaneously
[4, 10]. In that case, one has to access an entire row of data from both of the blocks
simultaneously. Now, with reference to Figs. 5.2 and 5.3, one can observe that the
search pixels for the entire first row corresponding to the location ‘0’ in Fig. 5.2 have
the pixel coordinates (0, 2), (0, 3), (0, 4) and (0, 5) in Fig. 5.3. It is also obvious
from Fig. 5.3 that the first row of search pixels corresponding to the location ‘0’ can
be obtained from the same row, namely ‘Row0’. Similarly, the search pixels for the
entire first row corresponding to the search locations ‘1’ and ‘2’ can be obtained from
the same row, namely Row1. In a similar way, ‘Row2’ provides the search pixels for
the entire first row corresponding to the search locations ‘3’, ‘4’, and ‘5’. Similarly,
the first row of search pixels for the search locations ‘6’ and ‘7’ are obtained from
Row3 and lastly, the first row search pixels for the search location ‘8’ are obtained
from Row4. Thus, by exploiting the overlap of the search pixels for different search
locations, one can reduce the number of memory accesses to 5 (Row0–Row4) instead
of 9 as would have been required for a straightforward implementation.
It may be noted that the second row corresponding to the search location ‘0’ in
Fig. 5.2 has the pixel coordinates (1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), and (1, 5) in Fig. 5.3. Thus, the
second row of data corresponding to the search location ‘1’ can be obtained from
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‘Row1’ (as shown in Fig. 5.3) which has already been read in the last step. Similar
is the case for all the search locations except for the location ‘8’, for which an entire
new row (i.e. Row5) has to be read. Thus, only a new row of data has to be read
in the subsequent steps of ME. Therefore, by exploiting the overlaps of the search
pixels for different search locations the number of memory accesses for search pixels
can he reduced down to 8 (5 + 1 + 1 + 1), whereas 36 (9 × 4) memory accesses
(corresponding to the fact that there exist 9 search locations and the block size is
4 × 4 as mentioned earlier in the present section) would have been required for a
straightforward implementation of DS algorithm.

5.4 Proposed VLSI Architecture for 1-BT Based Fixed Block
Size Motion Estimation
The block diagram of the proposed architecture for performing Fixed Block Size
(FBS) ME on binary frames by applying DS has been shown in Fig. 5.4. The architecture includes 8 RAMs for storing all the pixels from the search window (SW), a
register array for storing the current pixels, a register array for storing the search pixels termed as the search register array, a data selector array, nine PEs, a comparator
and a process control unit. In the proposed scheme, the evaluations of the matching
criterion for all the 9 search locations shown in Fig. 5.2 are done in parallel. As there
are 9 search locations for DS algorithm, a total of 9 PEs are used.
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Fig. 5.4 Overall VLSI architecture for the proposed FBS ME
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Before the start of ME process for each MB, the search pixels from the entire SW
are loaded into the internal memory of the ME hardware which consists of 8 RAMs.
The CB pixels are also loaded into the register array for storing the current pixels.
In the first step of ME, the center of search is chosen as the origin and the search
pixels required for computing the matching criteria at the center are loaded into the
search register array from 8 RAMs. The search register array then provides proper
search pixels to all the PEs. All the PEs start the evaluation of the matching criterion
(NNMP) for all the 9 search locations simultaneously. The computed values of the
NNMPs are sent to the comparator. The comparator finds the minimum NNMP value
as well as the corresponding location and sends it to the process control unit. The
process control unit controls the entire process of ME by sending proper control
signals to all the hardware modules. The internal structure of each of the modules of
the proposed hardware is provided in the following subsections.

5.4.1 Processing Element
The architecture of the PE is shown in Fig. 5.5. The PE possesses two input ports
namely, C and S for reading two 16-bit vectors from the CB and the SW respectively.
There are two 8-bit XOR arrays in the PE. One of the XOR arrays operates on the
eight most significant bits of the 16-bit vectors C and S, and the other operates on
the remaining eight least significant bits. The number of ones as a result of the XOR
operation is obtained by using two look-up tables (LUTs) with 28 entries. The outputs
of the LUTs are then applied to a 4-bit adder. The output of the adder is then applied
at the input of the accumulator. The output of the accumulator provides the value of
the NNMP for a particular location after 16 clock cycles for a MB of size 16 × 16.

Fig. 5.5 PE architecture for
1-BT FBS ME
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5.4.2 Memory Interleaving
In order to provide the required search pixels to all the PEs simultaneously, memory
interleaving technique similar to [19] is exploited. The search pixels from the SW are
interleaved among 8 RAMs (indexed from 0 to 7). For a single MB of size 16 × 16
pixels and for a search range of [−16, 16] pixels, the size of the SW will be 48 × 48
pixels. Here, since each pixel is represented by one bit, the actual size of the SW
would be 48 × 48 bits. The distribution of the search pixels among these 8 RAMs is
depicted in Fig. 5.6. All the pixels from the first location of SW are stored into the
first location (that is the address 0) of the RAM0. Similarly, all the pixels from the
second location of the SW are stored into the first location of the RAM1.
This process is repeated for all the first eight locations of the SW (i.e. for the
locations 0 to 7). After the eighth location, the search pixels from the next location
(i.e. address 8) are stored into the second location of the RAM0 (i.e. address 1). This
process is repeated for the entire SW. This whole process is depicted in Fig. 5.6b.
Using the above memory organization, it becomes very easy for one to locate the
particular RAM and the location in that RAM where the search pixels from the SW
with a given location are stored. For a given location in the SW, the last three bits of
the location determine the particular RAM, whereas the first three bits of the location
starting from the MSB determine the location of that RAM at which the search pixels
with the given location are stored. For example, for the location 7 (000111) of the
SW, the first three bits starting from the MSB (i.e. 000) determine the address of the

Fig. 5.6 Memory
interleaving for parallel
access of the search pixels.
a Search block for MB of
size 16 × 16 and search range
of [−16, 16]. b Modified
memory arrangement with
the first index indicating the
RAM number and the second
indicating the location of
48-bit word stored in the
RAM
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RAM and the last three bits (i.e. 111) determine the particular RAM, i.e. the search
pixels from location ‘7’ of the SW are stored at an address 0 of the RAM7. Similarly,
the search pixels from the location ‘47’ of the SW are stored at address 5 of RAM7.

5.4.3 Register Array for the Current Block Pixels
The pixels from the CB are read only once from the external memory and are stored
into an array of sixteen 16-bit registers. The current pixels are then provided to the
proper PE by the register array, and no further external memory access is required.
In this way, the proposed architecture significantly reduces the number of external
memory accesses for the current pixels.

5.4.4 Search Register Array
In order to provide search pixels to all the PEs simultaneously, an array of five
48-bit registers are used. The data sharing and the data reuse techniques presented
in Sect. 1.3 are performed by this unit. It reduces the number of external memory
accesses to a great extent. At the start of each search, the data are loaded into the
register array from the RAMs independently and at the same time. From the next step
onwards, no external memory read operations are required for the registers R0–R3
as shown in Fig. 5.7.
From RAM

48
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Fig. 5.7 Register array for search pixels
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Register R0 is now connected to register R1 via one multiplexer and register R1 is
connected to register R2 via another multiplexer. This is the case for all the registers
except for the last register R4, which is always connected with one of the RAMs.
The register R0 always provides the search pixels required for the computation of
the NNMP at location 0 (vide Fig. 5.2). Computation of NNMP at location 0 is done
by PE0. Therefore, register R0 is connected to PE0 via one 16-bit data selector. In a
similar way, R1 supplies the search pixels required for the computation of NNMP at
the locations 1 and 2. Therefore, register R1 is connected to the processing elements
PE1 and PE2 via two 16-bit data selectors. Register R2 is connected to PE3, PE4
and PE5 via three 16-bit data selectors. In a similar way, register R3 is connected to
PE6 and PE7, while register R4 is connected to PE8 via data selectors.
The data selector provides the proper data to the proper PE from the register array.
It accepts one 48-bit data at its input from the register and provides one 16-bit output
to the PE that is connected to it. It selects the proper data depending upon the location
of the search center. In particular, if the search center is located at the pixel coordinate
(4, 4), then one of the data selectors that is attached to register R1 will accept the
entire row of 48-bit search data starting from (3, 0) to (3, 47) from register R1, and
will provide one 16-bit search data starting from (3, 3) to (3, 18) to PE1. Another
data selector will provide 16-bit data starting from (3, 5) to (3, 20) to PE2. It takes
one clock cycle to load the search pixels from the RAMs into the register array and
thus it produces a delay of one clock cycle.

5.4.5 Comparator Unit
The outputs of all the PEs are connected to a comparator. The comparator selects
the best MV from the computed values of the matching criteria. It generates the
coordinates of the best matching point. It also generates a number ranging from 0 to
8 indicating the location where the best match is found. For example, with reference
to Fig. 5.2, if the best match were found at the center of the search, then it will
generate the number 4.

5.4.6 Process Control Unit
This is the most critical part of the architecture. There are two parts in this unit. One
is the pattern analyzer and the other is the control sequence generator. The pattern
analyzer unit takes the decision regarding whether to perform LDSP or SDSP in the
next step of the search depending upon the location of the best match as obtained
from the comparator unit. It also generates the center of the new search and the new
points where the matching criteria are to be evaluated.
The control sequence generator generates the control signals to control the register
array for the current block pixels and the search register. It generates the control
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signals required to coordinate among the different hardware units to complete the
search smoothly. It also generates the termination signal indicating that the search
process is complete, and the MVs are ready to be read from the MV selector.

5.5 Proposed Fast Binary ME Architecture for Variable
Block Size
The DS based binary ME architecture with Variable Block Size (VBS) is similar to
the FBS ME architecture shown in Fig. 5.4. The VBS motion estimation architecture
computes the NNMP values for all the 41 partitions of a MB. The partition of a given
MB into 41 blocks is shown in Fig. 5.8. However, for VBS ME architecture, an array
of 4 PEs is used instead of a single PE as was used for FBS ME architecture. The
architecture of a single PE has been shown in Fig. 5.9. There are two read ports S
and C for reading the row of pixels from the SW and the CB respectively. These
are then applied at the inputs of the XOR array and the number of 1s as a result of
XOR operation is counted by a LUT. The LUT has 16 entries. The output of the LUT
is then applied to an accumulator. The final output of the accumulator provides the
NNMP value for a particular location.
The detailed structure of PE Array 0 has been depicted in Fig. 5.10. PE Array 0
consists of four PEs namely, PE00, PE01, PE02 and PE03. Each PE computes the
NNMP value for a primitive block of size 4 × 4 in 4 clock cycles. One 4-bit counter,
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which starts counting from the start of the operation (i.e. from time t = 0), is used
to keep track of the entire process. The NNMP values for sixteen 4 × 4 blocks are
stored into sixteen 5-bit registers, namely R1 to R16 (vide Fig. 5.10). The NNMP
values for sixteen 4 × 4 blocks are directed to the appropriate registers by four 1 to
4 demultiplexers. The first two bits starting from the MSB of the counter are used
as the control signal for the demultiplexers. Since each PE can compute the NNMP
value of a 44 block in 4 clock cycles, the four PEs, namely PE00, PE01, PE02 and
PE03 work in parallel to produce the NNMP values for the blocks 1, 2, 3 and 4 (vide
Fig. 5.8) respectively at time t = 3. At time t = 3, the counter will read count = 0011
and count [3:2] = 00, so the output of the PE00 will be stored in the register R1.
Similarly, the outputs of the other three PEs, namely PE01, PE02 and PE03 will be
stored in the registers R2, R3 and R4 respectively.
In this way, all the sixteen NNMP values for sixteen 4 × 4 blocks are obtained
and are stored in the registers R1 to R16. The NNMP values for other block sizes are
obtained by adding the NNMP values of the primitive 4 × 4 blocks. For example, the
NNMP values of the two 4×4 blocks are added to obtain the NNMP value for a 4×8
or an 8 × 4 block. The NNMP values for the 4 × 8 and 8 × 4 blocks are stored into a
pipeline register [9]. The NNMP values of the two 8 × 4 blocks are added to obtain
the NNMP value of one 8 × 8 block. The NNMP value of the two 8 × 8 blocks are
added to obtain the NNMP value for one 16×8 or 8×16 block, which are also stored
into another pipeline register. The NNMP values of two 8 × 16 blocks are finally
added to obtain the NNMP value for a single MB. The merging process introduces a
delay of two clock cycles for two stage pipelining. The 41 NNMP values computed
for a MB are finally sent to a comparator and a MV selector, which determine the
minimum NNMP value and the corresponding MVs for each MB partition.

5.6 Results
5.6.1 Performance of the Proposed Fast 1-BT Based ME
The PSNR difference for the proposed method of ME has been compared with the
conventional FS based binary ME. The results have been shown in Table 5.3. It can
be observed from Table 5.3 that the proposed method of ME can provide a very small
PSNR degradation compared to the FS based binary ME. For a video sequence with
low motion like Hall Monitor, the PSNR drop is below 0.1 dB. However, the PSNR
drop increases slightly for the sequences with complex motion like Foreman and
Coastguard. The FS based binary ME has been compared with the proposed method
of ME in terms of the average number of steps required to process a MB, and the
result of the comparison has been provided in Table 5.4. Based on the observations
made on Tables 5.3 and 5.4, it can be concluded that the computational complexity
of the proposed method is much lower than the FS based ME. At the same time, the
degradation in PSNR is also less than 0.5 dB for all the video sequences tested.
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Table 5.3 Average PSNR drop (dB) against conventional full search based binary ME
Foreman
Hall Monitor
Football
Tennis
Coastguard
0.308

0.080

0.191

0.209

0.478

Table 5.4 Average number of search points per MV generation
Video sequence
Average no. of search steps
Foreman
Hall Monitor
Football
Tennis
Coastguard

6.85
3.76
4.92
5.62
3.98

The number of search points for TSS and FS are fixed, namely 25 and 1,089 respectively for a
search range of [−16, 16]

5.6.2 Implementation Results
The proposed DS based binary ME architectures for FBS and VBS are described in
Verilog HDL. In order to make a fair comparison with the architectures reported in
[9], the proposed architectures are also implemented on the same FPGA as was done
in [9]. The proposed fast binary FBS ME architecture consumes 731 slices (1,103
LUTs). The on-chip memory of the proposed architecture is 2,304 bits for storing
the SW for a single MB. These search pixels are stored into 6 locations of 8 RAMs.
The proposed VBS ME architecture consumes 1,014 slices (1,576 LUTs).
The proposed VBS ME architecture involves a latency of 22 clock cycles: one
clock cycle for loading the search pixels from the RAMs into the register array for
search pixels, 16 clock cycles required for the computation of the NNMP, two clock
cycles for the merging process, one clock cycle for the comparison and one clock
cycle each required for the purpose of the pattern generation and the control signal
generation. Therefore, each of the steps of DS requires 22 clock cycles. Based on
our simulation results (vide Table 5.4), it is found that when applying DS on 1-BT
frames, a maximum of seven search steps are required for processing a single MB.
Thus, a total 154 (22 × 7) clock cycles are required to process a single MB.
Comparison of the proposed architecture with various other architectures is presented in Table 5.5. It then follows from Table 5.5 that the proposed architecture
involves the least number of clock cycles required for processing a single MB. One
major advantage of having the least number of clock cycles requirement for processing one MB is that the clock frequency required to process a video sequence with
a given frame size, and the frame rate is substantially reduced compared to other
architectures. The reduction of the minimum clock frequency requirement has a
direct impact on reducing the overall power consumption for ME hardware [20].
The clock frequencies required for the proposed VBS ME architecture and its counterparts [9, 10] for processing different video sequences with different frame sizes
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Table 5.5 Comparison with other 1-BT based ME architectures
Proposed
Proposed
[9] (FBS)
[9] (VBS)
(FBS)
(VBS)
No. of
PEs/MB
On-chip
memory
Supported
block sizes
Search range
No. of clock
cycles/MB
Area
Maximum
freq. (MHz)

[10]

9

36 (9 × 4)

256

256

16

2,304

2,304

4,608

4,608

24,064

16 × 16

4 × 4 to 16 × 16 16 × 16

4 × 4 to 16 × 16 16 × 16

[−16, 16]
140

[−16, 16]
154

[−16, 16]
282

731 slices
1,014 slices
(1103 LUTs) (1576 LUTs)
135
129

[−16, 16]
282

4,758 slices 6,782 slices
(7280 LUTs) (8702 LUTs)
115
113

[−16, 15]
1,039
944 slices
(1467 LUTs)
127

Table 5.6 Required clock frequencies of the proposed architecture and other 1-BT MT architectures
for different video sequences
Frame size
CIF
SDTV
HD for PCs
HD for TVs
(352 × 288) (1,280 × 720) (1,280 × 720) (1,920 × 1,080)
Frame rate (fps)
Clock rate
Proposed
(MHz)
Akin [9]
Celebi [10]

30
1.82
3.36
12.34

30
16.63
30.46
112.22

60
33.26
60.91
224.41

60
74.84
137
505

and rates have been provided in Table 5.6. It can be observed from Table 5.6 that for
the proposed architecture, a clock frequency of 16.63 MHz is sufficient to perform
VBS ME for a video sequence with Standard Definition television (SDTV) frame
size (1,280 × 720) and a frame rate of 30 fps. On the other hand, the required clock
frequencies are 30.46 and 112.22 MHz for the architectures [9, 10] respectively
for processing the same video sequence. Accordingly, the power consumption for
processing the SDTV frame is only 59 mW for the proposed architecture, whereas
the power consumptions are 83 and 96 mW for the architectures [9, 10] respectively.

5.7 Conclusions
In the present chapter, low power ME architectures have been developed for implementing DS on 1-BT frames with FBS and VBS support. As compared with other
1-BT based ME architectures, the proposed architectures involve the lowest latency.
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The clock frequency of the proposed ME architectures therefore can be effectively
reduced for low power designs. In particular, the required clock frequency for the
proposed VBS ME architecture for processing SDTV frames (1,280 × 720 @ 30
fps) is 16.63 MHz. The resulting power dissipation is only 59 mW, which may be
an attractive solution for portable consumer video applications typically operated by
battery power. On the other hand, the frame size and the frame rate supported by the
proposed architectures can also be extended subject to a clock frequency constraint.
For the proposed VBS ME architecture, the required clock frequency for processing
High definition (HD) resolution for TVs (1,920 × 1,080 @ 60 fps) is 74.84 MHz.
The maximum operating frequencies of the proposed architectures for FPGA implementation are found to be 135 and 129 MHz for FBS and VBS respectively. The
proposed architectures are therefore deemed suitable for designing consumer electronic products that require real time video processing or compression at affordable
prices.
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Chapter 6

Efficient Pixel Truncation Algorithm
and Architecture

The goal of this chapter is to introduce a new block matching algorithm, namely the
Fast Two Stage Search (F2SS) algorithm and its VLSI architecture for performing
low power variable block size Motion Estimation (ME) based on pixel truncation.
The chapter starts with a brief discussion on ME methods which adopt the pixel
truncation approach. The proposed F2SS algorithm has been presented in Sect. 6.2.
Section 6.2 presents the architecture designed for implementing the proposed F2SS
algorithm. The simulation and the synthesis results of the proposed algorithm and the
corresponding architecture are presented in the subsequent section. The conclusions
are finally presented in the last section.

6.1 Introduction
Motion Estimation (ME) is a process widely used to compress motion pictures to
effectively remove temporal redundancies. Block Matching Algorithm (BMA) is
the preferred type of ME due to its simplicity and performance efficiency [1–3]. In
BMA, for each block in the current frame (current block), the best matched block in
a previously available frame (the reference frame) is searched within a given search
area. The Motion Vector (MV) is defined as the displacement between the current
block and the best matched block in the reference frame. Although ME based on Full
Search (FS) algorithm provides the optimum solution for obtaining high compression
ratio, they suffer from high hardware costs and computational power requirements.
In modern video coding standards such as MPEG-4/H.264, a special feature called
Variable Block Size Motion Estimation (VBSME) has been included to improve
coding efficiency.
Due to the increasing need for advanced video coding methods, many portable
electronic devices such as mobile phones and camcorders typically use MPEG-4 or
H.264 based techniques for video compression. These mobile devices are operated
by batteries and thus have limited processing power. To suit these conditions, many
fast ME algorithms such as four step search [4], diamond search [5], and adaptive
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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rood pattern search [6] have been proposed. These fast search algorithms reduce
computational complexity of the FS algorithm without compromising Peak Signalto-Noise Ratio (PSNR). In another approach, pixel resolution is reduced from 8 bits
to fewer bits. One-Bit Transform (1-BT) based MEs have been proposed in [7] and
[8], where each pixel is transformed to a one-bit representation. In [9] the bit-depths
of the pixels are truncated. It is also shown in [9] that on an average, four bits can be
truncated without adversely affecting the quality of the reconstructed frame. There
are several ME architectures based on 1-BT. The first implementation of 1-BT based
VBSME was presented in [10]. The first implementation of ME based on 1-BT
and multiple reference frames was proposed in [11]. The implementation of fast
1-BT based ME was proposed in [12] by combining 1-BT based ME with diamond
search algorithm. Recently, an efficient algorithm and its architecture based on pixel
truncation was presented in [13] for performing VBSME.
In the present chapter, an extension of the work presented in [13] is reported. It
is shown that the present algorithm is faster and more efficient than that presented
in [13]. The resulting architecture also consumes less power than the algorithm
described in [13]. The chapter is organized as follows. The new algorithm for performing ME is presented in the following section. Section 6.3 presents the proposed
architecture. The simulation and the synthesis results are presented in Sect. 6.4. Conclusions are finally drawn in Sect. 6.5.

6.2 Proposed Fast Two Stage Search Based Motion
Estimation Algorithm
In the present algorithm, ME is performed in two stages: in the first stage, ME
is performed on truncated pixels, and in the second stage, it is performed on the
pixels with full resolution for refining the MV obtained from the first stage. It has
been shown in [13] that optimum results may be obtained by taking the two Most
Significant Bits (MSBs) of the pixel and by using the Difference Pixel Count (DPC)
as the matching criterion. Therefore, in the present ME algorithm, the two MSBs
are taken and DPC is used as the matching criterion as proposed in [13]. Thus, the
first stage of the proposed algorithm is essentially the same as the first stage of the
algorithm [13]. For the second stage of search, an algorithm is proposed based on
experiments performed on different benchmark video sequences. Based on these
experimental results, it is found that there is a high possibility that if the MV for the
first stage points in a particular direction, the MV for the second stage will also have
similar characteristics. Substantial savings in computational time can therefore be
achieved by restricting the second stage of search in the direction pointed by the MV
obtained from first stage of search.
It is also found that there is a high probability that the search for a large MV in a
small search pattern with closely spaced search points may be trapped in some local
minimum [5]. On the other hand, for detecting small motions, a small search pattern
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with closely spaced search points is more suitable than a large search pattern with
widely spaced search points [5]. From the above discussions, it may be concluded that
the computational time may be saved further by selecting the search pattern for the
second stage of the search in accordance with the magnitude of the MV obtained from
the first stage. Based on these factors, a novel scheme for second stage MV refinement
has been proposed. The details of the algorithm are given below. In this algorithm,
an initial search pattern is selected based on both the magnitude and the direction
of the MV obtained from the first stage of search. The search pattern is chosen in
such a way that it is able to detect both large and small or zero MVs efficiently.
It is also shown that, for most real-world video sequences, MV distributions in the
horizontal and the vertical directions are higher than in other directions [6]. Based on
these observations, a rood-like search pattern is selected as the initial search pattern
similar to [6].
The proposed Fast Two-Stage Search (F2SS) ME algorithm can be represented
pictorially as shown in Fig. 6.1. In Fig. 6.1, it is assumed that the MV obtained from
the first stage points to the location (−3, +2), represented as a solid sphere. A roodlike search pattern is then created around this location with four search points at the
four vertices of the rood pattern, shown as transparent squares in Fig. 6.1. The distance
S between the center and the search points is selected as S = max{|M Vx |, |M Vy |},
where {|M Vx | and |M Vy |} are the vertical and the horizontal MV components respectively. In the second stage of the proposed algorithm, the search is performed at all
five points (including the center) after selecting the initial search pattern. The point
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Fig. 6.1 The search strategy for the proposed F2SS algorithm
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corresponding to the minimum Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) value (SADmin)
is chosen as the new center of search and is indicated by a solid square in Fig. 6.1. If
SADmin is found at the center of the rood pattern, then the search is stopped midway; else, the search pattern is changed to the Small Diamond Search Pattern (SDSP)
around SADmin, which is the same search pattern that was used in [5]. The location
of the search points for subsequent search steps are indicated by the triangles. The
above process is repeated until SADmin is found at the center of the SDSP.
The present algorithm is motivated by the Adaptive Rood Pattern Search
Algorithm (ARPS) originally proposed in [6]. However, the algorithm presented
here is different from ARPS in the following aspects. (1) In ARPS, the initial search
pattern is selected based on the MVs of the neighboring blocks. In this one however,
the initial search pattern for the second stage is selected from the MV obtained from
the first stage. (2) Since the second stage of refinement is performed around the MV
obtained from the first stage in the present case, no further checking is required for
the Zero-Motion Prejudgment (ZMP). However, for ARPS, extra checks are required
for ZMP resulting in increased complexity. In the algorithm proposed in [13], FS is
performed during the second stage of the search. Additionally, in the second stage,
the search area is reduced to quarter of the first search area. This results in a substantial drop in the PSNR value of the reconstructed image for the sequences with
complex motions like Foreman. On the other hand, for the present algorithm, the
same search area is considered in both stages.
The main advantage of the present algorithm over [13] is its ability to perform
faster MEs. This is because, if the best match is found at the center at the first
step of the second stage of ME, then it does not waste any time in further search.
Also, the proposed algorithm saves computational time for detecting large MVs by
directly jumping to the neighborhood of the most likely location of the MV. Subsequently, SDSP is used in the present method in contrast to the method in [13]
that is based on the FS algorithm, which consumes considerable time in checking all possible locations. The proposed algorithm is summarized in the following
subsection.

6.2.1 Summary of the Proposed Fast Two Stage
Search Algorithm
First Stage:
1. Perform FS based ME on truncated pixels.
2. Obtain the location that is indicated by the MV.
Second Stage:
1. Construct a rood-like search pattern around the location obtained from the First
Stage with four search points located at the four vertices of the rood pattern with
S = max{|M Vx |, |M Vy |}.
2. Compute the SAD values at the four search locations and at the center and also
obtain SADmin.
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if (SADmin is found at the center) then
MV = {|M Vx |, |M Vy |};
stop;
else
go to 3;
3. Change the search pattern to SDSP around the point corresponding to SADmin
and compute the SAD values at all the search locations to obtain the new value of
SADmin.
if (SADmin is found at the center) then
read MV corresponding to SADmin;
stop;
else
go to 3;

6.3 Architecture for the Proposed Fast Two Stage
Search Algorithm
In order to reduce computational complexity, many ME architectures based on pixel
truncation have been proposed [9, 13]. In these architectures, the entire 8-bit data
are accessed, and only a part of the data is used to evaluate the matching criteria.
Although computational complexity is reduced substantially by this approach, there
is no reduction in the memory bandwidth requirement. In a recently reported architecture [13], a new memory design has been presented, in which different number of
bit-planes can be accessed at different stages of ME from the same memory module.
The proposed scheme is attractive but requires additional hardware to transpose and
realign the pixels during ME.

6.3.1 Memory Management for the Proposed F2SS Algorithm
In the present memory management scheme, two on-chip memories namely, RAM0
and RAM1 are used instead of a single on-chip memory. The first two MSBs of the
reference pixels are stored in RAM0, and the remaining 6 bits are stored in RAM1
as shown in Fig. 6.2. Here, R0,0 [7:6] represents the first two MSBs, while R0,0 [5:0]
represents the remaining 6 bits of the reference pixels from the Search Window
(SW) from the location (0,0). This process is repeated for the entire SW, and all the
reference pixels are arranged in two RAMs as depicted in Fig. 6.2. Similarly, the
current pixels are also organized in two RAMs—CBRAM0 and CBRAM1. The ME
architecture with this new memory organization is shown in Fig. 6.3. In the first stage
of ME, the most significant 2 bits of the reference pixels can be directly accessed
from RAM0, and two MSBs of the current pixels can be accessed from CBRAM0.
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Fig. 6.2 The proposed memory management scheme
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Fig. 6.3 The block diagram of an ME architecture with the proposed memory management scheme

After the first stage of ME, the second stage of MV refinement is performed by a
refinement unit shown as the block “Second Stage ME” in Fig. 6.3, for which both
RAMs are used.

6.3.2 Proposed Architecture for the First Stage of ME
As previously mentioned, in the first stage of the present F2SS algorithm, ME is
performed by taking the two MSBs of the pixel and by using the DPC as the matching
criterion. For a block of size N × N and for a search range [−p, p−1], the DPC at
any location (m, n) can be found as [14]:
DPC(m, n) =

N
−1 N
−1



δ̄[Ĉ(i, j), R̂(i + m, j + n)]

(6.1)

i=0 j=0

Here, Ĉ(i, j) and R̂(i + m, j + n) represent bit truncated values for the pixels from
the CB and the SW respectively. In Eq. 6.1, δ̄(x, y) represents the standard delta
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Fig. 6.4 The architecture for the DPC based PE. Here, CP and SP represent 2 MSBs of the current
and the search pixels respectively

function, for which δ̄(x, y) = 0 if (x = y); else its value is 1. The implementation of
DPC on hardware is much simpler than conventional SAD. The architecture for the
DPC based Processing Element (PE) is shown in Fig. 6.4.
The architecture performing the first stage of ME is shown in Fig. 6.5, which is
based on SAD tree [15], and is similar to that reported in [13]. The architecture
consists of the Current Block (CB) memory, a search register array; a 2-D array
of 256 DPC based PEs, a 2-D adder tree, a comparator, and the final MV selector.
However, owing to the proposed memory management scheme, for the first stage of
ME, the reference and the current pixels are accessed from RAM0 and CBRAM0
respectively. The reference pixels are stored in the register array for data reuse,
which in turn reduces the required memory bandwidth. For a block of size N × N,
a total of N × N current and reference pixels are loaded into PEs in every clock
cycle. At the same time, N reference pixels that belong to the same row of the
SW are also loaded into the register array to up date the reference pixels [15]. The
reference pixels are propagated in the vertical direction rowby- row in the register
array.
After an initial latency, the PEs generate 256 pixel differences for a given location
in every clock cycle. These are then added by the adder tree to produce DPC for
all the blocks. As depicted in Fig. 6.6, a Macroblock (MB) can be partitioned into
41 blocks. Thus, the adder tree generates 41 DPCs in all. The comparator and MV
selector select the best MB partition and the corresponding MVs.
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Fig. 6.5 The block diagram for architecture performing the first stage of ME
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6.3.3 Proposed Architecture for the Second Stage of ME
In the second stage of the proposed F2SS algorithm, ME is performed on the pixels
with full resolution, and Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) is used as the matching
criterion. For a block of size N × N, the SAD at any location (m, n) within a search
range [−p, p−1] can be found as:
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Fig. 6.7 The block diagram of the proposed ME architecture

SAD(m, n) =

N
−1 N
−1


i=0

|C(i, j) − R(i + m, j + n)|

(6.2)

j=0

Here, C(i, j) and R(i +m, j +n) are the pixel values for the current and the reference
pixels respectively.
Figure 6.7 shows the block diagram of the proposed architecture. The architecture
includes two on-chip memories for storing the reference pixels from the SW, two
on-chip memories for storing the current pixels from the CB, two data selectors, 4 PE
arrays, one control unit, and one comparator. Each of the modules of the proposed
architecture is described in detail as follows.

6.3.3.1 On-Chip Memory Unit
The proposed architecture is designed for performing VBSME for a MB of
size 16 × 16 pixels, and for a search range of [−8, 7] pixels. Therefore, the total
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size of the Search Window (SW) is 31 × 31 pixels. Figure 6.8 shows the CB and
the corresponding SW. Let us further assume that the MV obtained from the first
stage points to the location (0, −1), which corresponds to the reference pixel R2,1 .
Then, according to the proposed algorithm, one is required to search at the locations
(−1, −1), (0, −2), (0, 0) and (1, −1). The starting reference pixels corresponding to
these locations are R1,1 , R2,0 , R2,2 and R3,1 respectively.
The rood-like search pattern for the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 6.9.
Here, the search center is denoted by ‘0’, and all the four search points around
the center are denoted by the indices ‘1’ to ‘4’. All the pixels from the SW are
stored in two RAMs namely, SWRAM and SWRAMTr. However, owing to the
proposed memory management scheme as shown in Fig. 6.2, both the RAMs consist
of two smaller RAMs. In order to make the overall process faster, the entire row
of pixels from the SW is written as a single word to a single address of SWRAM.
As there are 31 pixels in one row of the SW, these are written as a single 248-bit
(31 pixels × 8 bits) word in SWRAM. In another RAM (SWRAMTr in Fig. 6.10), the
same reference pixels are stored but in transposed form, i.e. the entire first column of

1

2

0

3

4

Fig. 6.9 The rood-like search pattern for the second stage of the proposed F2SS algorithm
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Fig. 6.10 The modified memory arrangement for the proposed architecture

pixels from the SW starting from R0,0 to R30,0 are written as a single 248-bit word to
the address ‘0’ of SWRAMTr. This new memory arrangement is shown in Fig. 6.10.
As shown in Fig. 6.10, the current pixels are also stored in two RAMs, namely
CBRAM and CBRAMTr (both of which consist of two smaller RAMs as shown in
Fig. 6.2). In this case, an entire row of pixels from the CB is written as a single 128-bit
(16 pixels × 8 bits) word at a single address of the CBRAM. In another RAM namely,
CBRAMTr, an entire column of the pixels from the CB is stored as a single 128-bit
word. It is now obvious from Figs. 6.9 and 6.10 that the entire first row of reference
pixels corresponding to the search locations ‘2’ and ‘3’ (R2,0 to R2,15 and R2,2 to
R2,17 ) belong to the same address of the SWRAM. Similarly, the entire first column
of reference pixels corresponding to the search locations ‘1’ and ‘4’ (R1,1 to R16,1
and R3,1 to R18,1 ) belong to the same address of SWRAMTr.

6.3.3.2 Data Selector Unit
The outputs of SWRAM and SWRAMTr are connected to the data selectors. Each
data selector accepts the entire 248-bit data from the RAM, and provides two 128-bit
(16 pixels × 8 bits) data to the PE arrays that are connected to it. It selects the proper
data depending upon the location of the search center as obtained from the control
unit.

6.3.3.3 PE Array
As the second stage of the proposed F2SS algorithm involves four search locations,
four PE arrays are used. In each of the PE arrays, the number of PEs is equal to
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the size of the row of the CB. Moreover, as in the present example the size of the
CB is taken as 16 × 16, there are 16 PEs in each of the PE arrays. The detailed
structure of a PE array and a single PE are shown in Figs. 6.11 and 6.12 respectively.
One 4-bit counter, which starts counting from the start of the operation (i.e. from time
t = 0), is used to keep track of the entire process. The SAD values for sixteen 4 × 4
blocks are stored into sixteen 12-bit registers, R1 to R16 (vide Fig. 6.11). The SAD
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values for sixteen 4 × 4 blocks are directed to the appropriate registers by four 1 to
4 demultiplexers. The first two bits starting from the MSB of the counter output are
used as the control signal for the demultiplexers. The first group of four PEs, namely
PE0, PE1, PE2 and PE3 work in parallel to produce the SAD values for block 1 (vide
Fig. 6.6) in four clock cycles (or at time t = 3). At the same time, the SAD values for
blocks 2, 3 and 4 are also produced by the other three groups of PEs. At time t = 3,
the counter will read count = 0011 and count [3:2] = 00, and hence the SAD values
for block 1 will be stored in the register R1. Similarly, the SAD values for the blocks
2, 3 and 4 will be stored in the registers R2, R3 and R4 respectively. In this way, all
the sixteen SAD values for sixteen 4 × 4 blocks are obtained, and these are stored
in the registers R1 to R16. The SAD values for the other block sizes are obtained by
adding the SAD values of the primitive 4 × 4 blocks [10].
6.3.3.4 Comparator
All the PE arrays send the computed values of SAD to the comparator. The comparator finds the value of SADmin and the corresponding location. It then generates
a number ranging from 0 to 4 depending upon the location of the SADmin and sends
the same to the control unit.
6.3.3.5 Control Unit
The architecture performing ME on truncated pixels sends the MV to the control unit,
which then generates the read addresses for all the memory units. Depending upon
the location of the SADmin as obtained from the comparator unit, it further takes
the decision on whether the subsequent steps of ME are required or not. If further
steps of ME are required, then it generates the new read addresses for all the memory
modules so that the proper reference pixels can be sent to the PE arrays. It further
checks for the boundary conditions for all the steps and all of the search locations. If
the boundary condition is reached at any step and for any particular location(s), then
it sends the proper signal to disable the PE array(s), which is (are) responsible for the
evaluation of SAD for that (those) location(s). It also sends an appropriate control
signal to the comparator so that the maximum SAD value(s) is (are) initialized for
that (those) location(s).

6.4 Results
6.4.1 Performance Analysis of the Proposed Algorithm
The performance of the proposed F2SS algorithm has been compared in terms of the
quality and the computational cost with the FS algorithm. In Table 6.1, the average
PSNR values as obtained for the proposed F2SS and the FS algorithms are presented
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Table 6.1 The average PSNR obtained for the FS and the F2SS algorithm
Video sequence (CIF @ 30 fps)
Full search (dB)
Foreman
Coastguard
Tennis
News
Stefan
Mother and daughter
Mobile
Hall monitor

34.82
30.03
32.48
32.59
28.42
33.86
31.33
33.45

Proposed (dB)
34.66
29.86
32.39
32.48
28.03
33.72
31.31
33.38

for 16 × 16 block sizes and for a search range of [−16, 15] pixels. All the sequences
are in CIF format (352 × 288 pixels) and cover a wide range of motion content. In
the present analysis, 100 frames for each of the video sequences are taken, and the
average values for the PSNR per frame for each of the reconstructed video sequences
are computed. It can be observed from Table 6.1 that the proposed ME algorithm
displays performance similar to the FS algorithm for most of the video sequences
with less than 0.2 dB degradation in the PSNR. However, for the sequence “Stefan”,
the PSNR degrades by 0.39 dB.
The performance of the proposed algorithm has also been compared with a similar
algorithm [13]. The PSNR drop with respect to the FS algorithm as obtained by
comparing the results of applying the proposed algorithm and the algorithm [13] has
been presented in Table 6.2. For the proposed F2SS algorithm, 8×8 block partition is
used for the first stage of search in the present analysis. Once again, from Table 6.2, it
is obvious that the proposed algorithm provides a smaller PSNR drop when compared
to the algorithm [13], except for the sequence “Stefan” for which the proposed

Table 6.2 The average PSNR drop (dB) for the F2SS and algorithm [13] with respect to the FS
algorithm for QCIF frames
Video sequence (QCIF @ 30 fps)
Block size
Algorithm [13]
Proposed
Akio

Mobile

Foreman

Stefan

16 × 16
8×8
4×4
16 × 16
8×8
4×4
16 × 16
8×8
4×4
16 × 16
8×8
4×4

0
0
0.05
0
0. 02
0.14
0.07
0.19
0.44
0.03
0.11
0.27

0
0
0.03
0
0.02
0.09
0.03
0.16
0.33
0.05
0.18
0.25
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algorithm results in a slight increase in the average PSNR drop. This may be ascribed
to the fact that this sequence contains more movements in the directions other than
vertical and horizontal directions which the proposed algorithm has failed to detect.
The proposed algorithm has also been tested on video sequences with CIF frame
resolution and the comparison results have been shown in Table 6.3. However, it
should be noted that although the hardware implementation performs matching in
the search range of [−8, 7] for all block sizes, a search range of [−16, 15] is used for a
block of dimension 16×16, a search range of [−8, 7] is used for a block of dimension
8 × 8, while a search range of [−4, 3] is used for a block of dimension 4 × 4, because
of the available results presented in [13]. It should be further noted that these results
are provided using an open loop scheme, that is, the PSNR is computed between the
original frames and the motion compensated frames without using a video encoder.
Finally, it may be observed from Tables 6.2 and 6.3 that the proposed algorithm
shows better performance in terms of the PSNR for most of the cases compared to the
algorithm [13]. This may be attributed to the fact that in the proposed algorithm, there
is no reduction in the size of the SW in the refinement stage. The average number of
search steps required to process one MB can be regarded as a metric to measure the
computational complexity of a given ME algorithm. In Table 6.4, the average number

Table 6.3 The average PSNR drop (dB) for the F2SS and algorithm [13] with respect to the FS
algorithm for CIF frames
Video sequence (QCIF @ 30 fps)
Block size
Algorithm [13]
Proposed
Mobile

Foreman

Stefan

Table 6.4 The average
number of steps required for
second stage of the proposed
F2SS algorithm

16 × 16
8×8
4×4
16 × 16
8×8
4×4
16 × 16
8×8
4×4

0.11
0.20
0.40
0.12
0.21
0.39
0.04
0.09
0.32

0.02
0.13
0.28
0.11
0.19
0.31
0.08
0.11
0.30

Video sequence
(CIF @ 30 fps)

Number of search steps
required

Foreman
Coastguard
Tennis
News
Stefan
Mother and daughter
Mobile
Hall monitor

2.93
2.85
2.53
2.81
2.92
2.03
1.88
1.09
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Table 6.5 Implementation results
Technology (nm)
Maximum operating frequency (MHz)
Area (k Gates)
(2-input NAND gate)
Power (mW)
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Processing unit
Memory unit

90
129
298.86
158.98
19.53 @ 100 MHz

Fig. 6.13 Comparison of the
rate-distortion curves for the
proposed algorithm with the
full-search algorithm

of search steps per MB as required by the proposed F2SS algorithm has been shown
for different video sequences. It can be observed from Table 6.5 that the proposed
algorithm requires at most three steps to compute the second stage of search.
In order to compare the performance of the proposed algorithm with that of the
optimum FS algorithm, two video sequences namely, “Mobile” (QCIF) and “Foreman” (CIF) are selected at 30 frames per second (fps). The tests were done on the
existing H.264 reference software (JM 16.0) with rate control option off and five
Quantization Parameters (QP) selected as: 24, 28, 32, 36 and 40. The search range
and the number of frames have been taken as [−16, 15] and 100 respectively. Here,
it should be mentioned that in the present analysis, the size of the MB has been taken
as 16 × 16 for all the cases. The test results have been illustrated in Fig. 6.13. It can
be observed that the coding performance for the proposed algorithm is quite similar
to that of the FS algorithm even for lower bit rates and for sequences with complex
motion like “Foreman”.

6.4.2 Synthesis Results and Comparison
The proposed architecture has been described in Verilog HDL and synthesized with
90 nm technology. The implementation results have been shown in Table 6.5. Before
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the start of the second stage of the proposed F2SS algorithm, all the reference pixels
required for performing the search are loaded into the on-chip memory unit from
the off-chip memory. As mentioned earlier, the size of the SW for the proposed
architecture is 31 × 31 pixels. In the proposed architecture, 31 pixels are loaded in
one clock cycle. Therefore, 31 clock cycles would be required to load all the pixels
from the SW into the RAMs storing the reference pixels.
In the first stage of ME, 256 clock cycles are required for low resolution search
similar to the architecture described in [13]. However, in the second stage of the
search procedure, the architecture involves a latency of 21 clock cycles for each
of the steps as explained next. It spends sixteen clock cycles for the computation
of the SADs, two clock cycles for the merging process similar to [10], one clock
cycle for comparison, and one clock cycle each required for the pattern generation
and control signal generation. For the proposed F2SS algorithm, if the best match is
found at the center in the first step of the second stage, then no further search steps are
required, and thereby the second stage of search can be completed in 52 (31 + 21)
clock cycles. Thus, it can generate the MV for a 16 × 16 MB in 308 (256 + 52)
clock cycles. However, based on the simulation results (vide Table 6.4), the proposed
F2SS algorithm requires at most three steps to complete the second stage of the
search procedure. Therefore, even in the worst case, the proposed architecture can
complete the second stage of search in 63 (21×3) clock cycles. In addition to this, 31
clock cycles are also required for the loading of the reference pixels. Therefore, the
proposed architecture can find the MV for a MB in 350 (256 + 63 + 31) clock cycles.
On the other hand, the architecture [13] always requires 500 clock cycles to
process a MB. Therefore, compared to the architecture [13], the proposed architecture requires 30 % less number of clock cycles to process a MB. One major advantage of requiring fewer clock cycles for processing a MB is that the clock frequency
necessary to process a video sequence with a given frame size and frame rate is
substantially reduced. It can be observed that for the proposed architecture, a clock
frequency of 1.04 MHz is sufficient to perform ME for a video. The proposed ME
architecture has been compared with other architectures, and the results of comparison have been listed in Table 6.6. In the proposed architecture, the reference pixels
are stored into two RAMs. Similarly, the current pixels are also stored in two RAMs.
The memory unit is much simpler for the proposed architecture, though it requires
more area to store the current and the reference pixels. The proposed architecture is
based on 4 PE arrays, with 16 PEs in each array. On the other hand, for the architecture [13] which is also based on pixel truncation, 256 PEs are required. Owing
to this fact, the processing unit for the proposed architecture consumes less area.
Taking all of these facts into account, it is clear from the third row (gate count) of
Table 6.6 that the total area for the proposed architecture is slightly on the higher side
(5 % only) as compared with the architecture [13]. Since for the architectures presented in Table 6.6, different processes and supply voltages are used, the power results
for all the architectures have been normalized according to the supply voltage and
the dimension for the purpose of fair comparison [16]. The normalized power results
for all the architectures have been shown in the last entry of Table 6.6. As mentioned
earlier, since the average computational complexity is generally lower than the worst
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Table 6.6 Comparison of the proposed architecture with other architectures
[16]
[17]
[13]
Process (nm)
Voltage (V)
Gate count (k)
Core size (mm2 )
Required frequency (MHz)
Video specification
Power (mW)
Normalized power (mW)
(1.0 V, 90 nm)*

180
1.3
131.2
3.6
13.5
CIF @ 30 fps
16.72
2.47

350
3.3
23.1
7.5
25
CIF @ 30 fps
189
1.15

130
1.2
436
2.26
1.4
QCIF @ 30 fps
1.33
0.44

Proposed
90
1.0
457.5
2.39
0.95
QCIF @ 30 fps
0.32
0.32

(*) Normalized power = Power × (0.0652 /Process2 ) × (1.082 /Voltage2 )

case, the operating frequency can be reduced for further reduction of power consumption. This is also obvious from the last entry of Table 6.6, which reveals that the
total power consumption for the proposed architecture is reduced by 27 % compared
to the architecture [13], which is the best low-power video compression architecture
for mobile communication available so far in the literature.

6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, a fast block matching motion estimation algorithm, which is faster
compared to a recently reported algorithm, has been proposed. The proposed algorithm is found to have relatively lower computational complexity while maintaining
an acceptable image quality. The chapter also describes an appropriate architecture
for implementing the proposed ME algorithm. It has been shown that, for real time
encoding of QCIF videos (30 frames per second), the power consumption is only
0.32 mW with a compression performance similar to that of the full search algorithm. Therefore, the proposed architecture is particularly suitable for applications
requiring low power consumption such as mobile consumer equipment.
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Chapter 7

Introduction to Scalable Image
and Video Coding

The main aim of this chapter is to provide the fundamentals of wavelet based Scalable
Video Coding (SVC), and to briefly discuss about its two widely followed variants,
viz. Spatial Domain Motion Compensated Temporal Filtering (SD-MCTF) and InBand Motion Compensated Temporal Filtering (IB-MCTF). This chapter starts with
an overview of SVC, followed by discussion on the principle of MCTF. Next, Sect. 7.3
provides the details of the proposed framework for SVC. Simulation results are given
in Sect. 7.4 and conclusions are drawn in Sect. 7.5.

7.1 Overview of Wavelet Based Scalable Video Coding
Scalability has drawn considerable attention of the researchers due to its capability of
reconstructing low resolution or low quality video signal from partial bitstream. This
enables a simple solution in adaptation to network and terminal capability. The partial
bitstream is derived by dropping packets from the larger bitstream. A partial (subset)
bitstream can represent a lower spatial resolution, or a lower temporal resolution,
or a lower quality video signal (each separately or in combination) compared to the
bitstream it is derived from.
Modern video transmission and storage systems using the Internet and mobile networks are typically based on Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP)/Internet Protocol
(IP) for real-time services (conversational and streaming) and on computer file formats like MPEG-4 or 3GPP. Most RTP/IP access networks are typically characterized
by a wide range of connection qualities and receiving devices. Such varying connection quality results from adaptive resource sharing mechanisms of these networks
addressing the time varying data throughput requirements of a varying number of
users. The variety of devices with different capabilities ranging from cell phones
with small screens and restricted processing power to high-end PCs with highdefinition displays results from the continuous evolution of these endpoints. Scalable video coding (SVC) is one solution to the problems posed by the characteristics
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
I. Chakrabarti et al., Motion Estimation for Video Coding,
Studies in Computational Intelligence 590, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-14376-7_7
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of modern video transmission systems. The applications like streaming, conferencing, surveillance, broadcast and storage can benefit from SVC.

7.1.1 Existing Scalable Video Codec Designs
Research on scalability is carried out in one or a combination of more than one of the
following domains, viz. temporal, spatial, and quality. In particular, spatial and temporal scalability are described as a subset of the bit stream that represents the source
content with a reduced picture size (spatial resolution) or frame rate (temporal resolution), respectively. With quality scalability, the substream provides the same spatiotemporal resolution as a complete bit stream, though with a lower signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR).
Scalable video coding must support more than one spatial, temporal and quality
layers. Hence, the codec structure of SVC differs from the conventional hybrid video
coding structure of the H.264 video standard. There have been many contributors to
the codec structure for an SVC. The first significant contribution to the SVC codec
structure was made by Ohm [1]. The following video codec structures (Figs. 7.1, 7.2
and 7.3) are examples of video codec structures developed by Ohm [1].
Spatial Scalability: Video is coded at multiple spatial resolutions. The data and decoded samples of lower resolutions can be used to predict data or samples of higher
resolutions in order to reduce the bit rate to code the higher resolutions. Spatial
scalability is typically realized as a differential pyramid, where motion compensated
prediction is applied within each pyramid level in addition to the coarse-to-fine prediction. There may be cases, however, where the reconstruction of the previous frame
enhancement layer allows better prediction of the actual enhancement frame, without referencing the current base-layer frame. As shown in Fig. 7.1, the enhancement
layer frame can either be predicted entirely from the up-sampled base layer, from
the previous enhancement layer reconstruction, or from the mean value of both.

Fig. 7.1 Block diagram of
spatial scalable codec
(Source Ohm [1])
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Temporal Scalability: It is often used in practice, as reduction of the video frame rate
is a common approach in cases where insufficient transmission capacity is available.
Assume that the base layer relates to a reconstructed sequence of lower frame rate.
If the base information is self-contained, it can be established as a subsequence from
which frames are skipped, while the enhancement layer supplements these frames
for the higher frame rate, which are then predicted from the base-layer frames as
depicted in Fig. 7.2.
SNR/Quality/Fidelity Scalability: Video is coded at a single spatial resolution
though at different qualities. The data and decoded samples of (base layer) lower
qualities can be used to predict data or samples of the (enhancement layer) higher
qualities in order to reduce the bit rate to code the higher qualities. To achieve higher
compression performance, interframe prediction with a separate loop can be applied
to the enhancement layer coding as shown in Fig. 7.3.
The above three block diagrams (Figs. 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3) were a diagrammatic representation of the video codec proposed by Ohm [1]. All these video codec designs
were modifications of the conventional hybrid coding [2–7]. Hybrid coding has been
prevalent in all the video coding standards since the introduction of motion compensation for video coding. In case of encoding of the hybrid video structure, one
frame predicts another, the predicted frame predicts another and this goes on for a
Group-of-Pictures (GOP). It is quite evident and stated in [7] that prediction error
tends to accumulate and the quality of the frames worsens as we move towards the
last frame of the GOP. To avoid such a problem, Motion Compensated Temporal
Filtering has been introduced [8–11].

Fig. 7.2 Block diagram of
temporal scalable codec
(Source Ohm [1])

BL

1:N

EL

Fig. 7.3 Block diagram of
SNR scalable codec (Source
Ohm [1])

EL

BL
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Application of motion compensation (MC) is a key for high compression performance in video coding. It is often understood to be implicitly coupled with frame
prediction schemes. There is indeed no justification for this restriction, as MC can
rather be interpreted as a method to align a filtering operation along the temporal
axis with a motion trajectory. In the case of MC prediction, the filters are in principle
linear predictive coding (LPC) analysis and synthesis filters, while in cases of transform or wavelet coding, the transform basis functions extended over the temporal
axis are subject to MC alignment. This is known as motion-compensated temporal filtering. If MCTF is used in combination with a 2-D spatial wavelet transform,
this shall be denoted as a 3-D or (depending on the sequence of the spatial and
temporal processing) either as a 2-D + t or t + 2-D wavelet transform. In case of
MCTF (Fig. 7.4), the error frame is used to update the reference frame. Hence, the
error remains within the candidate and reference frames and is not accumulated or
propagated to the successive frames.
Andreopoulos et al. [8, 9], introduced wavelet-based Scalable Video Coding. Instead of the conventional discrete cosine transform (DCT), discrete wavelet transform (DWT) was introduced as a suitable Image and Video Transform. DWT is a
multi-resolution transform, and by using this property it provides an improved representation of the digital video data in a hierarchical manner. This is a useful property
which can be extensively used in case of SVC. The first codec structure which introduced the property of MCTF in SVC was SD-MCTF [8]. SD-MCTF performs motion
compensation in temporal axis of the pixel domain. The residual frames were then
spatially decomposed using a suitable Discrete Wavelet Filter. For better coding efficiency [1], IB-MCTF [8, 9] was introduced. As motion compensation was performed
in the wavelet domain, the problem of shift-variance can not be avoided. In order
to solve this problem, Over-complete DWT [8, 9, 12, 13] has to be performed. The
algorithm and complexity models of IB-MCTF were given in [9, 12]. Conventional
wavelet decomposition was performed using the convolution method. However, the
problem with convolution based DWT was higher memory requirement and greater
computational time. To solve this problem, a mathematical approach called lifting scheme was introduced by Daubechies and Sweldens [14] through factorization

Error Frames
+
Odd Frames

Transform
Block

-

Quantization
Block

Coded bits

Temporal Split

Even Frames

+

Updated frames

Fig. 7.4 Motion compensated temporal filtering [8, 9] block with predict and update stage
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of Discrete Wavelet Filters. Details of over complete DWT (ODWT), lifting based
ODWT, SD-MCTF, and IB-MCTF are given in the following sections.

7.1.2 Discrete Wavelet Transform
Fourier Transform of any signal generates the frequency profile of the signal. It shows
the frequency components that are present in the signal. It fails to show spatial or
temporal variation of the frequency component, i.e. it cannot show the position of
the frequency at the time or space axes. Wavelet Transform [15, 16] on the other
hand decimates the signal both in frequency as well as in time/spatial domain; it
captures both the frequency and location information. This is a key advantage of
wavelet transform over Fourier transform. DWT is the representation of signals as
a series summation of certain wavelets. Some popular wavelets that are used in the
context of DWT are Haar wavelets, Daubechies wavelets, 5/3 orthonormal wavelets
and 9/7 orthonormal wavelets. The feature that makes DWT suitable in the context of
SVC is its ability to decompose the signal into lower resolution. DWT is also called
Multi-resolution Transform. The signal passes through two filters—a high pass filter
that extracts the high frequency components (detailed coefficients) and a low pass
filter that produces the low frequency components (approximate coefficients). The
approximate coefficients are the representation of the signal in the lower resolution in
the spatial domain. The low frequency components can be further decomposed to give
even lower resolution in the spatial domain. This property of DWT to decompose
a signal into lower resolution makes it suitable in the context of SVC. However,
wavelet transform suffers from a problem of shift variance which is the reason of
the dominance of DCT in the video coding standards. This problem of shift variance
is the reason why motion estimation [17] algorithm cannot be directly used in the
wavelet domain representation of consecutive frames.

7.1.3 Problem of Shift Variance in DWT
The representation of any signal using the DWT gives both frequency and location
information. This property is desirable in case of image and video coding applications. The block diagram of the wavelet decomposition has a down-sample stage.
Certain samples from both the approximate coefficients (low pass) as well as the
detailed coefficients (high pass) are dropped leading to lower resolution. This shows
that wavelet decomposition is highly dependent on the alignment of the signal and
the discrete grid chosen for analysis. It is clear that a unit shift in the spatial domain
does not correspond to a unit shift in the wavelet domain. This can cause a lot of high
frequency components to develop at the edges of the wavelet domain signal while
performing motion compensation in the wavelet domain. This problem is called the
shift variance.
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Fig. 7.5 Problem of shift variance in DWT. Parts a and b show a one dimensional signal x[n] and
its time shifted version. Parts c and d show low pass coefficients of x[n] and x[n − 1]. Parts e and
f depict high pass coefficients of x[n] and x[n − 1]

Figure 7.5 shows that the wavelet domain representation of the detailed and approximate coefficients is quite different for any signal and its unit time shifted version.
Let y[n] be equal to DWT(x[n]), where x[n] is a one dimensional signal. Due to shift
variance, y[n − 1] is not equal to DWT(x[n]). This difference is more prominent in
case of the detailed coefficients than the approximate coefficients. At the edges of
any signal in the spatial domain, this disparity is most critical and causes a lot of
high frequency components to develop at those positions. So if there is a unit time
shift in any signal, it cannot be captured by the critically sampled Discrete Wavelet
Transform. A single pixel shift in either direction or both cannot be captured by the
critically sampled wavelet transform. So for effective motion compensation in the
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wavelet domain, we need to obtain the phase information as well. This can be done by
performing the operation of Over-complete Discrete Wavelet Transform (ODWT).

7.1.4 Critically Sampled DWT
The DWT of a signal x[n] is calculated by passing it through a series of filters. First,
the samples are passed through a low pass filter with impulse response g[n] resulting
in a convolution of the two:
∞


y[n] = (x ∗ g)[n] =

x[k]g[n − k]

(7.1)

k=−∞

The signal is also decomposed simultaneously using a high-pass filter. The outputs
represents the detail coefficients (from the high-pass filter) and the approximation
coefficients (from the low-pass). It is important that the two filters are related to each
other and they are known as quadrature mirror filter [15, 16]. However, since half the
frequencies of the signal have now been removed, half the samples can be discarded
according to Nyquist criteria. The filter outputs are then down sampled by two.
ylow [n] =
yhigh [n] =

∞

k=−∞
∞


x[k]g[2n − k]
(7.2)
x[k]h[2n − k]

k=−∞

This decomposition has halved the time resolution since only half of the output of each
filter characterizes the signal. However, as each output has half the frequency band of
the input, the frequency resolution has been doubled. Because of the down-sampling
operation, this method of DWT is called critically sampled DWT or complete DWT.

7.1.5 Over-Complete Discrete Wavelet Transform (ODWT)
The transformation based on ODWT has been used to overcome the problem of shift
variance faced by critically sampled DWT. In the critically sampled DWT structure,
in the down-sample stage, odd terms of the signals are discarded and the even terms
of signals are retained. This method is known as even phase DWT. If we retain the
odd terms and discard the even terms, then the DWT is odd phase DWT. In overcomplete DWT, both the even phase and the odd phase are retained. This implies that
there is no down-sample stage since it is the interlaced version of even phase DWT
and odd phase DWT.
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Fig. 7.6 Block diagram of over-complete discrete wavelet transform a 1-D signal. b 2-D signal

Figure 7.6a shows that if X is an one dimensional (1-D) signal, after the first level
of wavelet decomposition using ODWT, we obtain four sub-bands instead of two
phases (even and odd). However, if the signal is a two dimensional (2-D) signal,
like an image, this over-complete DWT has been performed at each decomposition
stage, the row-wise decomposition stage and the column-wise decomposition stage.
As shown in Fig. 7.6b various sub-bands in the case of an image would be LL, LH, HL
and HH sub-bands. The number of phases increases as one goes down the resolution
levels. For a 1-D signal, the number of phases at a certain decomposition level I
is 2I , i.e. 2 phases in the first level and four phases in the second level and so on.
Similarly, for a 2-D signal (image), the number of phases at a certain level is 22I, i.e.
four phases in the first level, sixteen phases in the second level, and so on.

7.1.6 Lifting Based Discrete Wavelet Transform
Implementation of convolution based DWT requires very intense computation and
a lot of memory. These features of DWT make it unfavorable in the field of video
compression and video coding. To avoid the problems of convolution based DWT, a
mathematical approach called the lifting-based wavelet transform or simply lifting
has been developed. The main feature of this method is to factorize the low pass
and the high pass filters into a number of mathematical operations. The method
uses spatial correlation between the high pass and the low pass filter coefficients
to minimize computations and improve the system performance. The operations
involved are sequential, as memory requirement is quite nominal as there is no data
dependency between the input and the output. Hence, the value of the transformed
data can be loaded back into the same memory. Figure 7.7 shows the block diagram of
a lifting scheme. Haar wavelets have only one Predict Stage (P) and one Update stage
(U). However, other wavelets like D4, 5/3 orthonormal and 9/7 orthonormal wavelets
have more than one Predict and Update stages. Irrespective of the number of Predict
and Update stages, every lifting scheme has a similar framework. The first step of any
lifting scheme is a split. In splitting stage the input sequence To perform the lifting
scheme, the first step is splitting the input bit-stream x[n] separated into a x[2n]
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Fig. 7.7 Block diagram of lifting based DWT for an one dimensional signal

(even) and x[2n + 1] (odd) coefficients. Always even signal coefficients predict the
odd signal coefficients. The difference between the odd coefficients and the predicted
coefficients is used to update the even coefficients. So along the odd coefficient data
path, the high pass coefficients are obtained. Along the even coefficient data path, the
low pass coefficients are obtained. For a two dimensional (Image) input sequence,
x[n] split in to even and odd coefficients and then the set of predict and update stages
is performed to obtain the low Pass and the high pass coefficients along the row. Next,
both the high pass and low pass coefficients are passed through a similar structure
as depicted in Fig. 7.8, this time the frames are split along the column. So after the
predict and update stages are applied along the column, four sub-bands are obtained,
viz. LL, LH, HL and HH.

Row Processing
Column Processing

Fig. 7.8 Block diagram of lifting based DWT for a 2-D signal (Image)
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7.1.7 Over-Complete Discrete Wavelet Transform
Using the Lifting Scheme
The importance of over complete DWT in the perspective of Motion compensation
(MC) in the wavelet domain already has been mentioned earlier. Lifting based over
complete DWT is a method [12] proposed to solve the problem of shift variance in
DWT using the lifting scheme.
As shown in Fig. 7.8, the first stage splits the frame into odd and even coefficients. Then the even coefficients are used to predict the odd coefficients and the
difference of that data is used to update the even coefficients. Note that the even
coefficients are members of the set {x0 , x2 , x4 , . . . , x2n }, while the odd coefficients
are {x1 , x3 , x5 , . . . , x2n+1 }. The wavelet coefficients are a function of the data-sets
(x0 , x1 ), (x2 , x3 ), (x4 , x5 ), . . . , (x2n , x2n+1 ). However, no information is available
for the dataset (x1 , x2 ), (x3 , x4 ), (x5 , x6 ), . . . , (x2n−1 , x2n ). For normal lifting based
DWT, the even coefficients predict the odd coefficients and the difference data is
used to update the even coefficients. For the lifting based over complete DWT, same
process done for one pixel shifted version of the signal. These two processes when
performed together gives the over-complete DWT coefficients. For the scenario of
an image, the lifting framework remains the same but for the fact that the operation
is performed first along the row and then along the column as well.

7.1.8 Spatial Scalability with DWT
Apart from the decimation in space and frequency, the other advantage of wavelet
transform over any other conventional transform is its ability to decompose the
signal into multiple resolutions. In the previous section, the architectures for lifting
based DWT and lifting based ODWT have been mentioned. In this section, we
briefly discuss how DWT can be used for spatial scalability. After the first level
of decomposition, we obtain four sub-bands—LL, LH, HL and HH. The LL subband is the representation of the image at a lower spatial resolution, which is of size
equal to 1/2 × 1/2 of the original image. The other sub-bands contain the high pass
information or the detailed information. We can use the LL to decompose the image
further. After the second level of decomposition, we have LLLL sub-band which is of
size equal to 1/4 × 1/4 resolution of the original image. We can decompose further,
giving an even lower resolution image of resolution 1/8 × 1/8 of that of the original
image. This sub-band will be the base-layer for the spatial scalable video bit-stream.
The other sub-bands become the enhancement layers. The details are depicted in the
Fig. 7.9.
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Fig. 7.9 Diagrammatic
Representation of spatial
decomposition using DWT
showing four different
resolution levels
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7.1.9 Temporal Scalability with DWT
Utilizing the multi-resolution property of wavelet transform along the temporal axis
helps obtain temporal scalability. For temporal transform, the inter-frame wavelet
coding has been proposed earlier which however fails to meet the compression demands of today’s broadcasting network. But keeping the basic structure of inter-frame
wavelet coding, MCTF has been proposed which has been seen [11, 12] to give better
coding efficiency. After one level of temporal decomposition of each pair of frames,
we obtain one low pass or average frame and one high pass or difference frame.
This low pass frames can be combined together to form the second level of temporal
decomposition. The high pass frames are kept separate. So after two levels decomposition, we have one low pass frame and three high pass frames. The low pass
frames are the average over four consecutive frames. By combining these two low
pass frames, we may decompose the video signal further. At the end of three levels
of decomposition, we have one low pass frame and seven high pass frames. This
low pass frame or LLL frame becomes the base layer for temporal scalability. As
shown in Fig. 7.10, for every eight frames, we have one such LLL frame which is the
average over these eight frames. This way the frame rate of this LLL frame is 1/8th of
the original frame rate. The other high pass frames becomes the enhancement layers.
This is the procedure for temporal scalability.
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Fig. 7.10 Wavelet-based motion-compensated temporal filtering

7.2 Motion Compensated Temporal Filtering (MCTF)
Hybrid video coding, as found in H.264/AVC [6, 7] and all existing video coding designs are based on differential pulse code modulation (DPCM) together with spatial
decorrelating transformations [7]. DPCM is characterized by the use of synchronous
prediction loops at the encoder and decoder. Differences between these prediction
loops lead to a “drift” that can accumulate over time and produce annoying artifacts.
Only recently, new methods of efficient enhancement layer prediction represented
by the motion-compensated wavelet coding were developed to improve the traditional hybrid scalable coders. These new wavelet codecs have been considered a
useful coding structure with numerous advantages over non-scalable conventional
techniques based on motion-compensated prediction [18–20].
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One key element of recent advances in scalable video coding is the hierarchical prediction structure characterized MCTF which involves lifting based DWT. In
lifting-based MCTF framework, a wavelet transform is applied along the motion
trajectories and the recursive prediction loop in conventional hybrid video coding
is replaced with an open loop structure [1]. The wavelet transform is efficiently implemented by lifting scheme, which is easily invertible and any type of operation,
linear or non-linear, can be incorporated into the prediction and update steps. As a
consequence, these wavelet video coding schemes are believed to provide flexible
spatial, temporal, SNR and complexity scalability with fine granularity over a wide
range of bit-rates, while maintaining a very high coding efficiency. In the future, the
design of the scalable extension of the HEVC may include a wavelet decomposition
structure in the temporal direction, because of its high quality.

7.2.1 Spatial Domain MCTF (SD-MCTF)
SD-MCTF is the first motion compensated temporal filtering algorithm that has
been proposed. This has been the first ever modification of the conventional hybrid
coding. Inspite of its high efficiency hybrid coding fails in error resilience. Due to the
loop structure, the error tends to accumulate within the Group-of-Pictures (GOP). To
avoid this, a non-loop/open loop structure has been proposed in [9]. In SD-MCTF, The
motion compensation is performed in the spatial domain. Two consecutive frames, the
odd numbered frame being the candidate frame and the even numbered frame being
the reference frame are considered. Using a suitable block matching algorithm [17],
the predicted frame is obtained. The better the prediction, the better will be the
compression. This is because the number of significant bits in the error frame will
be less. Some pixels in the reference frame get mapped to more than one pixel in
the candidate frame, whereas the other pixels are not mapped to any one of the
pixels in the candidate frame. The error frame is used to update the reference frame.
For the update process, the information of the inverse motion vector is necessary.
This information can be calculated from the motion vector information. The updated
frame is obtained using the same algorithm as is used for the predicted frame. The
algorithm of SD-MCTF comprises several steps as follows:
Step 1 The sequence of frames is split into even and odd frames. Even frames become
the reference frames and the odd frames become the candidate frames. Motion
estimation using a suitable block matching algorithm is applied. The output
of the ME block is the motion vector information.
Step 2 Using the information from the motion vector, a predicted frame is obtained.
The best matched macro-block from the reference frame is copied into the
position of the candidate MB in the predicted frame.
Step 3 The next step is to obtain the error frame. It is a pixel-by-pixel subtraction of the predicted frame from the candidate frame. The sum-squared
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pixel-by-pixel value of the error frame gives the measure of the accuracy
of ME/MC algorithm.
The next step is to obtain the updated frame. This is the part that has been
introduced in MCTF. Until step 3, the procedure is same for both the hybrid
structure as well as the MCTF. Update step involves creating an update frame
using the information from the error frame and inverse motion vector. The
inverse motion vector can be obtained from forward motion vector. Obtaining
an update frame is similar to step 2. While calculating the inverse motion
vector, it can be observed that some of the Macro-Blocks in the reference
frame are multi-connected while some have no connection, or there exists no
reference in the motion vector. For the multi-connected MBs in the reference
frame, the inverse motion vector obtained first using the raster scan is applied.
For the non connected MBs in the update frame for those pixels, the value
of motion vector is zero.
The next step is performing the averaging. The pixel values of the update
frame are divided by 2, and this is added to the pixel values of the corresponding position of the reference frame. After this step, we obtain the
average frame.
Repeat steps 1–5 with video stream inputs as the average frames or the low
pass frames obtained from the previous decomposition to further decompose
the video stream into even lower temporal resolutions.
Following the decomposition of the even and odd frames into average and
difference frames respectively, spatial decomposition is performed to remove
the spatial redundancy. DWT is used for spatial decomposition. Any one of
the wavelets (like Haar, D4, and different orthonormal wavelets) can be used
as a suitable basis for DWT.
Spatial Domain MCTF is also called ‘t + 2D’ transform. Temporal decomposition is carried out first, followed by a spatial transform.

7.2.2 In-Band MCTF (IB-MCTF)
Figure 7.11 represents the block diagram for IB-MCTF. In this scheme, the motion
estimation [13] is performed in-band or in the sub-bands. In case of IB-MCTF, the
motion estimation is performed in-band, and the performance of the transcoder suffers from the problem of shift variance. Because DWT is shift variant, it is not possible
to use the critically sampled DWT sub-bands for motion estimation. So for effective
motion compensation in the wavelet domain, we need to use over-complete DWT.
Apart from the sequence of temporal and spatial decomposition and performing
ODWT instead of the critically sampled DWT, the basic framework of IB-MCTF [9]
is similar to that of SD-MCTF. IB-MCTF also has the same structure for MCTF
except for Motion Vector (MV) information and Inverse Motion Vector (IMV) information, in which the phase information has to be computed. IB-MCTF is also called
2D + t transform.
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Fig. 7.12 Step 1: Spatial decomposition to obtain the sub-bands; critically sampled DWT for
candidate frame and ODWT for reference video frame

The algorithm of IB-MCTF consists of a number of steps as follows:
Step 1 The first step of IB-MCTF involves splitting of the video frame into the
sub-bands. Because of the problem of shift variance, ODWT is performed
to obtain the phase information. The even frames are the reference frames
(Fig. 7.12).
Step 2 Motion estimation is performed on the sub-band LL of the candidate frame
and the reference frame. For motion estimation, the information that is sent
to the ME block is the candidate sub-band, and the reference sub-bands for
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all the phases (00, 01, 10 and 11). ME is performed using the block matching
algorithm, and the output of the ME block is the motion vector. In addition
to the motion vector, phase information is obtained (Fig. 7.13).
Using the phase information and the motion vector, a predicted sub-band
is obtained. The best matched macro-block from the reference sub-band of
the particular phase is copied into the position of the candidate MB in the
predicted sub-band (Fig. 7.14).
The error sub-band is a pixel-by-pixel subtraction of the predicted sub-band
from candidate sub band (Fig. 7.15).
The next step is the formation of the update sub-band. For this process, the
inverse motion vector is obtained. The process for IMV is not as straightforward as in case of SD-MCTF. The algorithm to obtain the inverse motion vector has been mentioned in [9, 12]. If the phase of the best match is
00, then the inverse motion vector is obtained by the same procedure as in
SD-MCTF. However, for non-zero phase, the inverse motion vector is modified depending on the phase information. The problem of multi-connected
and non-connected macro-blocks is still present in the case of IB-MCTF.
Unlike the predict stage where the different phases of the reference sub-band
are present, the different phases of the error sub-band are unavailable at this
stage. Here, CODWT is performed. The phase information and the inverse
motion vector are used to form the updated sub-band (Figs. 7.16 and 7.18).
This is the averaging step. In this step, the reference sub-band is added to the
updated sub-band/2. Each pixel value in the average sub-band is formed by
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macro-block position

CODWT
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Phase information
using CODWT

Fig. 7.16 Step 5: Formation of the update frame from the error frame using IMV and phase
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Fig. 7.18 Inverse motion vector with phase information from motion vector using IB-MCTF algorithm mentioned in [9]

the sum of the pixel value of reference sub-band and 1/2 value of the pixel
of the updated sub-band (Fig. 7.17).
Step 7 The previous steps of IB-MCTF algorithm are performed for decomposing
the video stream for one spatial and one temporal level. For further decomposition, step 1 should be repeated for further spatial decomposition levels
and then Step 2 to Step 6 should be repeated for subsequent temporal levels.

7.3 Proposed Framework for SVC
The main encoding framework for scalable video coding based on IB-MCTF is
illustrated in Fig. 7.19. Initially, we apply lifting based DWT on each frame of the
GOP. The size of the GOP is 8. The number of levels in DWT depends on the
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Fig. 7.19 Proposed framework for SVC based on IB-MCTF

resolution of the base layer. In our framework, we consider one level decomposition
using CDF 9/7 filter coefficients to perform the DWT operation. MCTF is applied
in the temporal direction on low frequency (LF) bands of each pair of frames in a
GOP. In this process, each odd frame is predicted from the even frame through MC.
Because MC is applied on DWT coefficients of the image, we have adopted low
band shift method for motion estimation [12]. To avoid the problem of shift variance
in DWT, we have used the ODWT. After the prediction step, the even frame was
updated by using CODWT [9]. After the first level of temporal decomposition, we
get 4 LF frames and 4 HF frames. For the second level, 4 LF frames are the inputs,
from which we get 2 LF and 2 HF frames. At the third level, we get 1 LF and 1 HF
frame. The maximum number of levels in temporal direction is three, as the GOP
size is eight. After the 3rd level decomposition in temporal direction, we have 1
LF and 7 HF frames. Entropy coding is next applied to those frames. We consider
EZW+Huffman coding for entropy coding. Finally, coded motion vectors and output
of entropy coder are subjected to packetization. The bi-orthogonal 9/7 wavelet can be
implemented as four lifting steps followed by scaling (shown in Fig. 7.20). It entails
the hardware implementation of six equations embodied by Eq. (7.3).
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1
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Fig. 7.20 1-D lifting scheme of Daubechies 9/7 for forward wavelet DWT
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Fig. 7.21 PSNR (in dB)
versus bit-rate (in kbps) for
IB-MCTF and SD-MCTF

X 1 [2n + 1] ← X [2n + 1] + α{X [2n] + X [2n + 2]}
X 2 [2n] ← X [2n] + β{X 1 [2n + 1] + X 1 [2n − 1]}
X 3 [2n + 1] ← X 1 [2n + 1] + γ {X 2 [2n] + X 2 [2n + 2]}
X 4 [2n] ← X 2 [2n] + δ{X 3 [2n + 1] + X 3 [2n − 1]}
X 5 [2n + 1] ← 1/ζ {X 3 [2n + 1]}
X 6 [2n] ← ζ {X 4 [2n]}

(7.3)

The original data to be filtered is denoted by X [n]; and the 1-D DWT outputs are the
detail coefficients X 5 [n] and the approximation coefficients X 6 [n]. The lifting step
coefficients are denoted by α, β, γ and δ and the scaling coefficient is represented by
ζ are constants [14]. The above equations are implemented on Matlab to obtain the
coefficients X 5 [n] and X 6 [n], which correspond to high pass and low pass coefficients
respectively. For an image, which is a 2-D signal, the above process is performed in
rows and as well as columns.

7.4 Simulation Results
We have simulated scalable video codec architecture based on IB-MCTF and SDMCTF through Matlab tool. For both the architectures, we consider the size of the
GOP as eight, the number of decomposition levels in the spatial domain as one. We
used lifting based CDF 9/7 filter coefficients for wavelet. For SVC based IB-MCTF,
motion compensation and motion estimation are done on wavelet domain, whereas
in SD-MCTF it was done in pixel domain. In temporal axis, always an odd frame
is predicted by even frames through lifting based prediction step. Prediction step
involves the ME and MC. After this, the even frames are updated by residual frames
(HF frame). After the one level of temporal decomposition we get 4 LF frames and
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Fig. 7.22 Performance (PSNR in dB) comparison between IB-MCTF, SD-MCTF and Hybrid
model for the different input sequences: a ‘viplane’, b ‘foreman’, c ‘Bus’, d ‘football’, e IB-MCTF
with entropy coding for ‘viplane’ sequence, f IB-MCTF with 2-level temporal decomposition for
‘viplane’ sequence
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Table 7.1 Performance (PSNR in dB) comparison between IB-MCTF and SD-MCTF
Frame no. IB-MCTF
SD-MCTF
Viplane Foreman Bus
Football Viplane Foreman Bus
Football
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

53.20
49.51
53.62
50.38
53.43
49.92
52.18
50.04

45.80
44.34
45.88
44.50
45.58
43.67
45.87
44.25

36.64
34.30
36.79
34.46
36.58
33.76
36.36
33.15

36.42
34.96
36.83
35.59
36.92
35.60
37.26
35.79

38.31
30.47
42.77
35.36
42.01
35.46
43.35
36.24

43.53
35.95
42.83
34.44
39.92
32.61
44.24
36.39

31.05
23.60
30.35
22.64
30.36
22.66
30.81
22.70

32.17
25.22
31.73
24.24
31.64
24.08
30.95
23.22

4 HF frames. For the second level, 4 LF frames are the inputs and then we get
2 LF and 2 HF frames, at the third level, we get 1 LF and 1 HF frame. Maximum
numbers of levels in temporal direction are three, because the GOP size is eight. After
the 3rd level decomposition in temporal direction we have 1 LF and 7 HF frames.
Entropy coding applies to those frames. We tested the simulated architectures with
“viplane”, “foreman”, “bus”, and “football” video sequences (Figs. 7.21 and 7.22).
Results shows that SVC based on IB-MCTF provides the better PSNR and bit rate.
Performance evaluation is given in Table 7.1.

7.5 Conclusions
The present framework is concerned with implementation of IB-MCTF. It has been
demonstrated that IB-MCTF performs better than SD-MCTF as there exists greater
freedom in choosing various ME schemes for different sub-bands. But the memory
requirement and the computational complexity increase as we go down higher levels
of spatial and temporal scalability. For a two layer (base layer + one enhancement
layer) encoding, IB-MCTF requires more computation than SD-MCTF. As the level
of decomposition increases the computational requirements increases by the order of
22n where n is the level of decomposition. Hence we can conclude that the IB-MCTF
is preferred in research oriented fields where the quality of the received video data
is more significant. In domains of medical imaging and distant medical applications
where the quality of the video is significantly more important than the end-to-end
delay, IB-MCTF is better than SD-MCTF.
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Chapter 8

Forward Plans

The previous five chapters have recorded major contributions of the present research,
which may be enumerated as follows:
1. Design and implementation of efficient VLSI architecture for Fast Three Step
search motion estimation algorithm.
2. Development of a parallel VLSI architecture for successive elimination algorithm.
3. Design and implementation of a high performance motion estimation architecture
based on diamond search algorithm and one-bit transformation.
4. Development of a new algorithm for motion estimation based on pixel truncation.
Also designed an efficient architecture for the same.
5. Implementation of scalable video coding based on in-band motion compensated
temporal filtering (IBMCTF) through lifting based DWT.
Possible extensions of the research undertaken so far can be contemplated as
follows.

8.1 SoC Based Design for SVC
Sooner or later, wired as well as wireless communication will be characterized by
transmission of video frames over variable bandwidth channels. The need of the
video signals to be displayed on the entire gamut of devices ranging from mobile
cellphones to ultra-high definition television systems calls for extensive adoption of
the principle of scalable video coding (SVC) in video transmission [1]. Scalable video
coding is deemed applicable to even the latest video coding standard, viz. High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) or H.265 [2–4]. To manage the complexity of H.265,
FPGA devices can be used as co-processors or accelerators to achieve a real-time
encoder/decoder system. Major FPGA vendors such as Altera and Xilinx currently
offer powerful System-on-Chip (SoC) devices (Altera’s Arria V and Cylone V series,
and Xilinx’s Zynq-7000). These SoC platforms appear to be feasible approaches for
development, prototyping, and production. For, they provide both flexibility and performance. Based on simple calculation, the 4 K encoding process can be split into
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
I. Chakrabarti et al., Motion Estimation for Video Coding,
Studies in Computational Intelligence 590, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-14376-7_8
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four parallel processing pipelines, with two SoC chips performing the processing in
parallel. The newly introduced SoC devices have dual ARM processors and FPGA
fabric, so that motion estimation, motion compensation, and inter prediction blocks
can be implemented in the FPGA fabric. Moreover, DWT can be implemented in the
FPGA DSP area, and Syntax assembly and entropy coding can be handled by the
ARM core. As the complexity of video codec algorithm increases, such SoC FPGAs
are likely to be effective means of implementation.

8.2 Scalable Extension of HEVC
Figure 8.1 shows the structure of the encoder for the proposed scalable video codec
pertaining to the case of input HDTV sequence, and examples of bit-stream composition for different spatial and temporal resolution. The decoder can automatically
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Fig. 8.1 The encoding structure that performs open-loop framework for SVC using IBMCTF
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acquire necessary bit-streams right from the lowest level QCIF to the highest level
HDTV depending on the network environment and the spatial-temporal display
requirement of the user terminal. For spatial changes, if the input video frame is
of an SD resolution (704 × 576) and the client wants to display the video in CIF
(352 × 288) at its terminal, the combination bit-stream between QCIF and CIF will
be necessary. It is known that better video quality can be obtained from increasingly
higher resolution. Hence, there is a need to use more video information from upper
resolution levels to reconstruct the picture [1, 5–7]. For temporal variation, one may
have to drop some frames in order to suit the network transmission condition. In this
scenario, certain bit-streams will be selected from the different resolution to compose
the output.
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Appendix A

Matlab Programs

A.1 Program for Fast Three Step Search Algorithm
xx=imread(’foreman13.jpg’);
yy=imread(’foreman14.jpg’);
[H W]=size(xx);
mri1= zeros(H+16,W+16);
mri2= zeros(H,W);
searchpoint=zeros(9,2);
blok=zeros(64,2);
madvalue=zeros(9,1);
motionvector=zeros((H/16)*(W/16),2);
ptemp=0;
a3=zeros(H,W);
a2=uint8(zeros(H,W));
for sr=1:H
for sc=1:W
mri1(sr+7,sc+7)=xx(sr,sc,1);
%previous frame
mri2(sr,sc)=yy(sr,sc,1);
%current frame
end
end
%###start dividing current frame in to 16X16 blocks
Blocks=zeros(16,16,(H/16)*(W/16));
fr=1;
for row1=0:16:H-16
for col1=0:16:W-16
for row=1:16
for col=1:16
Blocks(row,col,fr)=mri2((row+row1),(col+col1));
end
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end
fr = fr+1;

end
end
%#### Finish dividing current frame in to 16X16 blocks #
%### start loading search window ###
buff=zeros(30,32,(H/16)*(W/16));
fr=1;
for row1=0:16:H-16
for col1=0:16:W-16
for row=1:30
for col=1:32
buff(row,col,fr)=mri1((row+row1),(col+col1));
end
end
fr = fr+1;
end
end
for frameno=1:(H/16)*(W/16)
% for loop on "frameno" started from here
bi=0;
% frameno=30;
%1st step

address starts

from here

[srow,scol]=searchaddr(frameno);
[crow,ccol]=currentaddr(frameno);
spx=3;
for sp1=1:3:7
spy=3;
for sp2=1:3
searchpoint(sp1+sp2-1,1)=srow+spx;
searchpoint(sp1+sp2-1,2)=scol+spy;
spy=spy+4;
end
spx=spx+4;
end
%first step starts from here
j=3;
for i=1:3
for mad1st=5:6
searx=searchpoint(mad1st,1);
seary=searchpoint(mad1st,2);
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mad1=0;
for a=0:15
for b=0:15
t1=buff(a+searx-(floor((frameno-1)/8)*16),
b+seary-(rem((frameno-1),8)*16),frameno);
t2=Blocks(a+crow-(floor((frameno-1)/8)*16),
b+ccol-(rem((frameno-1),8)*16),frameno);
ptemp=procelem(t1,t2);
mad1=mad1+ptemp;
end
end
madvalue(mad1st,1)=mad1;
bi=bi+1;
end
mad1st=8;
searx=searchpoint(mad1st,1);
seary=searchpoint(mad1st,2);
mad1=0;
for a=0:15
for b=0:15
t1=buff(a+searx-(floor((frameno-1)/8)*16),
b+seary-(rem((frameno-1),8)*16),frameno);
t2=Blocks(a+crow-(floor((frameno-1)/8)*16),
b+ccol-(rem((frameno-1),8)*16),frameno);
ptemp=procelem(t1,t2);
mad1=mad1+ptemp;
end
end
madvalue(mad1st,1)=mad1;
bi=bi+1;
if((madvalue(6,1)< madvalue(5,1))&&
(madvalue(8,1)< madvalue(5,1)))
% main if condition starts from here
mad1st=9;
searx=searchpoint(mad1st,1);
seary=searchpoint(mad1st,2);
mad1=0;
for a=0:15
for b=0:15
t1=buff(a+searx-(floor((frameno-1)/8)*16),
b+seary-(rem((frameno-1),8)*16),frameno);
t2=Blocks(a+crow-(floor((frameno-1)/8)*16),
b+ccol-(rem((frameno-1),8)*16),frameno);
ptemp=procelem(t1,t2);
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mad1=mad1+ptemp;
end
end
madvalue(mad1st,1)=mad1;
bi=bi+1;
if((madvalue(6,1)<madvalue(9,1))&&
(madvalue(6,1)<madvalue(8,1)))
s2row=searchpoint(6,1);
s2col=searchpoint(6,2);
elseif((madvalue(8,1)<madvalue(9,1))&&
(madvalue(8,1)<madvalue(9,1)))
s2row=searchpoint(8,1);
s2col=searchpoint(8,2);
else
s2row=searchpoint(9,1);
s2col=searchpoint(9,2);
end
elseif((madvalue(6,1)<madvalue(5,1))&&
(madvalue(5,1)<madvalue(8,1)))
mad1st=3;
searx=searchpoint(mad1st,1);
seary=searchpoint(mad1st,2);
mad1=0;
for a=0:15
for b=0:15
t1=buff(a+searx-(floor((frameno-1)/8)*16),
b+seary-(rem((frameno-1),8)*16),frameno);
t2=Blocks(a+crow-(floor((frameno-1)/8)*16),
b+ccol-(rem((frameno-1),8)*16),frameno);
ptemp=procelem(t1,t2);
mad1=mad1+ptemp;
end
end
madvalue(mad1st,1)=mad1;
bi=bi+1;
if(madvalue(6,1)<madvalue(3,1))
s2row=searchpoint(6,1);
s2col=searchpoint(6,2);
else
s2row=searchpoint(3,1);
s2col=searchpoint(3,2);
end
elseif((madvalue(8,1)<madvalue(5,1))&&
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(madvalue(5,1)<madvalue(6,1)))
mad1st=7;
searx=searchpoint(mad1st,1);
seary=searchpoint(mad1st,2);
mad1=0;
for a=0:15
for b=0:15
t1=buff(a+searx-(floor((frameno-1)/8)*16),
b+seary-(rem((frameno-1),8)*16),frameno);
t2=Blocks(a+crow-(floor((frameno-1)/8)*16),
b+ccol-(rem((frameno-1),8)*16),frameno);
ptemp=procelem(t1,t2);
mad1=mad1+ptemp;
end
end
madvalue(mad1st,1)=mad1;
bi=bi+1;
if(madvalue(8,1)<madvalue(7,1))
s2row=searchpoint(8,1);
s2col=searchpoint(8,2);
else
s2row=searchpoint(7,1);
s2col=searchpoint(7,2);
end
elseif((madvalue(5,1)<madvalue(6,1))&&
(madvalue(5,1)<madvalue(8,1)))
if((madvalue(5,1)<madvalue(6,1))&&
(madvalue(6,1)<madvalue(8,1)))
mad1st=2;
searx=searchpoint(mad1st,1);
seary=searchpoint(mad1st,2);
mad1=0;
for a=0:15
for b=0:15
t1=buff(a+searx-(floor((frameno-1)/8)*16),
b+seary-(rem((frameno-1),8)*16),frameno);
t2=Blocks(a+crow-(floor((frameno-1)/8)*16),
b+ccol-(rem((frameno-1),8)*16),frameno);
ptemp=procelem(t1,t2);
mad1=mad1+ptemp;
end
end
madvalue(mad1st,1)=mad1;
bi=bi+1;
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if(madvalue(2,1)<madvalue(5,1))
mad1st=1;
searx=searchpoint(mad1st,1);
seary=searchpoint(mad1st,2);
mad1=0;
for a=0:15
for b=0:15
t1=buff(a+searx-(floor((frameno-1)/8)*16),
b+seary-(rem((frameno-1),8)*16),frameno);
t2=Blocks(a+crow-(floor((frameno-1)/8)*16),
b+ccol-(rem((frameno-1),8)*16),frameno);
ptemp=procelem(t1,t2);
mad1=mad1+ptemp;
end
end
madvalue(mad1st,1)=mad1;
bi=bi+1;
if(madvalue(2,1)<madvalue(1,1))
s2row=searchpoint(2,1);
s2col=searchpoint(2,2);
else
s2row=searchpoint(1,1);
s2col=searchpoint(1,2);
end
else
s2row=searchpoint(5,1);
s2col=searchpoint(5,2);
end
else
mad1st=4;
searx=searchpoint(mad1st,1);
seary=searchpoint(mad1st,2);
mad1=0;
for a=0:15
for b=0:15
t1=buff(a+searx-(floor((frameno-1)/8)*16),
b+seary-(rem((frameno-1),8)*16),frameno);
t2=Blocks(a+crow-(floor((frameno-1)/8)*16),
b+ccol-(rem((frameno-1),8)*16),frameno);
ptemp=procelem(t1,t2);
mad1=mad1+ptemp;
end
end
madvalue(mad1st,1)=mad1;
bi=bi+1;
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if(madvalue(4,1)<madvalue(5,1))
mad1st=1;
searx=searchpoint(mad1st,1);
seary=searchpoint(mad1st,2);
mad1=0;
for a=0:15
for b=0:15
t1=buff(a+searx-(floor((frameno-1)/8)*16),
b+seary-(rem((frameno-1),8)*16),frameno);
t2=Blocks(a+crow-(floor((frameno-1)/8)*16),
b+ccol-(rem((frameno-1),8)*16),frameno);
ptemp=procelem(t1,t2);
mad1=mad1+ptemp;
end
end
madvalue(mad1st,1)=mad1;
bi=bi+1;
if(madvalue(4,1)<madvalue(1,1))
s2row=searchpoint(4,1);
s2col=searchpoint(4,2);
else
s2row=searchpoint(1,1);
s2col=searchpoint(1,2);
end
else
s2row=searchpoint(5,1);
s2col=searchpoint(5,2);
end
end
else %if((madvalue(5,1)< madvalue(8,1))&&
(madvalue(8,1)<madvalue(6,1)))
mad1st=4;
searx=searchpoint(mad1st,1);
seary=searchpoint(mad1st,2);
mad1=0;
for a=0:15
for b=0:15
t1=buff(a+searx-(floor((frameno-1)/8)*16),
b+seary-(rem((frameno-1),8)*16),frameno);
t2=Blocks(a+crow-(floor((frameno-1)/8)*16),
b+ccol-(rem((frameno-1),8)*16),frameno);
ptemp=procelem(t1,t2);
mad1=mad1+ptemp;
end
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end
madvalue(mad1st,1)=mad1;
bi=bi+1;
if(madvalue(4,1)<madvalue(5,1))
mad1st=1;
searx=searchpoint(mad1st,1);
seary=searchpoint(mad1st,2);
mad1=0;
for a=0:15
for b=0:15
t1=buff(a+searx-(floor((frameno-1)/8)*16),
b+seary-(rem((frameno-1),8)*16),frameno);
t2=Blocks(a+crow-(floor((frameno-1)/8)*16),
b+ccol-(rem((frameno-1),8)*16),frameno);
ptemp=procelem(t1,t2);
mad1=mad1+ptemp;
end
end
madvalue(mad1st,1)=mad1;
bi=bi+1;
if(madvalue(4,1)<madvalue(1,1))
s2row=searchpoint(4,1);
s2col=searchpoint(4,2);
else
s2row=searchpoint(1,1);
s2col=searchpoint(1,2);
end
else
s2row=searchpoint(5,1);
s2col=searchpoint(5,2);
end
end
j=j-1;
spx=0;
for sp1=1:3:7
spy=0;
for sp2=1:3
searchpoint(sp1+sp2-1,1)=s2row+spx-j;
searchpoint(sp1+sp2-1,2)=s2col+spy-j;
spy=spy+j;
end
spx=spx+j;
end

end
motionvector(frameno,1,frame)=s2row-(srow+7);
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motionvector(frameno,2,frame)=s2col-(scol+7);
blok(frameno,1)=frameno;
blok(frameno,2)=bi;
end % for loop on "frameno" end here

A.2 Program for Successive Elimination Algorithm
xx=imread(’b11.bmp’);
yy=imread(’b12.bmp’);
[H W]=size(xx);
mri1= zeros(H+32,W+32);
mri2= zeros(H, W);
motionvector=zeros((H/16)*(W/16),2);
colarray=zeros(48,1);
ptemp=0;
count1=0;
a3=zeros(H, W);
a2=uint8(zeros(H, W));
for sr=1:H
for sc=1:W
a3(sr,sc)=128;
end
end
for sr=1:128
for sc=1:128
mri1(sr+16,sc+16)=xx(sr,sc,1); %previous frame
mri2(sr,sc)=yy(sr,sc,1);
%current frame
end
end
%# start dividing current frame in to 16X16 blocks #
Blocks=zeros(16,16,(H/16)*(W/16));
fr=1;
for row1=0:16:H-16
for col1=0:16:W-16
for row=1:16
for col=1:16
Blocks(row,col,fr)=mri2((row+row1),(col+col1));
end
end
fr = fr+1;
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end
end
%# Finish dividing of current frame in to 16X16 blocks #
%# start search window loading #
buff=zeros(48,48,(H/16)*(W/16));
fr=1;
for row1=0:16:H-16
for col1=0:16:W-16
for row=1:48
for col=1:48
buff(row,col,fr)=mri1((row+row1),(col+col1));
end
end
fr = fr+1;
end
end
for frameno=1:(H/16)*(W/16)
% frameno for loop started from here
mad1=0;
count=0;
refsum=0;
for a=1:16
for b=1:16
t1=buff(a,b,frameno);
t2=Blocks(a,b,frameno);
refsum=refsum+t2;
ptemp=procelem(t1,t2);
mad1=mad1+ptemp;
end
end
count=count+1;
srow=0;
scol=0;
cur_min_sad=mad1;
for k=1:48
colarray(k,1)=0;
for l=1:16
colarray(k,1)=colarray(k,1)+ buff(l,k,frameno);
end
end
temp1=0;
for m=1:16
temp1=temp1+colarray(m,1);
end
sr=1;
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sc=2:31
temp12=temp1-colarray(sc-1,1)+colarray(sc+15,1);
temp1=temp12;
sad_sn=abs(refsum-temp12);
if (cur_min_sad>sad_sn)
mad1=0;
for a=1:16
for b=1:16
t1=buff(a,b+sc-1,frameno);
t2=Blocks(a,b,frameno);
ptemp=procelem(t1,t2);
mad1=mad1+ptemp;
end
end
count=count+1;
if (cur_min_sad>=mad1)
cur_min_sad=mad1;
srow=sr;
scol=sc;
else
end
else
end
mad1=0;
end
for sr=2:30
for k=1:46
colarray(k,1)=0;
for l=sr:sr+16
colarray(k,1)=colarray(k,1)+ buff(l,k,frameno);
end
end
for

sc=1:32
temp1=0;
for m=sc:sc+16
temp1=temp1+colarray(m,1);
end
sad_sn=abs(refsum-temp1);
if (cur_min_sad>=sad_sn)
mad1=0;
for a=1:16
for b=1:16
t1=buff(a+sr-1,b+sc-1,frameno);
t2=Blocks(a,b,frameno);
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ptemp=procelem(t1,t2);
mad1=mad1+ptemp;
end
end
count=count+1;
if (cur_min_sad>=mad1)
cur_min_sad=mad1;
srow=sr;
scol=sc;
else
end
else
end
mad1=0;
end

end
count1=count1+count;
motionvector(frameno,1)=srow-16;
motionvector(frameno,2)=scol-16;
end %for loop on " frameno" end here
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Verilog Modules

B.1 Simulation Program for Fast Three Step Search
Algorithm
‘timescale 1ns / 1ps
module ftss(clk,start, mad12,mad22,mad32,memno1,
memadr1,memno2,memadr2,memno3,memadr3,pe_en);
input clk;
// input restart;
input start;
output [15:0] mad12;
output [15:0] mad22;
output [15:0] mad32;
output [7:0]memno1; output [7:0]memno2; output [7:0]memno3;
output [7:0]memadr1; output[7:0]memadr2;output[7:0]memadr3;
output pe_en;
reg [7:0] memmod1[0:8][0:63];
reg [7:0] memmod2 [0:8][0:63];
reg step11; reg step12; reg step21; reg step22;
reg step31; reg step32;
reg storen;
reg pe_en; reg pe1en; reg pe2en; reg restart;
reg [7:0]ram [0:1][0:8];
reg signed [7:0]motionvect [0:1][0:15];
reg [15:0]madval [0:8];
reg [7:0]memr[0:63][0:63];
reg [7:0]searchmem[0:79][0:79];
reg [7:0]curmem[0:15][0:15];
reg [7:0]memry[0:4095];
reg [7:0]memry1[0:4095];
reg [15:0] mad12; reg [15:0] mad22;
reg [15:0] mad32;
reg [15:0] mad11;
© Springer International Publishing Switzerland 2015
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reg [15:0] mad21; reg [15:0] mad31;
reg [15:0] temp1; reg [15:0] temp2;
reg [15:0] temp3;reg [15:0] madtemp;
reg [7:0]memno1; reg [7:0]memno2;
reg [7:0]memno3;
reg [7:0]memadr1;
reg [7:0]memadr2; reg [7:0]memadr3;
reg [7:0]roi; reg [7:0]roi2;
reg [7:0]coj;reg [7:0]roi3; reg [7:0]coj3;
reg [7:0]coj2; reg [7:0]dist;
reg [7:0]rrt; reg [7:0]rct;reg [7:0]p;
integer i,j,l,l1,ir,i1,i2,si,sj,ssi,ssj,
m,n,i3,j3,k,a,b,c,d,mv1,mv2,mv3;
integer gli,j1,ar,ac,ar1,ar2,ar3,ac1,ac2,
ac3,s2temp,s2temp2,blockno,madloc,s3temp;
always@(posedge start)
begin
restart=1’b0;
l=0;l1=0;gli=0;
blockno=0;
$readmemh("127.txt",memry,0,4095);
for(i=0;i<=63;i=i+1)
for(j=0;j<=63;j=j+1)
begin
memr[i][j]=memry[l];
l=l+1;
end
for(si=0;si<=79;si=si+1)
for(sj=0;sj<=79;sj=sj+1)
searchmem[si][sj]=128;
$readmemh("128.txt",memry1,0,4095);
for(ssi=0;ssi<=63;ssi=ssi+1)
for(ssj=0;ssj<=63;ssj=ssj+1)
begin
searchmem[ssi+7][ssj+7]=memry1[l1];
l1=l1+1;
end
for(i=0;i<=8;i=i+1)
madval[i]=16’d65535;
end
always@(posedge restart)
begin
step11=1’b0; step12=1’b0;
step22=1’b0; step31=1’b0;

step21=1’b0;
step32=1’b0;
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mad12[15:0]=16’d0000;
mad22[15:0]=16’d0000;
mad32[15:0]=16’d0000;
l=0;l1=0;m=0;n=0;
ir=0;c=0;d=0;
ar=(blockno/4)*16;
ac=(blockno%4)*16;
ar1=0;ar2=0;ar3=0;
ac1=0;ac2=0;ac3=0;
for(i1=3;i1<=11;i1=i1+4)
for(i2=3;i2<=11;i2=i2+4)
begin
ram[0][ir]=i1;
ram[1][ir]=i2;
ir=ir+1;
end
for(i=0;i<=15;i=i+1)
for(j=0;j<=15;j=j+1)
curmem[i][j]=memr[i+ar][j+ac];
for(a=ar;a<=ar+29;a=a+3)
for(b=ac;b<=ac+30;b=b+3)
begin
if(b<(ac+15))
begin
memmod1[0][m]=searchmem[a][b];
memmod1[1][m]=searchmem[a][b+1];
memmod1[2][m]=searchmem[a][b+2];
memmod1[3][m]=searchmem[a+1][b];
memmod1[4][m]=searchmem[a+1][b+1];
memmod1[5][m]=searchmem[a+1][b+2];
memmod1[6][m]=searchmem[a+2][b];
memmod1[7][m]=searchmem[a+2][b+1];
memmod1[8][m]=searchmem[a+2][b+2];
m=m+1;
end
else if(b==(ac+15))
begin
memmod1[0][m]=searchmem[a][b];
memmod1[3][m]=searchmem[a+1][b];
memmod1[6][m]=searchmem[a+1][b];
m=m+1;
memmod2[0][n]=searchmem[a][b];
memmod2[1][n]=searchmem[a][b+1];
memmod2[2][n]=searchmem[a][b+2];
memmod2[3][n]=searchmem[a+1][b];
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memmod2[4][n]=searchmem[a+1][b+1];
memmod2[5][n]=searchmem[a+1][b+2];
memmod2[6][n]=searchmem[a+2][b];
memmod2[7][n]=searchmem[a+2][b+1];
memmod2[8][n]=searchmem[a+2][b+2];
n=n+1;
end
else if((b>(ac+15))&&(b<(ac+30)))
begin
memmod2[0][n]=searchmem[a][b];
memmod2[1][n]=searchmem[a][b+1];
memmod2[2][n]=searchmem[a][b+2];
memmod2[3][n]=searchmem[a+1][b];
memmod2[4][n]=searchmem[a+1][b+1];
memmod2[5][n]=searchmem[a+1][b+2];
memmod2[6][n]=searchmem[a+2][b];
memmod2[7][n]=searchmem[a+2][b+1];
memmod2[8][n]=searchmem[a+2][b+2];
n=n+1;
end
else if(b==(ac+30))
begin
memmod2[0][n]=searchmem[a][b];
memmod2[3][n]=searchmem[a+1][b];
memmod2[6][n]=searchmem[a+2][b];
n=n+1;
end
end
for(si=0;si<=8;si=si+1)
for(sj=0;sj<=63;sj=sj+1)
begin
$display("memory value memmod 1 [%d][%d]=%h",
si,sj,memmod1[si][sj]);
$display("memory value memmod 2 [%d][%d]=%h",
si,sj,memmod2[si][sj]);
end
if((blockno>>2)==0)
begin
mv1=4;
mv2=5;
mv3=7;
end
else
begin
if((motionvect[0][blockno-1]<0)&&
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(motionvect[1][blockno-1]<0))
begin
mv1=1;
mv2=3;
mv3=4;
end
else if((motionvect[0][blockno-1]<0)&&
(motionvect[1][blockno-1]>0))
begin
mv1=1;
mv2=4;
mv3=5;
end
else if((motionvect[0][blockno-1]>0)&&
(motionvect[1][blockno-1]<0))
begin
mv1=3;
mv2=4;
mv3=7;
end
else
begin
mv1=4;
mv2=5;
mv3=7;
end
end
end
always@clk
begin
gli=gli+1;
if((gli/2)==0)
restart=1’b1;
else if (((gli/2)>0)&&((gli/2)<=256))
//for step 1,first phase
begin
restart=1’b0;
step11=clk;
end
else if((gli/2)==257)
begin
pe_en=1’b1;
step11=1’b0;
//compare the 3 search locations and find the next
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//one or two search locations
end
else if(((gli/2)>257)&&((gli/2)<=514))
//for step 1, second phase
begin
pe_en=1’b0;
step12=clk;
end
else if((gli/2)==515)
begin
storen=1’b1;
// starts 2 nd step
dist[7:0]=8’b00000010;
end
else if(((gli/2)>515)&&((gli/2)<=771))
//for step 2,first phase
begin
storen=1’b0;
step12=1’b0;
step21=clk;
end
else if((gli/2)==772)
pe_en=1’b1;
else if(((gli/2)>772)&&((gli/2)<=1029))
//for step 2,second phase
begin
pe_en=1’b0;
step21=1’b0;
step22=clk;
end
else if((gli/2)==1030)
begin
storen=1’b1;
// starts 3rd step
dist[7:0]=8’b00000001;
end
else if(((gli/2)>1030)&&((gli/2)<=1286))
//for step 3,first phase
begin
storen=1’b0;
step22=1’b0;
step31=clk;
end
else if((gli/2)==1287)
pe_en=1’b1;
else if(((gli/2)>1287)&&((gli/2)<=1543))
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//for step 3,second phase
begin
pe_en=1’b0;
step31=1’b0;
step32=clk;
end
else
begin
step32=1’b0;
if(blockno<16)
//find the motion vector.
begin
gli=0;
motionvect[0][blockno]=rrt-7;
motionvect[1][blockno]=rct-7;
blockno=blockno+1;
for(j=0;j<=16;j=j+1)
for(i=0;i<=1;i=i+1)
$display("motion vector values :
motion vectors[%d][%d]=%d",i,j,motionvect[i][j]);
end
end
end
always@(posedge step11 or posedge step21 or posedge step31)
begin
adgen1(ar1+ram[0][mv1],ac1+ram[1][mv1],memno1,memadr1);
if(ac1+ram[1][mv1]<=15)
procelem1(curmem[ar1][ac1],memmod1[memno1][memadr1],mad11);
else
procelem1(curmem[ar1][ac1],memmod2[memno1][memadr1],mad11);
temp1=mad11+mad12;
mad12=temp1;
if((ac1<15)&&(ar1<=15))
ac1=ac1+1;
else if((ac1==15)&&(ar1<15))
begin
ac1=0;
ar1=ar1+1;
end
else
begin
ac1=0;
ar1=0;
madval[4]=mad12;
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end
end

always@(posedge step11 or posedge step21 or posedge step31)
begin
adgen2(ar2+ram[0][mv2],ac2+ram[1][mv2],memno2,memadr2);
if(ac2+ram[1][mv2]<=15)
procelem2(curmem[ar2][ac2],memmod1[memno2][memadr2],mad21);
else
procelem2(curmem[ar2][ac2],memmod2[memno2][memadr2],mad21);
temp2=mad21+mad22;
mad22=temp2;
if((ac2<15)&&(ar2<=15))
ac2=ac2+1;
else if((ac2==15)&&(ar2<15))
begin
ac2=0;
ar2=ar2+1;
end
else
begin
ac2=0;
ar2=0;
madval[5]=mad22;
end
end
always@(posedge step11 or posedge step21 or posedge step31)
begin
adgen3(ar3+ram[0][mv3],ac3+ram[1][mv3],memno3,memadr3);
if(ac3+ram[1][mv3]<=15)
procelem3(curmem[ar3][ac3],memmod1[memno3][memadr3],mad31);
else
procelem3(curmem[ar3][ac3],memmod2[memno3][memadr3],mad31);
temp3=mad31+mad32;
mad32=temp3;
if((ac3<15)&&(ar3<=15))
ac3=ac3+1;
else if((ac3==15)&&(ar3<15))
begin
ac3=0;
ar3=ar3+1;
end
else
begin
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ac3=0;
ar3=0;
madval[7]=mad32;
end
end
always@(posedge pe_en)
begin
mad12[15:0]=16’d0000;
mad22[15:0]=16’d0000;
mad32[15:0]=16’d0000;
ar1=0; ac1=0;ar3=0;
ar2=0; ac2=0;ac3=0;
if ((mv1==4)&&(mv2==5))
begin
if((madval[5]<madval[4])&&(madval[7]<madval[4]))
begin
roi=ram[0][8];
coj=ram[1][8];
s2temp=8;
pe1en=1’b1;
pe2en=1’b0;
end
else if((madval[5]<madval[4])&&(madval[4]<madval[7]))
begin
roi=ram[0][2];
coj=ram[1][2];
s2temp=2;
pe1en=1’b1;
pe2en=1’b0;
end
else if((madval[7]<madval[4])&&(madval[4]<madval[5]))
begin
roi=ram[0][6];
coj=ram[1][6];
s2temp=6;
pe1en=1’b1;
pe2en=1’b0;
end
else
begin
roi=ram[0][0];
coj=ram[1][0];
s2temp=0;
roi2=ram[0][1];
coj2=ram[1][1];
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s2temp2=1;
pe1en=1’b1;
pe2en=1’b1;
roi3=ram[0][3];
coj3=ram[1][3];
s3temp=3;
end
end
else if ((mv1==1)&&(mv2==3))
begin
if((madval[1]<madval[4])&&(madval[3]<madval[4]))
begin
roi=ram[0][0];
coj=ram[1][0];
s2temp=0;
pe1en=1’b1;
pe2en=1’b0;
end
else if((madval[1]<madval[4])&&(madval[4]<madval[3]))
begin
roi=ram[0][2];
coj=ram[1][2];
s2temp=2;
pe1en=1’b1;
pe2en=1’b0;
end
else if((madval[3]<madval[4])&&(madval[4]<madval[3]))
begin
roi=ram[0][6];
coj=ram[1][6];
s2temp=6;
pe1en=1’b1;
pe2en=1’b0;
end
else
begin
roi=ram[0][5];
coj=ram[1][5];
s2temp=5;
roi2=ram[0][7];
coj2=ram[1][7];
s2temp2=7;
pe1en=1’b1;
pe2en=1’b1;
roi3=ram[0][8];
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coj3=ram[1][8];
s3temp=8;
end
end
else if ((mv1==1)&&(mv2==4))
begin
if((madval[1]<madval[4])&&(madval[5]<madval[4]))
begin
roi=ram[0][2];
coj=ram[1][2];
s2temp=2;
pe1en=1’b1;
pe2en=1’b0;
end
else if((madval[1]<madval[4])&&(madval[4]<madval[5]))
begin
roi=ram[0][0];
coj=ram[1][0];
s2temp=0;
pe1en=1’b1;
pe2en=1’b0;
end
else if((madval[5]<madval[4])&&(madval[4]<madval[1]))
begin
roi=ram[0][8];
coj=ram[1][8];
s2temp=8;
pe1en=1’b1;
pe2en=1’b0;
end
else
begin
roi=ram[0][3];
coj=ram[1][3];
s2temp=3;
roi2=ram[0][6];
coj2=ram[1][6];
s2temp2=6;
pe1en=1’b1;
pe2en=1’b1;
roi3=ram[0][7];
coj3=ram[1][7];
s3temp=7;
end
end
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else if ((mv1==3)&&(mv2==4))
begin
if((madval[3]<madval[4])&&(madval[7]<madval[4]))
begin
roi=ram[0][6];
coj=ram[1][6];
s2temp=6;
pe1en=1’b1;
pe2en=1’b0;
end
else if((madval[3]<madval[4])&&(madval[4]<madval[7]))
begin
roi=ram[0][60];
coj=ram[1][0];
s2temp=0;
pe1en=1’b1;
pe2en=1’b0;
end
else if((madval[7]<madval[4])&&(madval[4]<madval[3]))
begin
roi=ram[0][8];
coj=ram[1][8];
s2temp=8;
pe1en=1’b1;
pe2en=1’b0;
end
else
begin
roi=ram[0][1];
coj=ram[1][1];
s2temp=1;
roi2=ram[0][2];
coj2=ram[1][2];
s2temp2=2;
pe1en=1’b1;
pe2en=1’b1;
roi3=ram[0][5];
coj3=ram[1][5];
s3temp=5;
end
end
end
always@(posedge step12 or posedge step22 or posedge step32)
begin
adgen1(ar1+roi,ac1+coj,memno1,memadr1);
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if(ac1+coj<=15)
procelem1(curmem[ar1][ac1],memmod1[memno1][memadr1],mad11);
else
procelem1(curmem[ar1][ac1],memmod2[memno1][memadr1],mad11);
temp1=mad11+mad12;
mad12=temp1;
if((ac1<15)&&(ar1<=15))
ac1=ac1+1;
else if((ac1==15)&&(ar1<15))
begin
ac1=0;
ar1=ar1+1;
end
else
begin
ac1=0;
ar1=0;
madval[s2temp]=mad12;
end
end
always@(posedge step12 or posedge step22 or posedge step32)
begin
adgen2(ar2+roi2,ac2+coj2,memno2,memadr2);
if(ac2+coj2<=15)
procelem2(curmem[ar2][ac2],memmod1[memno2][memadr2],mad21);
else
procelem2(curmem[ar2][ac2],memmod2[memno2][memadr2],mad21);
temp2=mad21+mad22;
mad22=temp2;
if((ac2<15)&&(ar2<=15))
ac2=ac2+1;
else if((ac2==15)&&(ar2<15))
begin
ac2=0;
ar2=ar2+1;
end
else
begin
ac2=0;
ar2=0;
madval[s2temp2]=mad22;
end
end
always@(posedge step12 or posedge step22 or posedge step32)
begin
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adgen3(ar3+roi3,ac3+coj3,memno3,memadr3);
if(ac3+coj3<=15)
procelem3(curmem[ar3][ac3],memmod1[memno3][memadr3],mad31);
else
procelem3(curmem[ar3][ac3],memmod2[memno3][memadr3],mad31);
temp3=mad31+mad32;
mad32=temp3;
if((ac3<15)&&(ar3<=15))
ac3=ac3+1;
else if((ac3==15)&&(ar3<15))
begin
ac3=0;
ar3=ar3+1;
end
else
begin
ac3=0;
ar3=0;
madval[s3temp]=mad32;
end
end
always@(posedge storen)
begin
madtemp=16’d65535;
for(p=0;p<=8;p=p+1)
begin
if(madval[p]<madtemp)
begin
madtemp=madval[p];
madloc=p;
end
end
rrt=ram[0][madloc];
rct=ram[1][madloc];
ram[0][0]=rrt-dist;
ram[1][0]=rct-dist;
ram[0][1]=rrt-dist;
ram[1][1]=rct;
ram[0][2]=rrt-dist;
ram[1][2]=rct+dist;
ram[0][3]=rrt;
ram[1][3]=rct-dist;
ram[0][4]=rrt;
ram[1][4]=rct;
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ram[0][5]=rrt;
ram[1][5]=rct+dist;
ram[0][6]=rrt+dist;
ram[1][6]=rct-dist;
ram[0][7]=rrt+dist;
ram[1][7]=rct;
ram[0][8]=rrt+dist;
ram[1][8]=rct+dist;
mad12[15:0]=16’d0000;
mad22[15:0]=16’d0000;
mad32[15:0]=16’d0000;
ar1=0; ac1=0;
ar2=0; ac2=0;
ar3=0; ac3=0;
end
task adgen1(input [7:0] row1, col1,
output [7:0] modno1, modadr1);
begin
if(col1>15)
col1=col1-15;
modno1=((row1%3)*3+(col1%3));
modadr1=((row1/3)*6+(col1/3));
end
endtask
task adgen2(input [7:0] row2, col2,
output [7:0] modno2, modadr2);
begin
if(col2>15)
col2=col2-15;
modno2=((row2%3)*3+(col2%3));
modadr2=((row2/3)*6+(col2/3));
end
endtask
task adgen3(input [7:0] row3, col3,
output [7:0] modno3, modadr3);
begin
if(col3>15)
col3=col3-15;
modno3=((row3%3)*3+(col3%3));
modadr3=((row3/3)*6+(col3/3));
end
endtask
task procelem1;
input [7:0] curpix1;
input [7:0] searchpix1;
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output [15:0] mad1;
begin
if (curpix1 < searchpix1)
begin
mad1[7:0]=searchpix1-curpix1;
mad1[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
else
begin
mad1[7:0]=curpix1-searchpix1;
mad1[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
end
endtask
task procelem2;
input [7:0] curpix2;
input [7:0] searchpix2;
output [15:0] mad2;
begin
if (curpix2 < searchpix2)
begin
mad2[7:0]=searchpix2-curpix2;
mad2[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
else
begin
mad2[7:0]=curpix2-searchpix2;
mad2[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
end
endtask
task procelem3;
input [7:0] curpix3;
input [7:0] searchpix3;
output [15:0] mad3;
begin
if (curpix3 < searchpix3)
begin
mad3[7:0]=searchpix3-curpix3;
mad3[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
else
begin
mad3[7:0]=curpix3-searchpix3;
mad3[15:8]=8’b00000000;
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end
end
endtask
endmodule

B.2 Simulation Program for Successive Elimination
Algorithm
‘timescale 1ns / 1ps
module successive1(clk,start,cur_min_sad,
tesum1,madsum,ar1,contcol,controw,spix1,
spix2,spix3,spix4,spix5,spix6,spix7);
input clk;
input start;
output [15:0] cur_min_sad;
output [15:0]tesum1,madsum;
output[7:0] ar1,contcol,controw,spix1,spix2,
spix3,spix4,spix5,spix6,spix7;
reg [7:0] buffer1 [0:15][0:47];
reg [7:0] buffer2 [0:15][0:47];
reg [7:0] buffer3 [0:15][0:47];
reg restart; reg cont;reg cont1;
reg signed [7:0]motionvect [0:1][0:15];
reg [7:0]memr[0:63][0:63];
reg [7:0]searchmem[0:95][0:95];
reg [7:0]curblock[0:15][0:15];
reg [7:0]memry[0:4095];
reg [7:0]memry1[0:4095];
reg [15:0] temad,itemad1,itemad2,
itemad3,itemad4,itesum1,itesum2,itesum3,itesum4;
reg [15:0]temad0,temad1,temad2,temad3,temad4,
temad5,temad6,temad15;
reg [15:0] temad7,temad8,temad9,temad10,temad11,
temad12,temad13,temad14;
reg [15:0] tesum1,refsum,cur_min_sad,madsum;
reg [7:0]contar1,spix0,spix1,spix2,spix3,spix4,
spix5,spix6,spix7;
reg [7:0]spix8,spix9,spix10,spix11,spix12,spix13,
spix14,spix15;
reg [7:0]roi,roi2,coj,roi3,coj3,controw,contcol;
reg [7:0]coj2;reg [7:0]dist;
reg [7:0]rrt;
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reg [7:0]rct;reg [7:0]p,ar1;
integer i,j,l,l1,ir,i1,i2,si,sj,ssi;
integer ssj,m,n,i3,j3,k,a,b,c,d;
integer gli,j1,ar,ac,blockno;
integer lp1,lp2,lp3,pq,ai;
always@(posedge start)
//INITIALIZING ALL MEMORYS WITH PIXELS
begin
restart=1’b0;
l=0;l1=0;
cont1=1’b1;
blockno=0;
$readmemh("127.txt",memry,0,4095);
for(i=0;i<=63;i=i+1)
for(j=0;j<=63;j=j+1)
begin
memr[i][j]=memry[l];
l=l+1;
end
for(si=0;si<=95;si=si+1)
for(sj=0;sj<=95;sj=sj+1)
searchmem[si][sj]=8’b10000000;
$readmemh("128.txt",memry1,0,4095);
for(ssi=0;ssi<=63;ssi=ssi+1)
for(ssj=0;ssj<=63;ssj=ssj+1)
begin
searchmem[ssi+16][ssj+16]=memry1[l1];
l1=l1+1;
end
end
always@(posedge restart)
begin
refsum[15:0]=16’h0000;
temad[15:0]=16’h0000;
tesum1[15:0]=16’h0000;
cur_min_sad[15:0]=16’hffff;
controw=0;
contcol=0;
contar1=0;
cont=1’b0;
l=0;l1=0;m=0;n=0;
ir=0; pq=0;ai=0;
ar=(blockno/4)*16;
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ac=(blockno%4)*16;
ar1=0;lp1=0;lp2=0;lp3=0;
for(i=0;i<=15;i=i+1)
for(j=0;j<=15;j=j+1)
begin
curblock[j][i]=memr[i+ar][j+ac];
refsum=refsum+memr[i+ar][j+ac];
end
for(a=ar;a<=ar+47;a=a+1)
begin
for(b=ac;b<=ac+47;b=b+1)
begin
if(b<(ac+16))
begin
buffer1[lp1][m]=searchmem[a][b];
lp1=lp1+1;
end
else if(b>=(ac+16)&& b<(ac+32))
begin
buffer2[lp2][n]=searchmem[a][b];
lp2=lp2+1;
end
else if((b>=(ac+32))&&(b<(ac+48)))
begin
buffer3[lp3][pq]=searchmem[a][b];
lp3=lp3+1;
end
end
n=n+1;
m=m+1;
pq=pq+1;
lp1=0;lp2=0;lp3=0;
end
for(si=0;si<=15;si=si+1)
for(sj=0;sj<=47;sj=sj+1)
begin
$display("memory value buffer 1 [%d][%d]=%h",
si,sj,buffer1[si][sj]);
$display("memory value buffer 2 [%d][%d]=%h",
si,sj,buffer2[si][sj]);
$display("memory value buffer 3 [%d][%d]=%h",
si,sj,buffer3[si][sj]);
end
end
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// BEGINING OF CONTROL BLOCK

always@(posedge clk)
begin
if(cont1==1’b1)
begin
restart=1’b1;
cont1=1’b0;
end
else
begin
restart=1’b0;
if (cont==1’b0)
begin
if((controw<=31)&&(contcol<=31))
begin
searchpixgen(ar1+controw,contcol,spix0,spix1,
spix2,spix3,spix4,spix5, spix6,spix7,spix8,spix9,spix10,
spix11,spix12,spix13,spix14,spix15);
itesum1=spix0+spix1+spix2+spix3;
itesum2=spix4+spix5+spix6+spix7;
itesum3=spix8+spix9+spix10+spix11;
itesum4=spix12+spix13+spix14+spix15;
tesum1=tesum1+itesum1+itesum2+itesum3+itesum4;
if(ar1<15)
ar1=ar1+1;
else
begin
if (tesum1>refsum)
madsum=tesum1-refsum;
else
madsum=refsum-tesum1;
if(cur_min_sad[15:0] > madsum[15:0])
cont=1’b1;
else
begin
ar1=0;
contcol=contcol+1;
tesum1[15:0]=16’h0000;
end
end
end
else if((contcol>31)&&(controw<32))
begin
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contcol=0;
controw=controw+1;
end
else if(controw>31)
begin
contcol=0;
controw=0;
cont1=1’b1;
motionvect[0][blockno]=rrt-16;
motionvect[1][blockno]=rct-16;
blockno=blockno+1;
for(j=0;j<=blockno;j=j+1)
for(i=0;i<=1;i=i+1)
$display("motion vector values :motion vectors
[%d][%d]=%d",i,j,motionvect[i][j]);
end
end
else
begin
searchpixgen(contar1+controw,contcol,spix0,
spix1,spix2, spix3,spix4,spix5, spix6,spix7,
spix8,spix9,spix10,spix11,spix12,spix13,
spix14,spix15);
procelem0(curblock[0][contar1],spix0,temad0);
procelem1(curblock[1][contar1],spix1,temad1);
procelem2(curblock[2][contar1],spix2,temad2);
procelem3(curblock[3][contar1],spix3,temad3);
procelem4(curblock[4][contar1],spix4,temad4);
procelem5(curblock[5][contar1],spix5,temad5);
procelem6(curblock[6][contar1],spix6,temad6);
procelem7(curblock[7][contar1],spix7,temad7);
procelem8(curblock[8][contar1],spix8,temad8);
procelem9(curblock[9][contar1],spix9,temad9);
procelem10(curblock[10][contar1],spix10,temad10);
procelem11(curblock[11][contar1],spix11,temad11);
procelem12(curblock[12][contar1],spix12,temad12);
procelem13(curblock[13][contar1],spix13,temad13);
procelem14(curblock[14][contar1],spix14,temad14);
procelem15(curblock[15][contar1],spix15,temad15);
itemad1=temad0+temad1+temad2+temad3;
itemad2=temad4+temad5+temad6+temad7;
itemad3=temad8+temad9+temad10+temad11;
itemad4=temad12+temad13+temad14+temad15;
temad=temad+itemad1+itemad2+itemad3+itemad4;
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if(contar1<15)
contar1=contar1+1;
else
begin
if (cur_min_sad > temad)
begin
cur_min_sad=temad;
rrt=controw;
rct=contcol;
end
contar1=0;
ar1=0;
cont=1’b0;
contcol=contcol+1;
temad[15:0]=16’h0000;
end
end
end
end

task searchpixgen( input [7:0] row1, col1,
output [7:0]searchpix0, searchpix1,searchpix2,
searchpix3,searchpix4, searchpix5,
searchpix6,searchpix7,searchpix8, searchpix9,
searchpix10,searchpix11,searchpix12,searchpix13,
searchpix14,searchpix15);
begin
if(col1<16)
searchpix0=buffer1[col1][row1];
else if (col1>=16 && col1<32)
searchpix0=buffer2[col1-16][row1];
else
searchpix0=buffer3[col1-32][row1];
if(col1+1<=15)
searchpix1=buffer1[col1+1][row1];
else if (col1+1>=16 && col1+1<32)
searchpix1=buffer2[(col1+1)-16][row1];
else
searchpix1=buffer3[(col1+1)-32][row1];
if(col1+2<=15)
searchpix2=buffer1[col1+2][row1];
else if (col1+2>=16 && col1+2<32)
searchpix2=buffer2[(col1+2)-16][row1];
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else
searchpix2=buffer3[(col1+2)-32][row1];
if(col1+3<=15)
searchpix3=buffer1[col1+3][row1];
else if (col1+3>=16 && col1+3<32)
searchpix3=buffer2[(col1+3)-16][row1];
else
searchpix3=buffer3[(col1+3)-32][row1];
if(col1+4<=15)
searchpix4=buffer1[col1+4][row1];
else if (col1+4>=16 && col1+4<32)
searchpix4=buffer2[(col1+4)-16][row1];
else
searchpix4=buffer3[(col1+4)-32][row1];
if(col1+5<=15)
searchpix5=buffer1[col1+5][row1];
else if (col1+5>=16 && col1+5<32)
searchpix5=buffer2[(col1+5)-16][row1];
else
searchpix5=buffer3[(col1+5)-32][row1];
if(col1+6<=15)
searchpix6=buffer1[col1+6][row1];
else if (col1+6>=16 && col1+6<32)
searchpix6=buffer2[(col1+6)-16][row1];
else
searchpix6=buffer3[(col1+6)-32][row1];
if(col1+7<=15)
searchpix7=buffer1[col1+7][row1];
else if (col1+7>=16 && col1+7<32)
searchpix7=buffer2[(col1+7)-16][row1];
else
searchpix7=buffer3[(col1+7)-32][row1];
if(col1+8<=15)
searchpix8=buffer1[col1+8][row1];
else if (col1+8>=16 && col1+8<32)
searchpix8=buffer2[(col1+8)-16][row1];
else
searchpix8=buffer3[(col1+8)-32][row1];
if(col1+9<=15)
searchpix9=buffer1[col1+9][row1];
else if (col1+9>=16 && col1+9<32)
searchpix9=buffer2[(col1+9)-16][row1];
else
searchpix9=buffer3[(col1+9)-32][row1];
if(col1+10<=15)
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searchpix10=buffer1[col1+10][row1];
else if (col1+10>=16 && col1+10<32)
searchpix10=buffer2[(col1+10)-16][row1];
else
searchpix10=buffer3[(col1+10)-32][row1];
if(col1+11<=15)
searchpix11=buffer1[col1+11][row1];
else if (col1+11>=16 && col1+11<32)
searchpix11=buffer2[(col1+11)-16][row1];
else
searchpix11=buffer3[(col1+11)-32][row1];
if(col1+12<=15)
searchpix12=buffer1[col1+12][row1];
else if (col1+12>=16 && col1+12<32)
searchpix12=buffer2[(col1+12)-16][row1];
else
searchpix12=buffer3[(col1+12)-32][row1];
if(col1+13<=15)
searchpix13=buffer1[col1+13][row1];
else if (col1+13>=16 && col1+13<32)
searchpix13=buffer2[(col1+13)-16][row1];
else
searchpix13=buffer3[(col1+13)-32][row1];
if(col1+14<=15)
searchpix14=buffer1[col1+14][row1];
else if (col1+14>=16 && col1+14<32)
searchpix14=buffer2[(col1+14)-16][row1];
else
searchpix14=buffer3[(col1+14)-32][row1];
if(col1+15<=15)
searchpix15=buffer1[col1+15][row1];
else if (col1+15>=16 && col1+15<32)
searchpix15=buffer2[(col1+15)-16][row1];
else
searchpix15=buffer3[(col1+15)-32][row1];
end
endtask
task procelem0(input [7:0] cpix0, spix0, output [15:0] temad0);
begin
if (cpix0 < spix0)
begin
temad0[7:0]=spix0-cpix0;
temad0[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
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else
begin
temad0[7:0]=cpix0-spix0;
temad0[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
end
endtask
task procelem1(input [7:0] cpix1,spix1,
output [15:0] temad1);
begin
if (cpix1 < spix1)
begin
temad1[7:0]=spix1-cpix1;
temad1[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
else
begin
temad1[7:0]=cpix1-spix1;
temad1[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
end
endtask
task procelem2(input [7:0] cpix2,spix2,
output [15:0] temad2);
begin
if (cpix2 < spix2)
begin
temad2[7:0]=spix2-cpix2;
temad2[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
else
begin
temad2[7:0]=cpix2-spix2;
temad2[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
end
endtask
task procelem3(input [7:0] cpix3,spix3,
output [15:0] temad3);
begin
if (cpix3 < spix3)
begin
temad3[7:0]=spix3-cpix3;
temad3[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
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else
begin
temad3[7:0]=cpix3-spix3;
temad3[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
end
endtask
task procelem4(input [7:0] cpix4,spix4,
output [15:0] temad4);
begin
if (cpix4 < spix4)
begin
temad4[7:0]=spix4-cpix4;
temad4[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
else
begin
temad4[7:0]=cpix4-spix4;
temad4[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
end
endtask
task procelem5(input [7:0] cpix5, spix5,
output [15:0] temad5);
begin
if (cpix5 < spix5)
begin
temad5[7:0]=spix5-cpix5;
temad5[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
else
begin
temad5[7:0]=cpix5-spix5;
temad5[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
end
endtask
task procelem6(input [7:0] cpix6,spix6,
output [15:0] temad6);
begin
if (cpix6 < spix6)
begin
temad6[7:0]=spix6-cpix6;
temad6[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
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else
begin
temad6[7:0]=cpix6-spix6;
temad6[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
end
endtask
task procelem7(input [7:0] cpix7,spix7,
output [15:0] temad7);
begin
if (cpix7 < spix7)
begin
temad7[7:0]=spix7-cpix7;
temad7[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
else
begin
temad7[7:0]=cpix7-spix7;
temad7[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
end
endtask
task procelem8(input [7:0] cpix8,spix8,
output [15:0] temad8);
begin
if (cpix8 < spix8)
begin
temad8[7:0]=spix8-cpix8;
temad8[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
else
begin
temad8[7:0]=cpix8-spix8;
temad8[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
end
endtask
task procelem9(input [7:0] cpix9,spix9,
output [15:0] temad9);
begin
if (cpix9 < spix9)
begin
temad9[7:0]=spix9-cpix9;
temad9[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
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else
begin
temad9[7:0]=cpix9-spix9;
temad9[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
end
endtask
task procelem10(input [7:0] cpix10,spix10,
output [15:0] temad10);
begin
if (cpix10 < spix10)
begin
temad10[7:0]=spix10-cpix10;
temad10[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
else
begin
temad10[7:0]=cpix10-spix10;
temad10[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
end
endtask
task procelem11(input [7:0] cpix11,spix11,
output [15:0] temad11);
begin
if (cpix11 < spix11)
begin
temad11[7:0]=spix11-cpix11;
temad11[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
else
begin
temad11[7:0]=cpix11-spix11;
temad11[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
end
endtask
task procelem12(input [7:0] cpix12,spix12,
output [15:0] temad12);
begin
if (cpix12 < spix12)
begin
temad12[7:0]=spix12-cpix12;
temad12[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
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else
begin
temad12[7:0]=cpix12-spix12;
temad12[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
end
endtask
task procelem13(input [7:0] cpix13,spix13,
output [15:0] temad13);
begin
if (cpix13 < spix13)
begin
temad13[7:0]=spix13-cpix13;
temad13[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
else
begin
temad13[7:0]=cpix13-spix13;
temad13[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
end
endtask
task procelem14(input [7:0] cpix14,spix14,
output [15:0] temad14);
begin
if (cpix14 < spix14)
begin
temad14[7:0]=spix14-cpix14;
temad14[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
else
begin
temad14[7:0]=cpix14-spix14;
temad14[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
end
endtask
task procelem15(input [7:0] cpix15,spix15,
output [15:0] temad15);
begin
if (cpix15 < spix15)
begin
temad15[7:0]=spix15-cpix15;
temad15[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
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else
begin
temad15[7:0]=cpix15-spix15;
temad15[15:8]=8’b00000000;
end
end
endtask
endmodule
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